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Senior Alyssa Marcangelo is
passionate about music.
Here she shares her favorites.

Band: Snow Patrol
Genre: Alternative

Musician: Josh Groban
Song: "Moke This Go On Forever"
Instrument: Piano
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Students shine
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high school students." Kelley won the

This festival allowed the involvement

plays he has been in. Although the play

of many different talents, such as play

was described as informal, the actors

writing, acting, directing and back

explained that preparation was still

stage technology.

challenging.

same time,” junior Katherine

lead part in “The Adventures of

Frimenko said about the first annual
Super Loser." Kelley said that this was

student-led One-Act Festival (top aright).
significant difference from the other

(Middle right) “I have acted in many

plays but have never had the oppor

(Top left) "We had rehearsals every
single day after school until 4 or 4:30,

tunity to direct one," senior Devan

and there were some days when I had

Malone said. Malone is the director of

to carry my script around all day, learn

"For Lies or For Latter," one of the plays

ing lines," sophomore Sydney Stier said.

in the festival. “It is a good experience
to be working on the other side of the

Stier played the part of the fairy god

stage instead of on stage all the time,"

mother in "Rescuing the Princess."

Senior Elizabeth Nork, who played

Malone said. The actors in the festival

the singing princess, said, "It's really

explained how much different this festi

cool because we are able to show
different groups of people and different

val is from other drama productions.

(Bottom) “This is a very informal
production,” junior Patrick Kelley said.

talents.”

by Amanda Sutton,

Jessica Rafts and Sarissa Fish

n my opinion
The festival started with writers submit
ting their own original plays. A select
few were chosen to be performed by
fellow students. These writers shared

their feelings on the experience.

“I really want to be a film

editor, and writing a play
relates to this goal.”

— Junior Michelle Truong
“Rescuing the Princess"

"My writing was influ
enced by my AP English
and MTL classes."

— Senior
Jacquelyn Turner
“For Lies or For Latter"
"Whenever I have a new

idea for my writing, I put it
in my journal."

— Freshman Erin Donohoe
“The Adventures
of Super Loser”

"I loved being able to see
my written thoughts and

ideas acted out. "

— Freshman Bridget Dunn
"8 Years and 41 Days”

Photos by Ashley Stier
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Fun, food
and football
• t was fun having a boys night for a
I while," junior Andrew Nguyen said

about the Superbowl party he went
to. “We could be ourselves and just
do whatever."

For Nguyen and his friends, the
night consisted mostly of food, jokes

and, of course, football.
The guys said that the large display

(Bottom right) After watching the
halftime show for awhile, Jelso de
cided he didn’t like the music. “We

didn't like watching at halftime, so we
started a war with Nerf guns, and Noel

was playing air guitar pretty much the
whole time," he said.

(Center right) Junior Daniel Court
ney rejoices when the Giants win the

of food at the party was more than

game. Most of the guys at the party

they could ever eat. It included things

said they were rooting for the Giants,
but some said they didn't care.

like sandwiches, desserts and wings.

(Bottom left) Junior Noel Key said,
“There was a lot of food at the party,

but my favorite was the wings."

“Besides eating and watching

“Andy (Nguyen) was a fair-weather
fan," Key said. "He would switch who
he rooted for every time one team

scored." Key also admitted to not be

the game, we mostly just joked

ing in tune to the game.

around and made fun of each other,"
Key said.

“I made a big fool of myself be
cause I don’t follow football," Key said.

(Top) Nguyen and juniors Ryan Jel-

“I didn't know that Eli Manning was

so and Eric Maise jockey for the spots

Peyton Manning's younger brother,

on the couch, crushing Key under

so I was like ‘Wow, he looks like a mini

neath. “There was a high demand for
the good seats on the couch," Maise

party just started laughing at me."

Peyton Manning.’ Everyone at the

said, "We had to fight for them."

"We decided to raffle off a cooler, snacks and a gift card
to Jet's Pizza for the Superbowl," Art Lennox, a teacher in
the Cooke Program, said. The money raised went towards
supporting the students in the program. Lennox said they
hoped to use some of the funds to help a special needs
school in a foreign country. “We want to buy materials for
our program but, depending on how much we make, we
would like to help those less fortunate than us as well,” Len
nox said. He explained that they do a few fundraisers each
year. “We try to pick themes that would interest a majority
of students,” Lennox said. "Everyone watches the Super
bowl, so we thought many students would be interested."
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by Amanda Sutton

d review--------One port of the Superbowl is the

advertisements that play during

breaks in the game. These students

shared how the commercials com
pared to last year’s and which
commercials were their favorites.
“The commercials were
horrible this year, but my

favorites were all of the
bcby ones."

— Junior Matthew
Deacon
“The funniest one was the

Bud Light ad where the

man puts beer in a block
of cheese to hide it."

— Senior Katherine Bezak
“I liked the ‘A Night at the
Roxbury' spoof

commercial for Pepsi."

— Senior Joshua Samson

“The Amp energy drink
ad with the nipple clamps

was the funniest one."

— Junior Richard Mackie

>P5
Junior Christopher Kowalski named

his top 5 Superbowl foods.

- Ce-r Abfesd- Subs

■

6 Townies

Photos by Dovid Uberti
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y priorities
Having a plan keeps stuents on
track. These students describe their

goals for the week.

“Buy my wrestling
clothes.”

—Freshman
Zackary Donatiello
“Wait for Friday.”

— Sophomore
Tyler Marotta

“Finish all of my assign

ments and relax."

— Sophomore
Lauren Hall
“Get an A on my
Biology test.”

— Freshman
Maria Meridith
“Develop
superpowers."

— Senior Kevin Wilson

Submitted by Jacquelin

The yearbook staff asked 100

students if they use their schoolissued planners to record their

homework.

Of those polled, 73 percent said
that they do use their planners on a

daily basis, while 27 percent of the
students said they do not.
Photo by Stephanie Hamel
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Keeping track
— Junior Jacqueline Harris
particularly hectic Saturday illustrates

| ace it: with activities, friends,

f

the benefit of using a planner.

। and homework, high school

(Top right) The day starts with an

students are busy.

ACT class. Completing a few last-

Junior Katherine Frimenko is

minute practice problems, Harris said,

no stranger to managing her

time wisely. She juggles dance, violin

“Hopefully it will raise my score when I

lessons, Student Congress responsibili

take the test.”

ties, National Honor Society, several

clubs and school work. “It's important

(Top left) Next, she rushes to Irish
dance class, the activity that occu

to have priorities and balance your

pies the majority of her time. Harris

time between them," Frimenko says.

plans her life around her dance prac

(Bottom left) Frimenko records her

tices. “I usually have dance, so I try to

commitments and homework in her

get all of my homework done as soon

school planner daily. Frimenko said,

as I get home," she said.

“I always write in pencil, so I can
change or rearrange events when I

After stopping at a friend's birthday
party and eating dinner with her fam

need to."

ily, the day ends with a few hours of
homework. (Center right) Harris finishes

(Bottom right) Junior Jacqueline

Harris keeps track of her schedule with

her English paper. “It is due on Tues

a color-coded Five Star calender. She

day,” she said.

“If I didn’t have this stuff written

says, "(It] helps me organize and man
age my time, so I don't forget any

down, I would forget everything," Har

thing. My life goes into that calender."

ris said.

Following Harris around on one

By Stephanie Hamel
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Study skills
— Senior Megan Trotter
h orking on homework con

W

be stressful and boring, but

tactics from handstands to

a laugh. “When I'm studying late at
night, I like to eat ice cream.” She said
that the ice cream helps her to stay

late night snacks help students get
awake
the during her late night study ses
job done.

(Top and bottom left) "When I

sions. She also finds the sweet snack
an escape from the stress of study

study for finals I do handstands, tripods

ing. “I feel like I’m rewarding myself. It

or hang from the side of my bed to

helps me stay on task,” Shea said.

get the blood rushing to my head,”
senior Megan Trotter said. Trotter com

(Bottom right) Junior Patrick Kelley
finds that making his own music helps

plained about how she gets bored

him to keep on track while doing his

when studying for finals and finds

school work. Kelley said, “I start my

doing handstands a good change of

homework around three, when I get

pace. “I just get bored. I need variety

home from school, and I usually finish

in my study habits," she said.

around six.”

Trotter also listens to music to stay

When Kelley gets bored, he said

on task while getting her homework

he has a trick to make his homework

done. “I listen to Frank Sinatra,” Trotter

more fun. “Sometimes I sing while I do
my homework," Kelley said. With his

said. "Jazz music helps me concen

trate on my school work; it’s relaxing.”
(Top right)Senior Erin Shea takes

study technique, Kelley is able to in
corporate the passion he has for sing

several hard classes and often finds

ing while completing his more tedious

herself pulling all-nighters to get all her

or difficult homework.
by Nora Naughton

“I'm a perfectionist," Shea said with

and Courtney Wilson

ITTH

homework done to her satisfaction.

Photos by Noro Nc
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ord association------
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1^— Senior Jessica Smith

— Senior Stephanie
Hudolin

— Sophomore Marie
Samson
' *17^ MW-rjt

e/V&T*
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— Junior Ryan Mullen
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— Junior Julie Davison
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Match the person with the quote.

1. Junior
Steven
Brown

2. Junior
Cena
Larsen

a." [1 spend]

c."No,
b.'Tm a
I'm not a
very hardslacker,
worker
but 1 do
— not!
procrasti
1 spend
nate. Who
like five
doesn't?"
minutes
on home
work." D>e,yz iq'l :sj9msuv

three to
four hours
because 1
care about
my grades."

3. Junior
Barbara
Gutmann

H dowC-KAxk.
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Extra! Extra!
ophomore Christina Bucciere

S

cheerleaders as “The Scorpion.”

(top left) practices her swing

She is a member of the Michigan

with her dad in the backyard

Extreme Cheerleading team, and this

before a game. “My dad always

is her third season participating with

heips me practice to calm my nerves
this group. "Tumbling and stunting are

before a big game,” Bucciere said.

my favorite parts about cheerlead

She is currently on the Northville

ing because I was a gymnast before

Stars, a softball team through North

I started cheer, and it is a lot of fun to

ville Parks and Recreation. “I joined

be able to put both sports together,"

the rec team for fun and to get extra

Breault said.

practice for the school team,” Buc
ciere said

(Bottom left) Bucciere works on her

(Top right) Breault practices her

flexiblity before practice starts to

warm up her muscles, so that she is

pitch to make sure she is ready for her

prepared for all the tumbling and

game. She started playing softball
nine years ago in Ohio because it was

stunting required. She is also a mem
ber of the JV cheer team along with

one of the most popular sports in her

Michigan Extreme All Stars.

town. She tried out many positions

Participating on two cheer teams

before she decided that pitching

is a way to interact with different

was what she really enjoyed. "I enjoy
pitching, it is my favorite position in

groups of people. "It is a great experi

ence to be a part of two different
teams. I like competing with the All

softball,” she explained.
(Bottom right) Freshman Morgan

Stars, but I also enjoy cheering for my

Breault works on stunting at one of her

school," she said.

cheer practices. This stunt is known to
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by Jessica Raffs and Erin Smith
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The Girl Scout Gold
Award is the highest medal that can be
received in Girl Scouts. Thr
13 years of hard work and
tion, senior Robin Czerwins
given this award in May 20
completing 65 hours of co
service at Mott's Childr
pital. “I like being on
■Ssk because we always
KL
together," Czerw

Senia
Kreme

n my opinion
Students from Northville, Novi and

Livonia Stevenson joined together to

help support the cause at the Niemann-PickCl benefit dance. These
students shared their opinions of how

the schools interacted.
“It was the same feel, just

with new faces."

— Senior Mikhail Sokolov

"There were a bunch of

people I didn’t know, but
they all danced together

anyway."

— Junior Aarti Kamat
"It was a lot of fun be

cause I got to hang out

with different people."

— Junior Eliza Wood

"It was good. There was

no tension between the

different schools.”

— Senior Jonathan
Bardsley

Affecting 1 in 150,000 people, this rare
disease causes children to forget things
they have learned, such as walking,
talking and eating. Harmful amounts of
cholesterol build up in the child’s cells
and attack the brain, liver and spleen.
Symptoms of this disease include sei
zures, lack of coordination and breath
ing difficulties.
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i.
Along with taking donations and plan
ning the dance, creating the website

www.hopeforaaditya.ning.com with her
mother was one way senior Shama Lakdawala helped to fund research for Niemann

Pick. “It is a non-profit organization. People can

go on the website to the PayPal and donate

money to the cause,” Lakdawala said. "We’ve
made over $2,000 so far with these donations.”

Hope for Aaditya
veryone says that we never

e

have enough dances, so I

thought it would be a good

lected loose change at lunch, which

added up to around $120."
(Top left) Two Novi students volun

way to raise money for a cause,” teered to DJ the dance. They played
a variety of music, including rap, pop
senior Shama Lakdawala said.

(Bottom left) "My cousin has Niemann

and techno. “It was really crowded,

Pick disease, type Cl," Lakdawala

said, "and he is only four." Niemann

and a lot of the people were from
our school. The DJ was really funny

Pick affects brain cells, creating

and danced all crazy. They played a

muscular and physiological problems,

lot of techno music," senior Madelyn
Bielecki said.

such as seizures and dimensia. "It is

known as the child’s Alzheimers,"

Lakdawala said.
(Top right) Along with decorating,

(Bottom right) “I think it is cool that
we can raise money for a cause and

Lakdawala explained that planning

still have fun at the same time,” senior
Casey Schipper said. “I really hope

the dance was a lot of work and

that the money helps fund the re

took a lot of preparation. She had

search that is needed for this disease."

help from her friends junior Marissa

The dance was a success according

D’Agostino and sophomore Michaela

to Lakdawala, and the proceeds ex

Keady. "We made 40 posters and

ceeded her goal. She hoped to raise

drove to Stevenson every day after
school pushing the principal to allow

$3,000 in ticket sales, and the final

us to post posters and pass out flyers,"
D'Agostino said,"Some Novi girls col

total ended up surpassing $5,000.
by Amanda Sutton,
Jessica Ratts and Sarissa Fish

Photos by Megan Kelly
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It's all in the hawk
vinth
| he hawk builds character,”

T

senior Nicholas Kolbow said,

describing the new hairstyle of the

boys varsity soccer team.

With this energy and unity, the

goals for next year: “We plan on win
ning states with the mohawks!”

(Bottom center) Sophomore An
thony Aquinto sprints for the ball, bat
tling the Plymouth forward. Aquinto

team took the titles of both district

related the varsity team’s success to

and regional champions.

their fauxhawks: "They were the only

Senior Jeffrey Cheslik described

team who had their heads shaven. It

the feeling of achievement: “We left

was cool because it showed off their

our mark on the school.” The team

unity,” he said.

finished with a winning season and
continued their success all the way

to state semi-finals. Kolbow (bottom

The junior varsity team closed their

season with a winning record.

(Center) Freshman Graham Smith,

right) steals the ball, blocking the

goes in for a kick. Smith shared his

opposing player. The team closed

feelings on the force needed for

the year earning the title of third best

soccer: "We practice hard and play

team in the state.
(Bottom left) Junior Abdul-Latif

hard.”

Alashe races an opponent to the

the boys soccer teams worked hard

ball and prepares for a pass. Alashe
described the characteristics of this

and drove towards achievement,
Alashe added. Cheslik agreed, add

noted hairstyle: "Wind-resistant and

ing that the team stayed dedicated

aerodynamic, it motivated us and
gave us energy." He also shared his

and unified throughout the season.

Through energy and motivation,

by Megan Kelly

(S&yt
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'Fall'eyball
l his year, the volleyball season

T

moved to the fall. The girls said

they were a little apprehensive

huddles with Coach Kary Couch
man before the game. The freshmen

ended their season as division cham

going into it, but in the end, they

pions. "I think the girls played very well

found the change to be beneficial.

this season," Couchman said, beam

spikes the ball in a game against

ing with pride.
(Top right) Senior Allison Holmes

Wayne Memorial. Maise was the only

sets the ball for senior Jamie Cotrone.

sophomore to make the varsity team
this season. “At first, it was kind of

Cotrone said she had mixed feelings

(Top left) Sophomore Kelly Maise

towards the season change. “It was

tough because 1 didn’t know anyone,

bad because we had two-a-days in

but I made friends pretty fast,” Maise

the summer, but it is nice to have a

said. Maise found the season change

break in the winter,” she explained.

to be advantageous. "I liked it be

Junior Elizabeth Foucher said she

added that she is optimistic that the

was all for the season change. “We
no longer have Christmas or midwinter

team will do even better next year.

break during our season, and our club

cause it wasn’t cold," Maise said. She

“1 loved having volleyball in the

seasons are at the same time as the

fall," freshman Danielle Borthwick said.

rest of the country, which helps with

(Center left) Borthwick plays libero in
a home game for the freshmen team.

scouting," she added.
(Bottom right) Foucher serves the

The libero can go in for anyone on the

ball in a home game. She played

back line at any time, and it doesn’t

libero for the varsity team.

count as a substitution.
(Bottom left) The freshman team
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by Nora Naughton

Senior Krysta Cicala, setter for
the varsity team, serves in a
match against Wayne Memo

rial. She said her volleyball
experience goes as far back

as second grade. “My favorite

moment this season was when
we served the ball one time,

someone accidently tipped it
over the net, and the ref didn't

notice," Cicala said with a
laugh. She earned a scholarship
to play volleyball at Louisona
Tech next fall.

nvi vi

Freshman Megan Gertley plays
middle hitter on the freshman
team. "That means I spike [the bait]
in their faces’” Gertley said. She
said she is proud of the improve
ments she made this season. She
was also proud of the team's per
formance. "We bonded a lot
throughout the season and

Gertley said.

Photos by Prestige Photography
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Push to the limit
— Freshman Devon Pearson
just have to drain everything out,”

I

sophomore Brett Smith said, ex
plaining how he prepares himself

before JV football games.

(Top left) Smith follows the path

cleared by freshman Devon Pearson

let past games bring you down."
Working hard to prepare them

selves for games was a common
belief among players. “Being pre
pared for the week to come is very
important because you get that initial

in the JV's game against Plymouth. “I

momentum,” senior runningback

just close my eyes before the game,"
Pearson said, agreeing with his back-

Andrew Devine said.

field partner. "I don’t play around. I

(Top right) Devine weaves his way
through a collapsed offensive line,

just think about what I got to do."
They learned that it is important for

looking to evade would-be tacklers.

every part of the team to be concen

be by the first play,” he added.

trated on reaching their goals. "We al

(Bottom right) Freshman Alan
Nguyen explodes from his three-point

ways kept our focus, and the coaches

always kept their focus; nobody
wanted to lose," Pearson added.
(Center left) Senior quarterback

William Chew throws a pass against
Canton. “I just sit quietly," he said. "I
do everything the same every game.”

Players said they felt it was their

"You can usually tell how a game will

stance as the ball is hiked. "Everyone
has to contribute," Nguyen said, "from
the quarterback to the linemen."
(Bottom left) Freshman teammates

pursue a Plymouth ballcarrier, forcing
him out of bounds.
“Once you get onto that field,"

duty to their school to win."We had to

Pearson said, “you got to forget about

play hard to prove something every
week," Chew explained. “You can’t

all the rest and push it to the limit."
by David Uberfi
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Senior Gregory Hasse, a varsity captain

and leader of the Mustang defense,

took his game to a new level this
season. Lining up across from oppos
ing quarterbacks, he could be quite

the imposing figure, his teammates
said. “Hasse is huge, just huge,” junior

Joshua Pratt said. Throughout the nine
games of the varsity season, Hasse
amassed 184 tackles, the second best

total in school history and the highest
total in the state. “I don't think about
that stuff," Hasse said. “I just go out

there and try to make plays.”

ord association--------

— Junior Scott Tomsa

— Freshman
Andrew Accardo

— Junior Trystin Scott

Photos by Prestige Photography
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Senior Megan Narus leads the
team as the only member on

varsity for all four years. Narus

made varsity as a freshman
and has been on the team ever
since, during both sideline and
competitive seasons. “Being

on the same team for all my
four years has helped me make

friends with all different grade
levels, and it’s just been a really
good experience during high
school," Narus said.

Senior jasmin
Caverly

Q
A

Q

^What is the main difference?
.Competitive is a iot more
I serious than sideline.

Which in your opinion is more
^work?

*
Competitive takes a lot more
ZX.time and is harder.
. Which season do you enjoy
• more?
a
Probably sideline because it is
a: a lot more fun.

Q
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Dream big
arsity team (top left) sets up a

possibly stick the stunt when thinking

stunt with all four stunt groups

of all the possible ways it could fall,"

at one of their football games.

Hartman said.
(Bottom right) The varsity team

V

a team through extra conditioning at

game. “We had some conflict this

our tumbling practices," senior Jasmin

season in our team, but we had a lot

Caverly said. “We were pushed a lot

of fun at camp and learned a lot of

harder this season, and it really paid

new cheers and stunts," senior Andrea

off when we performed at the pep

Patrick said.

‘This season has been one to

remember because we grew a lot as
performs a camp cheer at a football

rally. It made the season worth all the

work we put in."

(Center right) The JV team learns a

stunt at their stunt and tumble camp

(Bottom left) The freshman team

over the summer. “Cheer camp was

performs a pyramid stunt at half-time.

a lot of fun, we all got to bond while

“This was my first season on cheer at

learning new stunts," sophomore Jes

the high school, and it was a really
great experience. We had a lot of fun,

sica Dennis said.
(Top right) The varsity team per

and one of my favorite times was our

forms an arabesque pyramid stunt

team dinner at Genitti's," freshman

at the pep rally. "Pep rally was a lot

Emily Hartman said.

more work this season than it has

The girls said they bonded while
working to acheive their goals their

really proud of it because we pulled it

first year in high school. "Our team

together,’’ Patrick said.

motto has always been, You can't

been in the past seasons, but I feel

by Sarissa Fish

Photos by Prestige Photography
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Senior Jonathon Zurek displayed
his desire to win this season. “Zu
rek has made a transformation.

He’s always been a good run
ner, but he really stepped up as

the key leader of this team,” ju
nior Armen Changelian said. "He

runs with his heart," junior Joseph
Mifsud said. Zurek finished first

on the team at the state meet.
"I felt accomplished to be first,
but the other guys put the same

amount of work in," Zurek said.

Tope

Photo by C

Junior Kevin Redick describes in

five steps what it takes to be a
good runner.

3

he/?-

Iv *1
Photo by Prestige Photography
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Comebacks
| his team is different than other

ally quiet and trying to focus," junior

ing a championship team and

Joseph Mifsud said.
Sophomore Christopher Bentley

the big picture," Coach Chris

added, “Before the race, most of the

Cronin said. “I don't do that every

team is getting focused and being
prepared for the task that lays ahead

T

teams. We talk a lot about be

year for the team; it's risky. If you fall

short of your goal, some people see
that as a huge disappointment.”
(Above left) Senior captain William

of them."
(Center right) Cronin talks to the

boys after a meet. "I think this year we

Marti and senior Jonathan Zurek lead

really focused on going big," Cronin

a warmup before a meet. “I like being

said. "(His speeches ore] movtivation-

a captain because I can help affect

al in a way that is different from how

the team with workouts," Marti said.

other coaches would talk to you,”

"But it's hard because people look up

Mifsud said.
(Top right) The boys run up a hill at

to me.”
(Bottom left) The varsity boys team

a home meet at Cass Benton Park.

sprints out from the start line. “This

“Running os a pack is the easiest way

year, we were definitely a lot better.

for our team to improve," sophomore

Instead of having one good runner,

Stephen Grimmer said.

we had five or six, and that helped us

out," senior captain Erik Peterson said.

“We did twice as good this year

as in the past seasons," Marti said.

the boys stretch in silence. “Everyone

“We put in a lot more miles, and we
had the determination to make it to

is really serious, and when it gets down

states."

(Bottom right) Preparing for a meet,

to a half hour before, everyone is re

by Kristen Singletary
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Give me an N!
better-

((

— Senior Lindsay Hagan

I

just think it's really great, and it
shows how hard everyone worked,”

“I think it's awesome they all worked

senior Lindsay Hagan said. She’s

asked about the team's accomplis-

really hard," Hordenbergh said when

ments of the season.
(Bottom center) Hagan passes the
team, which had a total of 25 girls run
first
mile marker during a meet. "I’m
under 22 minutes in their meets and
really proud. Every day, everyone
receive their varsity letters.
gave 100 percent," Hagan said.
(Top) The runners fight for position
(Bottom right) “I’m really excited
as they begin a race at Cass Benton
talking about the girls cross country

Park. Senior Karina Puskorius, who first

for [everyone who got their varsity

recieved her varsity letter her sopho

more year, explains her source of

letter]," Puskorius said. Showing her
support for the team, Hagen said she

encouragement.“Hoving my team

felt the sadness of leaving her fellow

mates and my coach pushing [helps

teammates. "I’m sad it’s over, but
most of the girls run track in the spring,

me],’’ Puskorius said.
(Bottom left) Junior Maria Rocco

follows behind senior Anna Hardenbergh in a meet at Cass Benton Pork.
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so it's not over yet!” she said with

anticipdtion.
by Devon Moyer

Senior Anna Hardenbergh

was recognized as one of the
season's top performers by
Photo by Prestige Photography

Coach Nancy Smith. “I'm sur

prised [but] grateful she thinks
so much of me," Hardenbergh
explained when told she was

selected. Hardenbergh had her

best time of 19:47 at the regional
meet. "I've loved [cross country]
every year for four years. I’m

sad I don't get to come back,"
Hardenbergh added.

Tope
The strength and the depth of the

cross country program is evident
through the top five times of the
season.

1. Senior Lindsay Hagan

19:23

2. Senior Jennifer Murphy

19:27

3. Senior Anna Hardenbergh

19:47

4. Junior Stephanie Hamel
5. Freshman Emily Sklar

20:04

19:50

Photo by Prestige Photography
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T--------DATE

8/30
8/30

__ 9/05_
9/10
9/11
9/12
— 9/17
9/19
9/21
__ 9/24
9/28

PLACE team

A
H

H
H
H
A
H
H

A
H
A

SCORE

VARSITY
Novi
Novi
Plymouth Salem
Livonia Churchill
Walled Lake Northern
John Glenn
Livonia Stevenson
iWalled Lake Western
Livonia Franklin
Wavne Memorial
A/"Med take Centra 1

________

8/30
—Z£Q5_
___ 2/10
___ 2ZJ1

-9/12

H
H
H
A

9/17 _ H
9/19
H
9/21
A
9/24
H

P/28.. A
__ 2/30
A
—

1 1

X 1—

I X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

10-1

—

JUNIOR VARSITY

A

W

10-1
4-5
7-1
8-0
8-0
8-0
7-1
8-0
7-1
7-1
8-0

— SEASON RECORD

SEASON

Novi _
Plymouth Salem
JLiYonia Churchill
Walled Lake Northern

-John Glean__________
Livonia Stevenson
.Walled Lake Western
-Livonia Franklin
Wgvne N m ial___
Plymouth Canton
-Plymouth
SEASON RECORD_________________ 1

01-09
05-04
07-01
03-02
05-01
07-03
03-00
06-02
06-01
08-00
08-02

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

10-1

Match mishaps
//

/7

— Sophomore Melvin Joseph
s the boys varsity tennis team

A

prepared for their big matches,

i they encountered several
1 setbacks. The team, however,

sports. “This year he had to choose
between tennis and football," sopho

more Stephen Irvine explained. “But
he chose tennis. He plays a million

said they have learned to make thedifferent sports."
(Bottom left) Senior Andrew Mills
best of these situations.
practices with McHenry, his doubles
“Our number one doubles player
[senior Graham McHenry] got a con

partner. “Both of them dominate

cussion the day before the state tour

the entire team," Shashlo said. “They

nament," senior Alexander Shashlo

pretty much destroyed our competi

said. “Then he came out and played

tion at conferences."
(Bottom right) Sophomore Timothy

the best match of his life."
(Top left) Senior Matthew Mehill

Wasielewski plays a match with the

winds up during a conference match.

varsity team, which he has been on

“Matt is such a character," sopho

since his freshman year. “He's so quiet

more Nicholas Kalweit said about his

and shy," sophomore Melvin Joseph

teammate. "He really picks the team

said. "But he's so good.”

up when we're not playing as great

(Top right) Kalweit has been play

as we could be, and that really helps

ing tennis for four years. "This team is

us perform to the best of our ability."

great," he said. "They’re crazy, but

(Center left) Sophomore Daniel

they’re great.”

Mills tried out for tennis after having to
choose between two of his favorite
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by Megan Piotrowski

This year, the boys tennis team

has a new addition to their
team. “He’s God at tennis,”

junior Lee Schechter said about

his teammate, sophomore
Melvin Joseph. Joseph is the
team’s number one singles play

er, and the team recognized his
talent this year after he moved

to Northville from Windsor. “I've

played tennis for eight years,"
Melvin said. “But I love this team.

They’re all really comical.”

Photos by Prestige Photography
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“Meghan Kanya works hard off
season and during the season by
always leading her lane, along

with leading her team. She has a
great determination and always
provides a good example for
the team as a captain,’’ junior
Jessica Weber said. “This season

was a lot of fun with it being
my senior year and having a

new coach,” Kanya said. "We
became closer as a team and
swam well because of it. There
are no other people like swim

mers, and I am going to miss ev
eryone on the team so much.”

। With secret swimmer
। and sleepovers, the
swim team found
3 unique ways to
get to know each
fo\as
other. “We had
mock elections at one of
our sleepovers, and we had
over 50 categories," junior
Kara Folas said. “We also had
a karaoke tournament, and
each grade always does a skit,
which were mostly about our
coaches."
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Swimming in sync
wd-

lilc^ ^nMAvvnvM.
— Senior Meghan Kenya

H

ead coach Brian McNeff talks

wicz said. "Despite all of our hard work

to the swim team during a

and our efforts, South Lyon still ended

meet (top left). “Brion is a really

up beating us."
(Center right) The swim team sits

good coach, and he always
together
while watching their team
tries to challenge us in fun ways," se

dive. "We always cheer on our div
nior Allison Davidson said. "The other
ers and try our best to support them
week, he raced all of the swimmers,

but he actually ended up getting a

because they always give us sup

bloody nose."
(Bottom left) Senior captains

port when we are swimming,” junior

Camellia Das, Meghan Kanya, Carly

to be quiet when someone is about

Goldberg and Rachel Englert lead

to dive. "It's always really hard to
stay quiet because we want to cheer

the team in their cheers before a
meet. "Before every meet, we try to

Samantha Curry said. The team has

get the team really pumped up by

them on,” Curry said.
(Top right) Senior Courtney Saward

leading them in their chants," Englert

competes in the breast stroke. "Even

said. “We always have a lot of fun

though I am a senior, this was my first

cheering, and we get really loud be

year on the swim team," Saward said.

cause everyone likes to join in on the

Saward was the only new senior this

chants."
(Bottom right) The swim team dives

year on the team. “I just tried really

into the pool during their meet against

were all nice. I really liked everyone

South Lyon. "All of the girls swam really

on the team," she said.

fast, and we all did our best against
South Lyon," sophomore Ashley Filipo-

hard at all of the meets, and the girls

by Mary Lowery
Cr*l^U
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One team member took home a
major win for the girls this season.
Senior Lannis Smith earned the

honor of placing seventh in the
district. Riders are placed de
pending on the number of points

accumulated from placing in

their classes. Smith ended up
with 70 points overall. Reflecting

on the season, she responded

with her team’s motto: “Meet us
at the barn; it's going down."

Team assistants help

riders with groomi ing, cleaning and

■

show preparation.

Ko*a'
How did you get the job?
I talked to the captain, Lau
ren Scheer, about helping.

What did your job include?
Cleaning boots, holding
the horses and keeping the
stable clean.

.What was your favorite part?

2X
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t Watching the shows.

Class act
ophomore Eleanor Feltner [top

judges walking and jogging, and Hunt

center) rides her horse, Ace of

S

Seat judges jumping, os well as walk

Hearts, in the Hunt Seat class.

ing and jogging.

ners, and jumpers are judged on how

activities this year because they were

quickly the horse can complete a
series of jumps with the fewest errors,

a lot of fun. We had burrough, flag

In this class, she is a hunter and

“We had a really good team ef
jumper. Hunters are judged on manfort,"

Anderson said. "I liked the team

known as faults.

and relay races with our horses.”

[Bottom right) Senior Lauren Scheer

Feltner has been riding for eight

practices speed with her horse, Kim.

years, but this is her first year riding for

She has been riding for 12 years, in

the high school.

cluding four for the high school.

Feltner said she thought the team

Scheer rides Dressage style, which

was very successful. “I like being with

includes being able to show o judge

everyone; it’s a fun group of people.

control of a horse.

We always are very supportive of
each other," she said.
(Bottom left) Stoker leads junior

Scheer said, "The meets usually

start at eight and finish at nine or ten
at night. They are really long days, but

Stacy Anderson over a jump during

I love the people on the team. One

a competition. Anderson has been

of my favorite places we go to is this

riding for seven years, and this is her

hotel tn Shiawassee, Mich. We always

second year riding for the team.

have a lot of fun there."

Anderson rides in both the Hunt
Seat and Western classes. Western

by Jessica Rotts

Photos by Annette Scheer
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Practice is key
Sophomore Haley Johnson
| he JV and varisty pom squads

T

both ended their seasons by

The JV team wasn't the only squad
working hard. "We practice Monday

placing at the high-kick competi-

through Thursday and sometimes more

ton. Although the season was a

when we have competitions," sopho

success, the pommers said it didn't

come easy. It took hours of practice and

hard work.

more Grace Ackerman said, describing

the schedule of her first year on varsity.
(Bottom left) The varsity squad gets

(Top left) Sophomores Rachael Am
bler and Julianne Pitcher perform their

ready to kick at one of their halftime

kick line at the 2007 highkick competi

every varsity football game and at the

tion. “I love being able to show every

homecoming pep rally.

one the routine we’ve been working so

performances. The girls performed at

(Top right) The pom teams lead

hard on for so long. Competing is a lot of

the parade to the stadium before

fun," Pitcher said. This is Pitcher’s second
season on JV pom and her first year as

favorite part about pom is performing

team captain.
(Below) The JV pom squad shows off

their toe touches at Eastern Michigan
University during a competition in which

the Homecoming football game."My
at halftime and showing everyone our
routines," Woloszyn said, elaborating on
her four seasons as part of the program.

(Bottom right) The lady 'Stangs wave

they placed fourth. "We practiced

their orange and white poms to try and

our routine eight times every practice

get the crowd pumped. “We practice

to make sure that we had our routine

hard every week and try to look our best
in front of the crowd," Woloszyn*said.

down perfectly. It's a lot of hard work,

but in the end, it’s all worth it," sopho
more Haley Johnson said.
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by Erin Smith

Sophomore

Grace Acker

man is the only
sophomore

on the varsity
pom squad

this season. “It
feels great.
It's a chal

lenge but
I still really enjoy it," Ackerman
said. “I love the rush when you're

out there performing for every
one," she continued. Performing

isn't the only thing she said she
loves about pom. "I like having

another group of friends that are
there for you," Ackerman said
with a smile. "We're kinid of like
our own family."

\ "My first season

i on pom has been
\ amazing" Gold\ berg said. “It will

। be an experi
‘

ence I will
never forget."

Photo by Steve Fecht Photography
^ What is your favorite part
• about pom?
a e Getting all the cute clothes
JiV.and performing.

Q

Q

. What is something you and
I your team do to bond?

a e Before a competition, we
zjL I braid each others' hair.

O

What is something you do
to get pumped up before you
compete?
* We yell fire-up chants and
• cheers and try to get fired up.

A

Photos by Prestige Photography

SEASON RECORD
1
'date

8/17
8/21
8/24
8/29
9/10
9/12
9/17
9/18
9/21
9/24

__ 2Z22j
10/2
___

10/11I__ 10/19

SEASON

PLACE TEAM

H
A
A
A
H
A
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
A

A
A

Westland John Glenn
Briqhton Invitational
Grosse lie Invitational
Traverse City Invitational
1 Walled Lake Central

Livonia Churchill
Walled Lake Northern
Livonia Stevenson
Walled Lake Western
Livonia Franklin
Wavne Memorial___________________
Canton

Salem
WLAA Conference Tournament
Regionals___________

-Slsies_____________
SEASON RECORD

___ L

SCORE

W

182-236
5th
7th
2nd
184-211
192-188
187-203
178-240
178-194
181-213
174-252
162-240
162-240
1st
2nd
3rd
10-1

X

L

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

—

1

I

1

.

1

Zip-Bond
— Senior Eve Avdoulos
ven though golf is on individual
sport, the girls team shared a
tight bond with each other, dif
ferent from any other season.
It started off with a fun-filled trip
up north, where team members said
the relationships grew greater in the
midst of ell the added fun. "We were
in Traverse City, and we decided to
play zip bong. It's just a game where
you are not allowed to speak or show
your teeth. It was a good bonding
experience." junior Alicia Weber said.
(Top left) Sophomore Amy Bern
stein walks to her golf ball on the
course. Before warming up for
matches, the girls try to ease their
nerves before playing. "We talk on
the putting green and make jokes,"
Bernstein said.
(Center left) Senior Kirsten Freisen
pitches towards the green. "I think

E

we're more tightly bonded this year
than other years. We all have the
same personalities. We're all very
62

humorous and fun,” Freisen said.
(Bottom right) Walking the course
alongside a opponent, Weber
explains the absence of pump-up
cheers before matches. "We wouldn't
really do them because I thought it
was bad luck,” Weber said.
(Top right) Junior Kelley Hill tees
off during a match. "We encourage
each other to do the best we can
before each match,” she said.
(Bottom left) Sophomores Chelsea
Weber, Bernstein and Caitlin Darish warm up together on the course
before their match. "We have funny
conversations to make us calm, and
we just think about having a good
time because it gets us focused,”
Darish said.
By the end of the season, the girls
accomplished many goals as a team,
one of them the bond they shared

together.
by Corinne Wysocki

Junior Alicia Weber delivered

a season above and beyond
her expectations. By the end of

the team's season, she won the
Brighton tournament, made top

three in the Traverse City tourna
ment, became regional cham

pion and was ranked ninth in the
state. “As a team, we helped

each other," Weber said, "I just
did the best I could.”

Tope

HB

For junior Kelley Hill, getting her

head in the game before a match
is easy. These are her top five

thoughts before teeing off.

L
2. aiinem&rLt:
tci
one*
’ 01 Tinne

vro le evt

5. Tempo

Photo by Eve Avdoulos
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The sophomore captain of the
JV team, Jacob Weddle, said
he improved his game over the
summer. Weddle attended a
basketball camp at Adrian

College this summer, and the

practice showed. In his final
game, he scored 22 points and
grabbed eight rebounds.

Senior Mathew
Cassidy discussed

his inspirations and
approach to the
game.

Cass'dY
Which professional do you
look up to the most?
Kobe (Bryant) because he's
exciting and the best player.
What are your personal goals
for this season?
I try to help motivate my
teammates.
What are your goals for the
team?
we need to go deep in the
district playoffs.
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Air up there
— Senior Gregory Hasse
espite losing captain and

D

cording to Rogers, however, "We all

graduation, the returning

dance before the games."
(Bottom right) Senior David Burke

Mustangs have responded

passes up court, a sign of the improv

prolific scorer Alvin Storrs to

with a strong season.
(Top left) Senior Martins Trautmanis

ing teamwork. “We're doing good,"

he said. "We're better at finishing

drives to the hoop for a tough shot

games." Strong team chemistry led

during a tough season. “We started

the varsity to an 11-10 record.

off slow, but we really came together

(Top right) Freshman Spencer

as a team,'' Trautmanis said. ‘‘We

Devine of the freshman team is also

have a chance at districts.”
(Bottom left) The Mustangs' recent

enjoying a fair amount of success this

success was due in no small part to

ended well,” Devine said. He added,

season, "We're less than .500 but we

senior co-captain, Gregory Hasse. "I

“I’m almost averaging a double

have to be a leader on and off the

court," Hasse humbly admitted. “We're

double."
With such a notable season, many

unlike any other team. There's no pep

of the varsity Mustangs said they are

talks, but I still try to lead,” he added.

hopeful about their chances at win

(Center right) Senior co-captain,

ning districts. "We can go deep," Rog

Michael Rogers also took a leader

ers said. "We hod a good season."

ship role this season. “I try to lead by

Burke agreed. "I give us two
thumbs up," he said with a smile.

example and vocally," Rogers said.

The team still retains their humor, ac

by Dovid Clarkson

Photos by Prestige Photography
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Photo by Steve Fecht Photography

Senior Elizabeth Nash is the first

Northville cheerleader to make it
through try-outs and be accept
ed onto the Champion Cheer-

leadering staff.
Nash has been cheering for

NHS for four years and has been
captain for two.

She said she loves the fans
and crowd's support. “At one
competition, a bunch of my

friends came to support me

wearing ‘Lizzie’ shirts,” Nash said.

Competitions require a lot of prepara
tion. Senior Rachel Rogatski shared
the five items she finds most important

to remember for competition.

1. 5 panKitS
2.

3. MAlceup

< Skoes
5.

Str
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Stepping it up
arsity team performs a prya-

in their new, white uniforms. "Along

mid stunt in round three at a

U

with new uniforms, we got new hair

nice because it is less stressful," senior

make a good team. Practice is always

Rachel Rogatski said.
(Bottom left) The freshman team

productive," she said.
The strategy for success this year for

ends their round-one performance
with a high V motion, Teammates said

the girls has been to unify the team.

they really came together this season.
(Bottom right) The varsity team hits

must match; we are trying to create

its right herkey jump all together in

"The practices are also really orga

home invitational (top left).

pieces, and we also got a new as

“This season, we are focusing on

sistant coach, Coach Michele Parker,”

said. “Coaches Parker and
competitions. We ore not cheering Rogatski
ot
Gentz work really well together and
basketball gomes anymore, but it is

“At every practice, the whole team
team unity," junior Macey Short said.

round one. "We have been working

nized this year. We have a set time to

really hard, and it's definitely paying

work on each round."
(Top right) The JV team hits its heel

off,” sophomore Mackenna King said.

“We are going to go really far this
season, and we are bringing our best

stretch pyramid in round three of

to the competitions each week."

hard this season, and we even added

She added, “The team is so close

this year; we are all good friends."
(Center right) The girls hold their

high V's in a staggered formation

competition. "We have worked really

back handsprings to round two, which
is impressive for a JV team," junior

Leah Ritchie said.
by Sanssa Fish

Coach line-up
he girls basketball teams estab

man Alexandra Weaver guards her

lished strong bonds with each

defensemen. "The freshman girls team

other and their coaches that

has also improved," Holmes said.

they said ultimately improved

“They hove kept the same coaches,

their performances.

(Top right) Senior Allison Holmes

said the new assistant varsity coach,

so that has probably helped them

bond and perform well."
(Center left) Senior Anna Tasse

Kristy Bilbie-Bekius, has really improved

said every aspect of her game has

her game. “We're always laughing

improved because her coach allows

and keeping the mood light,” Holmes

her to let loose. “She’s a goofball like

said. “Kristy really supports us in that

me, but she's strict too, so she really

aspect, and it helps us perform at our

understands me," Tasse said.

best abilities."
(Bottom right) Junior Chelsea Atz-

ley prepares to score from behind a

inger said that Bilbie-Bekius adapted

defensive Livonia Churchill player.

(Top left) Freshman Megan Gert

to the general light-hearted atmo

“The junior varsity team has definitely

sphere of the team and brings out

improved, with an almost undefeated
season," senior Sarah Stern said. “They

their best performances. "She owes
me a Slurpee," Atzinger said. “She

got a new assistant coach too, and

promised me one if I played a good

I think it has really benefited them in

game, and it really motivated me to

their games and practices."
Whether they had to adapt to new

ploy my best."
(Bottom left) Freshman Allyson

Manor looks for the perfect shot from

under the basket as teammate fresh
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leadership or not, all three teams said
they benefited from the bonds they
formed.
by Megan Piotrowski

The var

sity team has
developed

a method to

pull their ef
forts together
for the good
Senior Sarah
Stern

of the team,
“The players
[on our team]

who average
the most points

each game
are [senior]

Sarah Stern,
[junior] Chel

Junior Chelsea
Atzinger

sea Atzinger
and myself,"

senior Allison
Holmes said.

“If one of the

girls is having
a tough time
scoring against

Senior Allison
Holmes

our opponent,

the other two

step up to make sure the team
still racks up the points," team

mate senior Anna Tasse said. “It’s
all for the good of the team,"
Holmes agreed. "We're there for

each other, as opposed to for
our own individual gain."

Tbps
Senior Anna Tasse described

her rituals when getting ready
for a big game..

I. N/q? foy

os tong cis

2. £o-+ o- piiemora. of
3. pi at up
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5. Men-fali^ prepare
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Tools to success
" Wreftlvig if 90
10 ^e-rc^vd

vx^vd^d owxA
■ — Senior Evon Bentley

enior captain Jonathan

get rid of some of the stress. "To settle

D’ Anna takes his position as

the team down, each meet I bring

he prepares tar the match

beef jerky because everyone likes it,

(top left). "This season was a
lot tougher than previous sea

and it calms us down," Mantay said.

(Top right) The referee raises senior

sons because I got injured way more,"

captain Evan Bentley's hand, signify

D'Anna said. Not only did the season

ing his win. "The crowd goes nuts, and

bring injuries, it also brought memories.

I feel like a champion," Bentley said.
Victories, however, never come with

"I'm really going to miss everyone on
the team, being a captain and the
thrill of the competition," D'Anna said.

(Center left) Senior captain Brian Ba-

out hard work. "Coach always says

‘Hard work beats talent when talent’s
not working hard.’ You need to be

gian gets a grip on his opponent while

mentally tough; wrestling is 90 percent

ending his match. "Making weight

mental and 10 percent physical," Bent

this season was really hard because I

ley explained.
(Bottom right) Freshman Ian Stirton

had to drop more than I ever had to
off in the end. I did really well and won

faces his opponent while beginning
a match. "As a first-year wrestler,

a lot of matches," he said.

it’s all about improvement," Stirton

before," Bagian said. “It aefinitely paid

(Bottom left) Junior Kevin Mantay
takes his opponent down during a

said. Stirton said he improved during

the season. “The first few losses were

match. "I'm usually stressed before

tough, but after that, I became stron

matches, and so is the team," Mantay

ger and did much better," he added.
by Mary Lowery

said, so the team developed a way to
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"Brian [Bagian] is a really good

wrestler and recently received
his 100th career win," sopho

more Daniel Amaro said, "He got
first place at conferences and

districts this season," Not only is
Bcgian a talented wrestler, he's
also a team leader. "Whenever

we lose, he gives us speeches

to motivate us," Amaro said. This
season was the team's best since
2001. "I try to make sure every

one is always working hard, and
we did better than everyone was
anticipating," Bagian said. “I'm
proud of what I’ve done," he

said, "but there is always room
for improvement." Bagian said he

plans to wrestle in college.

We're more
brothers than
we are cousins,"

junior Jack Bentley

said. Bentley
S

nee
junto*

wrestles with his
older cousin,
Evan, and

his younger
cousin, Adam. "The whole fam
ily comes to watch us at our

meets," Bentley said. The boys
help each other out with their

wrestling. "Evan has helped us
a lot this season. Whenever we

lose a match, we try to make
each other feel better, and
we support each other all the

time," he said.
Photos by Prestige Photography
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Coming bock from on All-Ameri

can performance in 2007, senior

captain Broderick Blickle picked
up right where he left off. "Brody
Blickle," junior Alexander Mal-

loure explained, “is a Northville
swimming god and definitely

the best swimmer in the confer
ence." Blickle led the team over
rival Brother Rice, also perform

ing exceptionally during the
Mustang's second place finish at
the conference meet.

I I•
I
Photo by Christine Trotter

The dive team also had a
strong season, led by the per
formances of their freshmen.
"I definitely improved," fresh
man Ryan Trotter said after
the end of his first season as
part of the team. "I'm looking
forward to next year."

Aqua Atlases
ompiling a record such as the

C

swim and dive team has over

the past two years sets the

my mind that if I got it even, Brody
would win," Malloure said, explaining

his relay team’s performance at the
conference meet. "And we did win."

bar high and puts a target on
a team's back. Swimmers, though, (Bottom right) Senior Erik Peterson
swims the 100-meter breast stoke.
refused to succumb to the pressure of

tories, including an early season win

taking in stride something so many

against rival Brother Rice High School,

others would crumple beneath. What

then the highest ranked team in the

sets swimmers apart is that they use

stere.
(Bottom left) Swimmers explode

this so-called crushing burden to their

advantage; they embrace it.
(Top) Senior Broderick Blickle breaks
the surface of the water, gasping for

from their blocks at the sound of the
gun, diving into the water.
(Center left) Freshman Ryan Winkler

air as he swims Ihe butterfly. An AllAmerican team captain, Blickle led

swims butterfly at a late-season meet.

the Mustangs to a second place finish

conference championship for the first

in the conference
(Center right) Junior Alexander

Malloure swims freestyle as the third

Although the team failed to win the

time in years, it is too early to eliminate
Their confidence from the equation.
"We've been slapping around the rest

leg of a relay. Malloure was part
of the boys conference champion

of the league for three years,” Mal

400-meter freestyle relay team, along

different."

with Blickle. "There was no doubt in
Photos by Prestige Photography

The season was host to many vic

this weight upon their shoulders.
Instead they showed their strength,

loure said. "And next year will be no
by David Uberti

Sophomore Michelle Steslicki mode

great improvements this season.
Even though Steslicki ended her

season with a knee injury, which
prevented her from performing
vault, she stuck it out. "It gave me

more time to work on my other
events," Steslicki explained.
Although her vault helped increase

her all-around score, she said she

stepped up and worked on the
other events to help her team.

fauL it?
Match the person with the quote.

1. Junior
Amy
Reynolds

2. Sophomore 3. Sopho
Caileigh
more Amy
Deacon
O’Brien

a."My fa
vorite event
would be
bars be
cause it’s so
much fun."

b.“Beam is
my favorite
event be
cause it's fun
to compete,
and you
just do your
skills."
o'£
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c.“My
favorite
events are
floor and
beam,
because
I love to
tumble.”
.qd i

sjsmsuv

Less is more
— Sophomore Coileigh Deacon
J ith one freshman, six sopho-

W

(Center right) Coach Erin McWott

' mores end ihree juniors, the
Mustang team may have

spots sophomore Michelle Steslicki on

acked the usual senior leader

tuck, Steslicki said she performs worse

her roundoff back handspring back-

on floor compared to the other three
ship, but that didn't hamper their drive
events.
to succeed.
(Bottom right) Sophomore Cas
The leadership of seniors can often

help a team to victory, but junior cap

sidy Winter performs on the balance

tains Julie Davison and Amy Reynolds

beam. "Beam is probably my favorite

showed they were up to the task.

event because I feel most comfort

(Top left) Sophomore Makenna

Pohl rocks the vault. Pohl performs a

able with the skills," Winter said.
(Below left) Junior Paige Sable

handspring full, but is working on her

arabesques on the high beam. Sable

tsuk. "Everyone on the team is friends.

joined the school team this year after

We all get along really well,’’ Pohl said.

practicing with club gymnastics.

(Top right) Davison shows off her

bar routine. '‘I love all the events,”
Davison said. Even though she suf

fered several injuries throughout
the year, Davison said she was able to

battle through them to compete
at states.

"Even though it’s my first year here, it's
really easy to get to know everyone."

she said.
With a small team of ten, the
Mustang girls have proven themselves

with their hard work and drive.
by Elizabeth Nash

Photos by Prestige Photography
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Snipe show
nipe show” cannot be defined

follows through on a slap shot. "Our

by just one individual or be cat

team is ranked high, end we won our

egorized by just one goal.

division," Riehl said.
(Bottom right) Junior Theodore Ker-

The term originated from the
varsity boys hockey team and can
commonly be heard during practic

anen protects his goal and prepares

es, games and even in the halls.

comes towards him with the puck.

Senior captain Jordan Duff ex

plained, “We give 110 percent all the
time, every time."
(Top left) Junior Andrew Lamou

reux looks up ice while preparing for
a pass. “We’ve done really well this

his stance as the opposing team

“It’s all about the will to win, and it

helps to have a lot of team chemis
try." Keranen said, explaining how the

team acheived their victories.
Supporting the team and all of

their successes, the fans filled the

year and have really come togeth

bleachers of the rink to cheer them

er," Lamoureux commented.

on. "It feels good to have support

(Top right) Senior captain Timothy

Hohl skates past his defender end

takes the puck towards the net.
“When it comes to a snipe show, I
skate down the ice, cut one way, go

from our fens, and I’ll miss playing in
front of the whole school," Riehl said.
(Center left) Senior Michael Moer-

man stands by his opponent and

to the middle, shoot bar down, right

awaits the drop of the puck. "We've
hod a very successful season; it was

side and top shelf peanut butter,"

fun hanging out with the guys on the

Hohl said.
(Bottom left) Senior Ross Riehl

team," Moerman said.
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by Megan Kelly

Senior captain Timothy Hohl
led his team to several victories

throughout season. "We should

be undefeated right now, and I
guarantee state success,” Hohl
said. His strength and skill on the

ice have shown through his scor

ing record. Hohl has been play

ing the sport for 15 years and has
been a member of the varsity
team for four years. "I’ll miss go

ing to practice all the time and
hanging out with my friends,"
Hohl said. “I’m really proud of
our success."
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A+B=Varsity
start of new beginnings for the

posters."
(Bottom left) Senior Elizabeth

girls hockey team. Instead of
having varsity and JV teams, the

ice. "I still think that the Varsity B team

varsity split into A and B teams.

is JV. The teams are both great, and

his season promised to be the

T

(Top right) Junior Morgan McGuirk

Nichols takes a breakaway down the

I have many friends on Varsity B,"

"The team division still keeps both

Nichols said. “The name really doesn’t
matter because they are better than

teams close, and it gives B team more

other JV teams and need to play var

chances to play better teams," Mc

sity teams for the challenge.”
(Center left) At the beginning of a

rests on the bench in between plays.

Guirk said.
Being placed on B team has been

play, freshman Morgan Malloy battles

a good experience for McGuirk. “I

for the puck. “My favorite memory this

have made a lot of new friends. A is

year was playing Regina and switch

better than B, but B is doing really well

ing sticks with Zazo,” Malloy said, "We

this year, and the freshmen are amaz

played with our backhand for two

ing,” she said.
(Bottom right) Junior Molly Eley

periods."
(Top left) Junior Genna Guibord

fights her opponent for the puck. For

sets up for a save. She said the teams

having new teams, the girls said they

are supportive of each other, and

have still managed to stay close. “The

everyone always has a good time.

teams practice separately, but we

“I had some good memories at the

are still supportive of each other," Eley

hockey sleepovers,” Guibord said.

said. "We go to each others’ games
and cheer each other on by making
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by Jessica Ralfs

Junior Morgen McGuirk is on
her way. “At first I was sad to

leave my friends and stay on
the B team, but I've made a lot
of new friends." McGuirk said.

She had a strong season with 15

goals, 11 assists and only eight
penalty minutes. “This is her

third year ploying, and she has
improved greatly," Coach Scott

Corless said. “She is applying
what she has learned, and her

practice is really paying off. She
is destined for Varsity A.”

For the Jan. 26
game against
Bloomfield,Varsity B
went full out to sup
port Varsity A. Be
fore the game, the
SophoPP°re ■ s
11 e|her

Keb^Y
Koswick

and made posters
for every player.
At the game, they taped
them to the boards to show
their support.“We are all close
like we are one team but just
separated," Koswick said.
Photos by Prestige Photography
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Junior Captain Angela Ramsey

has been on the bowling team sin

ce her freshman year. “Angela is
one of our best bowlers," senio
r captain Erica Frogner said. Ra

msey come in third place at the
All-County Farmington Tourna

ment this season. “Bowling is
fun because it’s a serious sport,
but it's not too intense. Bowling
is more about just having fun,"

Ramsey said, explaining why she

enjoys it. She said she is excited
to bowl again next year.

The girls had some
new additions to
the team this year.
One of these girls
was junior Whitney
Gusfa. "I think I've
junto*
improved quite a
lot this season, de
spite a few bad scores here and
there," Gusfa said. "I’m so glad
I joined the bowling team this
year. I’ve made a load of new
friends. I'm sad to see the season
end, and I am definitely joining
again next year." Gusfa said she
hopes to make the varsity bowl
ing team next season.

from a story by Olivia Hornshaw

80 ^^rtiC

The fast lane
VlsC/yd

| he sound of balls crashing into

T

pins is not unfamiliar to the

£C-<?v£(VW

gets ready to fling the ball down her
lane. Shelly has been a member of

members of the bowling team.

the team since her freshman year.

After yet another successful sea

"Bowling is a great sport," Shelly said.

son, the bowlers said they are looking"My favorite part of the bowling
season was driving to and from meets;
ahead to next season.
(Top left) Senior captain Erica

it was good team bonding." Shelly

Frogner winds up to send the ball

said the team did very well this year,

down the lane. Frogner feels she did

despite the loss of some key bowlers.
(Center right) Junior Sarah Marilley

well this season, and she has enjoyed
to make [bowling] fun for everyone

approaches her lane, her smile proof
that bowling is all about having a

on the team," she explained. "Every

good time. Marilley improved through

one becomes really close, and it's the

out the season and said she is excited

most fun thing ever."

to hove even more fun with the team
next year as a senior.

every minute of it. "As a captain, I try

(Bottom left) Sophomore Shelby
Foerg concentrates in front of her

(Top Right) Junior Joshua Bloom

lane. She is one of the new additions

concentrates on his next frame. "We

to the team this year. “We bonded

did really well as a team this year,"

a lot at meets and practices, and

Bloom commented. The boys team

we even tried to schedule a day at

enjoyed a winning season, and they

the movies, but we had to cancel

are looking forward to meeting the

because the weather was horrible,"

same success next year.

Foerg said.

(Bottom right) Junior Rose Shelly

by Nora Naughton

j■

While underclassmen might be

expected to play lesser roles on
teams, one of the highest-scor
ing individual performers on the
figure skating team was, indeed,
a freshman. Freshman Samantha

Scorzo led the Mustangs at the

Michigan High School Individual
Competition, winning the Senior

Artistic Showcase. “I wasn't sure

how competing in high school

was going to be," Scorzo said.
“But I'm really happy because I

qualified for states.”

Freshman Meghan
McGillis talked

about her first year

as part of the figure
skating team.

Q

What did you expect before you
• joined the high school team?
I expected a lot of good skaters
. and a lot of fun girls.

£

How do you feel with your sister
on the team?
I can ask her for help because
she is always there.

b What's the hardest part about
Z being a figure skater?
*
You're all alone. You just have
• to go out and perform your
element by yourself.

Q

Photo by Amando Sutton
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Self reliance
eauty and grace might define
figure skating as a sport, but a

B

during a competition. "Going out by

different word is required to de

yourself is really nerveracking." McGil-

scribe the figure skating team:

lis explained. “You can't believe that

determined.
While other sports are also consid

it’s your time. You just have to try and

ered to be individual competitions,

none require more self-motivation

your element starts."
(Bottom left) Freshman Saman

than figure skating. "We only have

tha Scorzo completes her flying spin

one practice per week," freshman

with a technically difficult finish. “I tell

Courtney Ring said. “All we do is as

myself I’m going to do great," she

sign elements; the rest of the week we

said, explaining her thoughts before

all skate individually." An element is a
specific jump, spin or move a skater

performances.
(Bottom right) Junior Molly Flynn

performs to earn points.

executes a spiral as she skates in a

(Center right) Freshmen Emily

Love and Ring share a laugh as their

make that feeling go away before

competition.

Skaters have to be determined to

coach gives them instructions during

complete successful elements; the

a practice.
(Top right) Ring lands a jump during

undying belief in their own success

practice, working to improve one of

important," Love said. "Because if you

the three judged categories. "I love
our practices,” Ring said. “They’re so

don’t think you can land a jump, you

laid back."
(Top left) Junior Katherine McGil-

Photo by Amanda Sutton

lis prepares herself to go into a jump

is paramount. “Confidence is really

probably can’t."
by David Uberti

VARSITY (Front row) Connor Rice,
Masato Morioka, Jarrod Daul, Albert Kief,
Nicholas Kolbow, Nitin Jacob (2nd row)
Alexander Marilley. Stephen Lempke,
Andrew Kelleher, Matthew Hagan,
Andrei Ionescu, Nathan Hrivnok, Robert
Kruse, Douglas Beason (3rd row) Head
Coach Henry Klimes. Benjamin Lightner.
John Hatzis, John Donikian,
Cameron Burdette. Daniel Courtney.
Jeffrey Cheslik, Assistant Coach Andy
Cozenza (Back row) Daniel Mackinnon,
Nicholas Sciobassi. Abdul-Latif Alashe

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) lan Siekkinen,
Kevin Courtney. Brendan Burdette, Daniel
Yutzy, Ryan Trotter, Andrew Ukrop
|2nd row) Aris Zervos, Joseph Zywiol, Peter
Marilley, Cory Borawski, Nicholas Rogish,
Brian Wiidey, David Rogers (Back row)
Coach Mike Presley, Thomas Bawden,
Maxwell McHugh, Matthew Lypka, Peter
Boylan, Brandon Cameron, Anthony
Aquinto, David Hammond

FRESHMAN [Front row) Ryan Kaiser. Henry
Hough. Matthew Van Houten, William
Dodson. Robert Zuerlein (2nd row)
Nathan Lightner, Austin Lightner,
Alexander Goss, Mark Lypka. Scott
Denomme. Nicholas Dembicki. Michael
Truong (Back row) Brendon White. Zane
Kile, Evan Kuzmenski. Coach David
Swatosh, Alexander Myers, Allen Wu,
Graham Smith
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VARSITY (Front row| Liso Kozub, Elizabeth
Foucher, Claire Wixted, Lydia Blair
(2nd row) Megan Hofmeister, Shelby
Temple, Jamie Cotrone. Emily Grant,
Kelly Maise (Back row| Coach Joe
Barberio, Krysta Cicala, Allison Holmes,
Sarah Koupal, Coach Laura Lesko

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Emily Ryznar,
Elana Ryznar (2nd row) Lindsey Kreichelt,
Megan O’Malley, Casey Waldo, Christina
Mueller, Alexandra Hawksford (Back row)
Laura Taylor, Elise Mindick, Coach Rick
Vander Veer. Madison Owen, Rachel
Huang

FRESHMAN (Front row) Danielle Borthwick,
Melanie Mullett, Lauren Colasanti, Usa
Rice [2nd row) Rachel Zinkosky, Ariana
Drury, Elizabeth Roach. Lindsey Fox,
Morgan Brace (Back row) Coach Kary
Couchman, Jessica Smith, Taylor
Kowalski, Megan Gertley, Emma Brick,
Coach Lindsey Elgammal

Photos by Visual Sports Network

VARSITY (Front row) Eshrak Elahi, Joseph
Hirka. Matthew Deacon, Christopher
Donohue, Scott Fishbeck. Max Bojovic,
Aaron Brown, Matthew Zielke. Chase
Olender (2nd row) William Chew,
Kristopher Baumgardner, Christopher
Nowak. Matthew Kreager, Anthony
Poto, Eric Paree, Jonathan Coiiareno.
Sean Sassaman. Min Oh, Trystin Scott
(3rd row) Team Mgr. Angela Grimmer.
Coach Woterstrap. Coach Fry, Coach
Fisher, Coach Ryan Hockman, Coach
Veration, Coach Beuttner. Coach Liken,
Coach Yanagi, Team Mgr. Caitlin Hatch
(4th row) Andrew Devine, Colin Maresh,
David Owens. Paul McCann, James Wal
lace, Adam Fuhrman, Anthony Petrucci,
Joshua Pratt, Mark Merlo, David Sands.
Kyle Hnatiuk (5th row) Ryan Gerblick,
Jacob Weddle, Patrick Brennan, Patrick
Keady, James Gietzen, John McNamara,
John Higgins, Thomas Seder. Andrew Gorley, Matthew Hartman (Back row)Kevin
Kotas, Jonathan Coiiareno. David Burke,
Matthew Wegzyn. Brendan Flayer

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row] Jonatan
Vega. Brian Zinser, Anson Wright, Jack
Gibson. Luke Blair, Tejak Batth
(2nd row) Paul Gibson. Brett Smith. Nicco
Buffone, Akshar Patel. Nicholas Mortimer,
Justin umin, Westley Baber, Georgios
Basoukeas (3rd row) Coach Rohrhoff,
Coach Chad Dicken, Jake Johnson,
Kyle Gaides, Bradley Wagner. Harrison
Eichholtz, Andrew Mazzola. Coach Darryl
Schumacher, Coach Dennis Colligon
(4th row) James Ellison, Philip Ott, Daniel
Stern. Brian Gotberg, Stephen Widzinski,
Eric Vandenberg, Timothy Hasse, Jacob
Elker (Back row) Christian Werther, Jacob
Robideou, Michael Wegzyn, Robert
Lahiff. Ethan Eckout

FRESHMAN (Front row) Ali Bazzi.
Alexander Fisher, Adam Rababeh, Todd
Else, Nicholas Denhof (2nd row) Oliver
Shattuck, Matthew Lippert. Anthony
Pauli-Bruglio, Joseph Close, Michael MocLean. Yianni Koumariotis, Paul Soyster.
Victor Bodrie (3rd row) Coach Ed Maresh,
Coach Mandell, Johnathan
Montgomery. Robert Russo, Matthew
Celentino, Brandon Kuc, Richard
Morgan. Coach Minard. Coach Blair
[4th row) Ryan Owen, Jonathan Lim.
Shawn Williams, Andrew Accardo, Brett
Gardner. Jonathon Alandt. Joshua
Duleba. Jack Sine (5th row) Conor
Miencier, Kevin DeCoste. Christian
Gjonoj, Ty Schmidt, Robert Wood,
Timothy Stagman, Justin Cospito. Daniel
Brenner. Steven Bryndza (Back row) Alan
Nguyen, Lukas Bates, John Duquesnel.
Spencer Devine. Zachary Taylor. Trevor
McGowan, Kenneth Davis. Alex Bush
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VARSITY (Front row) Sabrina Norcia. Amy
Johnson, Joline Smith, Ciara Fullington,
Lorisso Joseph, Claudio HernandezMinvielle, Mackenna King, Mindy Mai,
Katherine Gale (2nd row) Crystal Bruns,
Megan Narus, Emily Morris, Rachel
Rogatski. Michele Mullet, Morgan Jones,
Jasmin Caveriy, Macey Short (Back row)
Coach Mindy Gentz, Kelley Logan.
Elizabeth Nash, Melissa Scott, Shelby
Momo. Sarah Joseph, Andrea Patrick.
Rebecca Polanski

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Marisa
Sourges. Amy Webb, Laura Kallil, Danielle
Busby, Shannon Borowski, Anno Lonzetta.
Claire Hannum (2nd row) Kcthryn Swartz.
Kathryn Deeds, Leah Ritchie, Morgan
Pistolesi, Jill Zielinski, Jessica Ninivaggi,
Danielle Chew, Morgan Breault
(Back row) Coach Anna Yelick, Erin
Smith. Alexandra Roach. Hannah Duvall.
Celia Charlois, Sarah Bielskis, Natalie
Core. Christina Bucciere, Missing: Jessica
Dennis and Lindsay Gburek

FRESHMAN (Front row) Sarah
DeBrabander, Caitlin Steinberg. Emily
Hortmon, Moegan Chopman. Courtney
Ring, Tasnia Elahi (2nd row) Allison Rodzik,
Alison Hortnagel, Jessica Enyeort. T'lara
Smith, Chelsea Walker. Jillian Pacion,
Katie Bielskis, Jontrice Sears (Back row)
Cooch Alyssa Marcus, Alyssa Wierzbicki,
Judith Gulian, Erica Guidobono. Sydney
Johnson, Lauren Strayhorn, Kaitlyn
Linderman, Jasmine Black, Missing:
Lindsey Fox

Photos by Visual Sports Network
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(Front row) Morio Meridith, Jennifer
Murphy, Leslie Tilson. Korina Puskorius,
Anna Hardenbergh. Alexis Jezak (2nd
row) Rebecca Reynolds, Olivia Booth,
Amy Boditoi. Lauren Cheaney, Emily
Toupin, Sarah Aquinto, Sara DeDono,
Mario Rocco (3rd row) Gooch Nancy
Smith. Kelsey Olinik, Stephanie Hamel,
Shelby Johnson, Annielaurie
Medonis, Emily Sklar, Julia Bawden.
Kristen Singletary (4th row) Sidney Migoski,
Lindsay Hagan. Jenna Dehne, Helen
Mulcahy,Robyn Baidos, Sarah
Tindall. Katherine Coleman. Sarah
Forsythe. Natalie Grimmer (Back row)
Markea Dickinson, Lauren Hall, Kelsey
Katynski, Corinne Wysocki,Vicki Gutowski,
Jaclyn Konopka. Kathleen Keiffer, Marit
Stutrud, Maudie Smith, Tara Cureton

(Front row) Kyle Gutowski, Frank Griffiths.
Andrew Kowalski, Louis Dorantes. Jesus
Vega, Stephen Grimmer (2nd row) Kevin
Lerner, Andrew Kreichelt, Alexander
Konya, Colin Riley. Alexander Oehmke,
Nitin Jacob, Evan Pomeroy (3rd row)
Brandon Gutowski. Armen Chongelian,
Nicholas Kolbow. Coach Chris Cronin,
Asst. Coach Bill Dalton. Jordan Nelson,
Teja Ravipati, YongLu Che (4th row) Trent
Johnson, Hobib Khan, Jake Williams,
Brendan Ma-Wu, Mork Jackson. Jeffrey
Girbach, Evan Grant, William Marti,
Jacob Myers (Back row) Kevin Redick,
Erik Peterson, Jonathan Zurek.
Con/ Smetana, Christopher Bentley.
Jonathan Dalton

(Front row) Kelly Sweeney, Ann Rushing,
Laura Cheaney, Jillian Moir, Lauren Li,
Kelsey Libbe. Sara Fort. Camellia Das.
Bridget Dunn (2nd row) Rebekah
Cullen. Yong Zhong. Kara Folas,
Georgina Morris, Rachel Jurczyszyn.
Nicole Mitts. Molly Ladhoff, Megan
Trotter, Allison Vogel. Robbie Austin,
Christina Chopekis (3rd row) Megan
Nichols, Kelly Stewart, Samantha Curry,
Allyson Varley, Jennifer Woodard. Cooch
Brian McNeff. Erin Shea, Angela Grimmer,
NoraNaughton. Shama Lakdawalo, Alice
Doong (4th row) Lauro Felosak, Sueann
Shiah, Jennifer Jones, Emily Hopcian,
Rebecca Myers. Meagan Armstrong,
Adrienne Cohen, Ashley Filipowicz,
Jessica Buczkowski, Jill Dobronski. Victorio
Hilmer, Courtney Saward (Backrow) Faith
Miller, Kelly Burford, Meghan Kanya,
Jennifer Burke. Lelo Ostrowski, Jessica
Weber, Michaela Keady, Carly Goldberg,
Rachel Englert. Allison Davidson, Philippa
Hatch, Amanda Suokas, Bailey Doolitle
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/3 d'y J
VARSITY (Front row) Michael Huarng.
Brian Lovett, Andrew Mills, Lee Schechter
Daniel Mills, Nicholas Kalweit |2nd row)
Matthew Mehill, Melvin Joseph, Philip
Irvine. Timothy Wasielewski, Michael
Hagan, Alexander Shashlo, Stephen
Irvine (Back row) Coach Matt Stetson.
Evan Gotz, Andrew Ginnard, Graham
McHenry. Ian Jaye. Michael Bucrek.
Coach Chris Ford

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Thomas
Borgers. Alex Hayek. Alexander Kim, Aus
tin Weaver, Robert Hsu, Lee Rushing (2nd
row) Bryce Groshek, Albert Chen, Amol
Kamat, Neeraj Maheshwari, Phillip Lee,
Kevin Fitzsimmons, Alexander Hsu (Back
row) Coach Chris Ford, Yuto
Kamada, Erik Perkins, David Flesher.
Jordyn Blough. Jonathan Russell,
Alexander Lozser, Coach Matt Stetson

(Front row) Joanne Weber, Chelsea
Weber, Kelley Hill, Jacqueline Kjolhede
(2nd row) Coach Mary Jane Ossola,
Alicia Weber, Stephanie Sakorafis.
Meghan Weber. Alexandria Syverson,
Arianne Frink, Coach Jeff Balagna
(Backrow) Kirsten Freisen. Caitlin Darish.
Whitney Smith, Amy Bernstein
Missing: Eve Avdouios. Brianna Roberts

Photos by Visual Sports Network
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VARSITY (Front row) Mathew Cassidy (2nd
row) Kevin Woods, Kyle Asher, Scott Wag
ner, Coach Todd Sander, Coach Darrel
Schumacher, Coach Metaj, Eric Maise,
Stephen Anderson, Aaron Brown (Back
row) Martins Trautmanis, Nicolas Diegel,
David Burke, Michael Rogers, Daniel
Kirkpatrick, Gregory Hasse

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Daniel Mills,
Bryce Groshek (2nd row) Georgios
Basoukeas, Kyle Galdes, Alexander
Myers, Coach Todd Sander. Coach Joe
Rohrhoff, Timothy Hasse, Bradley Wagner,
Myles Baker (Back row) Abhishek Reddy,
Jacob Weddle, Steven Clayton, Makis
Eotmon, Gregory Cheslik

FRESHMAN (Front row) William Dodson,
Sterling Knolton (2nd row) Michael
Sugawara, Mitchell Roberts, Ryan Owen,
Coach Zemantis. Coach Cornelius, Jake
Williams, Jonathon Alandt, Mark Lypka
(Back row) Eric Zwierzchowski. Andrew
Baldwin, Michael Wegzyn, Spencer
Devine, Daniel Brenner

Photos by Visual Sports
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VARSITY (Front row) Joline Smith, Coitlin
Steinburg. Kathryn Swartz, Megan Narus,
Laura Kallil, Marisa Sourges (2nd row]
Marissa Capistrant, Alison Hartnagel,
Macey Short, Larissa Joseph, Ciara Ful
lington, Morgan Jones, Mackenna King
(Back row) Coach Melinda Gentz, Kelley
Logan, Elizabeth Nash, Shelby Mamo,
Melissa Scott. Rachel Rogatski, Sarah
Joseph. Coach Michele Parker

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Kathleen
Parks. Celia Charlois, Hannah Duvall,
Kelly Rinnas, Anna Lanzetta (2nd row]
Danielle Busby, Brittany Kronner, Jessica
Gaiski, Sibrey McManus, Leah Ritchie.
Amanda Nolan (Backrow] Coach Dani
elle Rickman, Jillian Pacion. Kelly Stewart,
Judith Gulian, Alexandra Roach, Jessica
Dennis, Coach Anna Yelick

FRESHMAN (Front row] Caitlin Stojkov.
Arielle Bryant, Maria Meridith. Alyssa
Osterhoff. Chloe Gibert (2nd row)
Maegan Chapman, Robbie Austin,
T'lara Smith, Lauren Baum, Tarrah
Abraham, Jessica Enyeart (Back row)
Coach Danielle Rickman, Katie Bielskis,
Alyssa Wierzbicki. Courtney Wagner,
Lauren Strayhorn, Jasmine Black. Coach
Candice Tucker
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VARSITY (Front row) Kelsey Baskins, Erin
Hughes (2nd row) Anna Tasse (3rd row)
Sarah Stern, Brittany Birdsall, Johanna
Poterala, Coach Pete Wright, Coach
Kristie Bilbie-Bekius, Jaclyn Konopka,
Julia Ramey, Carmen Rodriguez
(Back row) Jeanette Dolmetsch,
Allison Holmes, Chelsea Atzinger

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Emma
Bernabei (2nd row) Lauren Lokey, Tori
Wright, Kelsey Fiscus, Rylee O'Brien,
Coach Wedle. Coach Todd Gudith,
Ashley Sopha, Andrea Jenkins, Katherine
Jansen, Samantha Sergi (Back row) Taylor
Kowalski, Allison Ulmer, Megan Gertley,
Madison Owen. Katherine Giacomini

FRESHMAN (Front row) Mallory Wolfgram,
Kaitlin Girbach (2nd row) Kelsey
DeRidder, Amy Drake, Nicole Cornelius,
Coach Teryn Chrzanowski, Coach Fox.
Elizabeth Roach, Rachel Beger, Karly
Fisher (Back row) Allyson Manor,
Sarah Tuohy, Alexandra Weaver
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(Front row) Kyle Gutowski, Ion Stirton,
Clifford Peterson, Stephen Commire,
Michael Bagian. Gregory Lorrain, Adam
Bentley (2nd row) Kevin Lerner, Daniel
Amaro, Jack Bentley. Jonathan D' Anna,
Aaron Towne, Johnathan Montgomery,
George McClymont, Joshua Wright,
Andrew Benjamin (3rd row) Coach Ed
Maresh, Mgr. Whitney Smith. Coach Jeff
Balagna, Matthew Zielke, Evan Bentley.
Matthew Hagan. Matthew Ladhoff, Scott
Lee, Ath. Trainer Meredith Harding, Asst.
Coach Adam Coe (4th row) Matthew
Tochman, John Hebert, Jarrod Endicott,
Evan Ross, Nicholas Pankowski,
Jonathan Nelson, Daniel Lockman,
Jonathan Johnson, Adam Smith, Yianna
Koumariotis. Alexander Stirton
(Backrow) Patrick Saenz, Brian Bagian,
Niko Vlahakis, Jake Johnson, Nicholas
Mudar, Colin Maresh, Robert Lahiff,
Stephen widzinski, Kevin Mantay, Harrison
Eichholtz, David Owens, Austin Esqueda

(Front row)Akeel Lakdowala, Boris Kim,
Anthony Adamowicz, James Gill,
Harry Master, Eric Ostrowski, Zach
ary Hetu, Bofeng Zhang (2nd row)
Coach Richard Bennetts, Glen Vargo,
Carl Ferrario, Kevin Courtney, Jeremy
Schaumann, Ryan Winkler, Maxwell
Ladhoff, Brandon Gutowski (3rd row)
Daniel Yutzy, John Lubisco, Anthony
Aquinto, James Kremer, Alec Wagner,
Steven Vucinaj, Jacob Lane. Joseph
Kargula. Benjamin Schoenek (4th row)
Cameron Albrant, Nathan Lunn, Timothy
Shea. Alexander Malloure. Michael
Hagan, Nicolas Inchaustegui, Christopher
LaFayette, Kevin Bain, Thomas Morris, Wil
liam Greenlee (Back row) Connor Koblinski, Jarad Gusfa, Broderick Blickle, Daniel
Darga, Jonathan Bardsley, Todd Truron,
Kyle Adams, John Blickle, Zachary Taylor,
Alexander Miller, Gregory Sheppard
Missing: Lukas Bates, Victor Bodrie,
Brendan Flayer, Nathan Menovcik, Ryan
Trotter, Joseph Ukrop

(yy nww’vi tici
(Front row) Cassidy Winter, Paige Sable,
Allison Kemp (2nd row) Makenna Pohl.
Adrianna Ilkhani-Pour, Amy O'Brien,
Amy Reynolds (Back row) Caileigh
Deacon, Julie Davison, Michelle Steslicki
Missing: Erin McWatt
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VARSITY (Front row) David Ketelhut,
Andrew Close, Jonathan Berry, Derek
Raymond, Neil Arthur, Matthew
Dembicki, Alexander Belanger, Alec
Arthur, Theodore Keranen (2nd row)
Alexander Brewin, Timothy Hohl, Jordan
Duff, Coach Dan Dippie, Head Coach
Clint Robert, Coach Street, Kevin Uetz,
Wesley Gates, Seth Perry (Back row) Ross
Riehl, Andrew Lamoureux, Michael
Moerman, Joseph Castelli, Michael
Piotrowski, Mathew Kreager

JUNIOR VARSITY (Front row) Michael
MacLean, Sean Larabell, Cory Smetana,
Matthew DeSpirt, Stephen Ciranna,
Gregory Taylor. Scott Vandenberg.
Joymes Kastely, Eric Goebel (2nd row)
Jeffrey Owens, Matthew Rosiar, Jonathon
Wozniak, Coach Steve Sienkiewicz, Ryan
Schafer. Troy McMullin, Tyler Jones
(Back row) Brady Marotta. Matthew
Trentacosto, John Heinonen, Tyler Hooper

(Front row) Joseph Dewolf, lan Lovdahl,
Michael Jacoboni, Daniel Beger, Evan
Ford, Brett Earle (2nd row) Coach Jerry
Harris, Jacob Smith. Joseph Clifton, Scott
Hudson, Daniel Dwyer, Daniel Kozerski,
Coach Pat Ramsey (Back row) Matthew
Dwyer, Alexander Bernstein, Joshua
Bloom. Colin Gerish, Ryan Mullen,
Chad Kelterborn, Trevor Grigg,
Garrett Baughman

Photos by Visual Sports Network
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VARSITY A (Front row| Caitlyn Sundberg.
Andrea Zinkosky, Hannah Deacon,
Krysten Ruzylo, Genna Guibord, Megan
Brennan, Katelyn Meek, Elizabeth Nichols.
Taylor Brown, Carrie Pichan
(Back row) Coach Bill Holden, Coach
Jason Engelland, Eve Avdoulos,
Kathryn Reichard, Reecca Champagne,
Molly Eley, Alexandra Kaszuba.
Alexandra Davis, Coach Bill Deacon,
Coach Scott Corless

VARSITY B (Front row] Morgan McGuirk.
Sara Bernardi. Parul Kathuria. Jaclyn Bell,
Danielle Coiiareno, Erica Zazo, Kelsey
Koswick, Morgan Malloy, Nicole Heinz
(Back row) Coach Scott Corless, Lindsey
Kreichelt, Katherine Georns. Natalie
DeMuro, Madeline Frogner, Haley
Guilfoile. Krista Oldham. Coach Bill
Holden Missing: Megan Sklut

(Front row) Angela Ramsey, Krysta
Cicala. Jessie Sammut, Sarah Marilley
(2nd row] Marie Samson, Lisa Kozub,
Shelby Foerg, Rose Shelly. Emily Reichard.
Natasha Gaiski (Back row) Coach Jerry
Harris, Whitney Gusto. Shelby Curlew,
Erica Frogner, Amy Bernstein,
Coach Pat Ramsey Missing: Coach Emily
Smith, Coach Jeremy Gyorke
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"Registration
signals the end
of summer and
the beginning of
the long haul/'
junior Brian
Earle lamented.
(Center left) Students return

to school and stand in line, but

there’s more to registration than
turning in forms.“l like getting
my picture taken and seeing

how everyone changed over
the summer,” sophomore Kelsey

Olinik said.

Olinik added that the regis
tration process is more relaxing

than freshman orientation was.

(Center right) Sophomore
Melissa Gonzales poses for her

school photo. (Top left) Junior
Marissa Allen said the long lines
were the worst part, but sopho
mores Frank Griffiths, Danielle
Busby and Gregory Lorrain didn’t

have to wait to turn in their ath
letic forms.

(Bottom left) The end in

sight, students, like sophomores

Samantha Berry, Kristen Cox, Ella
Dodson and Kelsey Fiscus, could

finally see their schedules.
By Joy Lerner
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ART
AUTHENTIC CREATIONS.
1. Senior Alyssa Marcangelo
puts the finishing touches on a
drawing to be entered in the
Scholastics Art Competition,

She and other artists shared their inspira
tions. 2. "I wanted to play with shadows
and experiment with oils," Marcangelo
said.
3. [On sketching her sculpture,] "I just

erased and re-drew outlines until I liked
what I got.”

— Sophomore Elaine Mitra

4. "It started out as a self portrait, but I
wanted it to have a more surreal look since
1 was using a new type of paper.”

— Junior Chelsea Turner
5. "I’ve always liked dealing with cartoons.
I wanted to show the manipulation of

a character without actually making it

— Senior Stephen Gallant

move.”

6. "The great teachers I’ve had,
Mr. Hoffman and Ms. Miller, have pushed

me further to learn and have given me
inspiration.”
— Senior Jessica Grzych
7. "I wanted to draw exactly what I saw,

and that's why there are details like people
reflected in the bottle." — Junior Joy Chen

8. "I wanted to play with color theory,
portraying emotion." — Junior Emily Grant
9. "I was getting sugar for my tea, and I

realized the cup was festive, and it would
make a good holiday picture."

— Senior Elizabeth Nash
10. "My mom; she is very enthusiastic

about everything I do.”

— Junior Gregory Oldham
11. “It’s a mix of my own style with Andy
Warhol. I also took different pop images in
my life from my backpack and applied it
onto the board."

— Senior Seth Weddle

12. “I made it shades of blue to show the
melancholy of vanity.”

— Senior Erin Lindholm
13. "I was inspired by a spiderweb
necklace that I saw."

— Senior Samantha Naszradi
14. "My little brother Trevor is my favorite
model because he’s very expressive."

— Senior Joy Lerner
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Art 101

BROADCASTING
BRAND NEW.
Beginning with
the switch-over

from tape decks
to digital, the
broadcasting system went
through a makeover cs extreme

as any reality show, according
to senior Justin Ulrich.
Senior Michael Wagner said

that not only were the comput

ers and Apple products in the

studio this year easier to use, but

the class as a whole communi

cated well also.
“I iike that we get to deliver

a show to over 2,000 people,”

Ulrich added. "I'm really going
to miss it after this year."

According to Ulrich, the
broadcasting students have

worked hard this year to improve
the morning announcements.

ANALYZING
LIT AND FILM
BROADENING PERSPECTIVE.
As it can be gathered from its

title, this class is about analyzing
novels and films, but according

to senior Veronica Juan, "There's

more to it than meets the eye."
"The projects link themes to
movies, and our analyses relate

movies I never thought were
relatable,” Juan said.
Senior Michelle Steiner added
that "Mr. Bowen and his amaz

ing analytical skills are intellectu
ally stimulating.”
"Mr. Bowen's funny stories

make the class more interest
ing," Juan agreed.

Whether it's the deep, philo

sophical nature of the class or
the teacher, the numbers are

up for ALF, making it one of the
most popular English electives.
by Joy Lerner

Photo by Joy Lerner
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WRITING CENTER

AP ENGLISH
CURIOUS
ADVENTURERS.

CHALLENGING
CURRICULUM. Looking

"iSearch allows

through the Writing Center win

students the

dow, it may not be immediately

ultimate inde

obvious how much the all-girl

pendent research project. They

staff, who said they are often

can risk being lunch for cougars,

buzzing on a sugar high, do.

like Robin Czerwinski and her

“We actually do a lot more

friends," teacher Christopher

stuff than people think," senior

Cronin said.
Czerwinski’s project, which ex

Clara Fecht said.

plored human connection to the

checking, spelling changes and

environment, involved camping

eliminating to-be verbs, there

in the woods in this debris hut
shelter. Seniors Rebecca Soys-

are a lot of things that go on

Besides the normal commo

behind the scenes.

ter, Caitlin Northcutt, Jacquelyn

"Every day is a new experi

Turner and Maria Schneider

ence," senior Jessica Horowitz

joined her on the adventure.

said.
Reading novels, writing essays

and logs, advertising for the

Writing Center, partying with the
teachers and eating excessive

amounts of candy are just a few
of the things it takes to be part of
this group.
by Callan Gavigan

and Joy Lerner

STRATFORD TRIP
CANADIAN
EXPERIENCE. Take a
break. Stop, breathe,

(Bottom left) Outside Stratford's

and leave the presures

Globe Theatre, a visual tribute to Wil

of school behind for

liam Shakespeare stands.

(Bottom right) The annual trip to

This year's performance was to
Harper Lee's “To Kill A Mockingbird."

Stratford, Canada allows students, like

Although it was not a Shakespearean

just one day.

sophomore Morgan Meinicke-Ham-

play, sophomore Madison Owen said

ilton, to enjoy the written word in a

she enjoyed it. "My favorite part was

more interactive atmosphere while still

watching the girl who played Scout,"

giving them the freedom to experi

she said.

ence the culture of this town in their
own ways.

(Top left) Before the performance,
students can walk around town in
small groups, like seniors Justin Ulrich

and Lucy Hough.
(Top right) Ulrich takes a walk down

Senior Kaila Adam added, "I liked

the second act better than the first
because it kept my interest. There was

more conflict and action."
Since all English 9 students read this
story, it allowed comparison between

the book, movie and play. Owen said,

Downie Street with his group on his

"I really liked reading the book since

way to lunch.

it gave you more detail, but the play

(Center right) After seeing the

sights, Ulrich sits down in an Indian res

taurant with freshmen Alexa Patsalis,
Photos submitted by Justin Ulrich

Eric Ostrowski and Molly Ladhoff for an
ethnic lunch.

was my favorite mode because I liked
seeing everything come to life."
by Joy Lerner

FRANCIS
DELICIEUX!

One

great way to

explore another cul
ture is by sampling
its cuisine. Since the

French are known for their food,
students certainly enjoyed learn

ing about this culture.

(Below) During the holiday
season, French teacher Suzanne

Murray's French II class experi
mented with making their own

yule logs.
These cakes are tradition
ally taken to parties, but in this

project, students were able to
enjoy them in class — with a few

of their own touches.

“Yule logs are supposed to be
made with cake and rum, but

I used Ho-hos instead," sopho

more Lindsey Funfgeld said.

(Above) After teachers
judged the cakes based on

taste and presentation, Funfgeld
and her classmates sampled
each other’s creations.

In the end, students said their
appreciation of the French cul
ture grew.

ESPANOL
iEXCELENTE! Spicy,

a nontraditional route for their ingre

mild, chunky, smooth,

dients. Sophomore Paige Wilson used

red or yellow: All of these

her mother's recipe for black bean

adjectives can be used

mango salsa. Leary said she liked

to describe salsa.
[Bottom right) Driven by the prom
ise of extra credit, teacher Suzanne
Murray’s Spanish II class brought ingre
dients to mix into salsa.

Wilson's salsa because the lime gave
it a delectable zing.
(Center left) As the students taste

their classmates' mixtures, Wilson
provided her insight into which was

(Top right) Sophomore Scott

the most interesting salsa. “I liked the

Vandenberg adds the onions to his

strawberry one because the fruits in it

mixture. He said he used traditional

gave it a juicy taste instead of a tradi

ingredients, like tomatoes, green pep

tionally spicy one," she said.

per and vinegar, because they taste
good together.
(Top left) Junior Emily Leary also
went for the classic taste. As she

stirred in the cilantro, she shared her

inspiration. "Mine is a homemade

Sophomore Hannah Coulter, the
creator of the strawberry salsa, said

her inspiration came from the “salsa

gods of the internet.”
Salsa Day added variety to the

Spanish II schedule, much like the

recipe from a friend,” she said. Since

unique ingredients added to the vari

Leary likes to cook and bake, she said

ety of salsas. "I like trying all the other

she enjoyed this hands-on experience.

salsas and seeing what others make,”
Vandenberg said.

(Bottom left) Some students took
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DEUTSCH
FANTASTISCH!
Heads snap up as
students hear junior

Nathan Hrivnak’s
dolphin impression

coming from the TV speaker.

In addition to the standard
ized, written portion of the final,

German students also have
to create an original video to
prove their speaking abilities.

“The German kids are clever,
and they usually get really
creative,’’ sophomore Steven

Chesney said.
Juniors Emily Carroll and

Hrivnak made a voiceover to

the "Spongebob Squarepants"

episode "Schwambob" fortheir
video. In this episode, Sponge
bob finds swear words on the

side of a trash can. However,
instead of voicing the words,

Hrivnak bleeped them out with
his dolphin impression.

"The Spongebob video was
the funniest one I've seen this
year," Chesney said.
Other students take the video

project in another direction.
"Students are encouraged not

to do anything too illegal," ac
cording to Chesney, "but once

in a while, one slips through the
cracks."

"There was one incident
where a group of students drove
up to McDonald’s at night and

ordered in German at the drive-

thru. They persisted, disregarding
the distress of the poor workers,

and the police showed up,"
Chesney said.

"Despite warnings from
[teachers Hubert Rast and Karen

Motz], students continue to
push the limits of their videos for
humor, and those tend to be the

funniest," Chesney added.
Foreign Language

stories by Joy Lerner

Photos by Joy Lerner
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CONSUMER MATHEMATICS
Students are responsible for bal
Students in Consumer

ancing money drawers and entering

Mothematics don't
hove to wonder when

information into a computer. Math
teacher Karen Besek said this experi

ence gives the students "experience

they'It ever need

in a simple financial service industry."

to use the material
they’re learning.

Before working at the Credit Union,
students fill out an application and

"It applies math to everyday life,"

senior Lauren Skalski said about the

complete an interview. “It gives them

class, which is designed to help stu
dents learn to use math in the every

view," Besek said.

day world. The content of the course

the experience of having a job inter
Students who worked at the Credit

includes concepts such as loans,

Union said they gained something

income tax and savings.

from the opportunity. "You learn a

lot,” senior Krystal Nault said. Senior

Another way math is applied to
everyday life is through the students’

Julienne Manees added, “If you don’t

involvement in the Credit Union, which

know anything about a bank, you can

is open during lunch on Mondays.

learn something from doing it."

Senior Connor Morrell also had a

(Bottom right) Three students at
a time have the opportunity to help
run the Credit Union. Seniors Matthew

chance to help run the Credit Union.
"It was a fun experience and a re

Hartman, Kevin Kotas and James

ally good way to learn about credit

Mammano learned to complete
transactions with the help of a repre

unions for the future," Morrell said.

sentative from the Credit Union.

would,” Manees said.

(H) GEOMETRY
HELPFUL
REVIEW.

“If I had the option to do it again, I

(H) PRE-CALC
HANDOUTS.
Math

Is there some

thing fishy going on in Honors

teacher Wil

Precalculus? Students in the

liam Kinney has

class discovered trigonometry

found a way to

identities in a new way.

prepare his students for tests; he

They were given a sheet of

often uses the last class period

identities, along with the first of

before the test to play a game

four worksheets, which were all

of Jeopardy.

named after fish. The worksheets

(Top right) Each row of stu

dents is a team. The first team to

increased in difficulty and were
labeled Guppy, Minnow, Bar

hold up three correct answers

racuda and Shark.

on their whiteboards gets the

The students could ask ques
tions but were mostly teaching

points for that question.
“If you win, you get candy,"
sophomore Allen Chen said.

Students said that they liked

this method. “I think it’s a good

themselves. After completing a

worksheet, students were given

a certificate.
(Top left) Sophomore Renee

review technique," junior Sum

Gideon said she liked having

mer Sandhu said.

the opportunity to work in a

Junior Kelsey Winiarski said

she also finds the game help

group for this project.

Gideon also said she thought

ful. “You realize how much you

that learning this way was easy,

don’t know,” Winiarski said.

fun and effective.
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STORY PROBLEMS
INTERESTING
INTRODUCTION.
"Some teachers
do math warm
ups, I do story

warm-ups," math teacher Lynne

Tuer said.

Tuer said she likes to start
her classes off with a story, so

students don't have to "hit the

books” right away.
“It eases you into class," senior
Keegan Warner said, “It's like
she's a friend telling you about

stuff in her life."
Tuer tells stories about every
thing from her fear of spiders to

picking out baby names with her

husband. “She tells a lot of stories

about her crazy Aunt Estelle,"
Warner explained.

Regardless of the topic, stu

dents said they enjoy her tales.
"Tuer is the best story teller I have
ever met in my entire life, and

she’s hilarious," senior Samantha
Solomon said.

INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE.
Math teachers have various
ways of helping their students

learn math concepts, formulas

and principles.
Math teacher Cheri Warner
has her own way of helping her

Algebra II students remember
the quadratic formula. Warner
said she uses a song to the tune

of “Pop Goes the Weasel."

“It's easier to learn it with a
song," Warner explained.

(Bottom left) One student,

junior David Yanagi, made up

his own way to remember the
formula. With the help of fellow

classmate, junior Megan Sklut,
Yanagi said he made up his own
version of the song to the tune of

Soulja Boy’s “Crank Dat."
After the song was written,
Yanagi said he actually got up

in front of the class and did the
"Soulja Boy" dance.
"They were pretty enter

tained,” Yanagi said.
Math stones by
Meredith Merlanti
Photos by Meredith Merlonti
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WALKIE TALKIE
SCANDAL
JOKE’S ON
THEM. It all
started when the

trombone play

ers, also known

as the “Crooked Halos," decid
ed that the drum majors have
too many privileges, like hot

chocolate at the football games
and walkie talkies to communi
cate with each other.

"We felt that the privileges
are not completely deserved for
some of them, so the trombones

came up with the idea to use

walkie talkies to tune in on their
frequencies. We used the ring-in

buttons 30, 40 or 50 times," junior

Ian Cartmill said.
After that, the tenors joined

the scheme. "This year, they

hooked up an iPod and played
"Barbie Girl” over the frequen
cy," Cartmill added.

He said he thinks the drum
majors, annoyed with the ran

dom rings and songs at the most
inconvenient times, never dis
covered the culprits, until now.

SANTA PARADE
JOLLY TRAD'TiON.

Bundled

under layers of clothing, the
marching band spreads holiday
cheer during the annual Santa

Parade.

Senior Georgina Morris said,
“When we’re playing, every
one's excited because they like
hearing all the Christmas songs
they know and love."

They lead the parade, march
ing to "A Christmas Special,’1

a medley of festive songs from
"Jolly Old St. Nicholas" to "Deck
the Halls.
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by Joy Lerner

BAND-O-RAMA
KEEPING TIME.

Pokrandt for Jazz II. "I love playing the

Known by members

barry sax because the sound is loud

os the "Great Band

and overpowering, and you can re

Sleepover," Band-O-

ally feel the bass beat," Rohlf said.
(Center right) For senior Laura

Rama lasts for several
hours. It features songs from every

Felosak, the most exciting part is

band, but those involved stay positive.

“marching into the auditorium after in

“The audience enjoys the concert,
even though it's so long," sophomore
Megan Milewski said.

termission and surprising the audience
with our immense sound.”
(Top left) According to Rohlf,

(Bottom left) “Lots of people get
excited when the drumline goes on

seniors Joseph Shoukair and Anthony

because they can really get into the

ence with their trumpet solos during
“Gonna Fly Now," more commonly

rhythms," junior Ronald Swan agreed.

The people attending are not the

Pizzimenti shock and awe the audi

known as the “Rocky” theme song.

(Top right) The part of the perfor

only ones who enjoy going, according

to Milewski. "I think it's fun because it's

mance unique to Band-O-Rama is

reminiscent of band camp,” she said.

that the assistant drum majors are

(Bottom right) Sophomore Allison

given a chance to conduct the band.

Rohlf plays her favortie instrument, the

"Conducting is what I look forward to

baritone saxophone, alongside junior

all year,” Felosak said.
by Joy Lerner

Daniel McIntyre and sophomore Mark

DRUM LINE
LEGACIES
LIVE ON.
“Getting to know

jump over it,” McDougall ex

plained.
Playing down the line is an

the people on

other practice done by drum

drumline at the

line.

beginning of the year is one of

"Playing down the line is tor

the best parts about being on

ture for new people," McDougall

drumline." sophomore Kaylee

said.

McDougall said.

However, before they are ac

This test of skill involves the

drum major playing a beat. Then

cepted into the drumline, fresh

the rest of the drumline stands

men have to go through rigorous

in a line and repeats the beat. If

training. This includes secret, until

someone down the line plays the

now, initiation activites.

inncorrect beat, they start again

Following tradition, newcom

at the beginning of the line.

ers played the game of Dizzy

“Many freshmen have trouble,

Stick.
“First you hold a drum stick

since they are nervous," McDou

above your head. Then, while

These traditions have stood

gall said.

looking up at the stick, you spin

the test of time, but will this

around 20 times. When finished,

year's freshmen?

you have to drop the stick and

by Callan Gavigan

Photos by Joy Lerner
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SOLO/ENSEMBLE
MUSIC TO MY
EARS. Stage fright
affects the best of
singers, but for fresh
man Harleen Kaur,

this was not an issue.
‘‘Sometimes it can be nerve
racking [singing for a judge], but

thankfully, I didn’t get nervous

this time,” Kaur said.
Between her love for com

petition and pressures from her
voice teacher, Kaur said she

chose to perform the folk song
“Danny Boy” and the Italian
song “Danza.”
After one semester of Varsity
Choir and a few weeks of voice

lessons, Kaur received an overall

1 at Solo and Ensemble.

CAROLING
MONEY MAKERS: Stand
ing outside during a Michigan
winter proves how far some choir
students will go to fund their trip
to New York City, the location of

this year's choir tour, according
to junior Adrienne Cohen.

“It's worth braving the cold

because New York is going to be
exciting," she said.

(Below) Seniors Daniel Ket
chum and Victoria Dedes and
juniors Amol Kamat and Cohen
sing carols in the Northville Com
mons Pavillion.

Even in the frigid air, the sing

ers managed to stay positive.
“Singing at these events is fun,
and people enjoy it,” Dedes said.
Cohen said her favorite part

was going to all the different
places they sing. "My favorite

event was the one at Mead

owbrook because that was the
nicest one,” she added.
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VAL-A-GRAMS
NOTHING BUT
LOVE. When class

the booths at lunch and make

is interrupted on

the right places," she said.

Valentine's Day, stu

dents know they will

sure all the Val-a-grams get to

For all the monotony of sorting
and stuffing, Joseph said she is

hear a love song to go with their

proud of the fundraiser's suc

candy and cards, but what they

cess. "The money we raise goes

don’t know about is the work

to World Vision. Through this non

that goes into making it happen.

profit organization, we feed and

Senior Larissa Joseph elabo

clothe a child in another country
for a year," she said.

rated on her role: “I stuff the

cards with suckers, take money,
make sure people are working

In addition to the event co

ordinators, the singers also put

a lot of effort into their perfor

mances. Juniors Yang Zhang, Ja
net Skrbina, Philomela Gan and
sophomore Zhounan Xie spent
time outside of school practicing

their song, "Soymilk and Fritters."

Hard work aside, students really
enjoy Val-a-grams, according to

Joseph.

HOLIDAY CONCERT
O’ CHRISTMAS TREE.
The sweet sounds of the

in the music."
(Center right)

season rang out during

After being fea

the annual Holiday Choir
Concert.

tured in a com
NBC’s "Clash

of the Choirs,"

spirit of it all," junior Valerie Juan said.

Chorale added

(Top left) BackBeat and TrebleMak
ers "Don't Wanna Wait" for Christmas
as each person's inner child comes

their rendition of “We Wish You a

Merry Christmas" to the final show.
(Bottom left) Near the end of the

through in a combined performance.

show, all of the choirs in the perfor

"I liked seeing them all up there sing

mance come on stage for the "Christ

ing that song together because it

mas Carol Medley." During the parts

showed that there was a lot of cama

where only guys, like seniors Matthew

raderie between the groups," senior

Wegzyn, Chase Noble, Michael Collins

Maria Schneider said.

and Baker, are supposed to sing, they

(Top right) Senior Elizabeth Hawks-

push through the line of girls to the

ford sings her solo in "O Holy Night"

front. “It's the one time when our part

for Chorale, another closely-knit choir.

is more important than the girls,"

"The people in Chorale are really

Baker said.

dedicated and fun to sing with," ac

cording to senior Tiffanie Yu.
(Center left) During "Bethelehemu,"

After the medley, the choir was

joined by the band, alumni and
teachers for the "Hallelujah Chorus."
“It's fun getting together on stage

a Nigerian Christmas carol, the choir
sways back and forth together to the

because everyone harmonizes really

beat of the djembes. "I liked doing

well," Schneider said.

the movements on stage," senior Dan
iel Baker said. "It got us more involved
Photos by Joy Lerner

mercial during

“I wait all year for this concert be
cause I like the music and the whole

Choir stories by Joy Lerner

PHYSICS
POTENTIAL
MOTION.

Palmer explained.

Teacher Jona

considering the human popula

thon Thomas-

tion of Earth is approaching 6.7

This may not seem right,

Palmer’s physics

billion, but Thomas-Palmer said

classes experimented with mov

that the mass of all the people

ing the Earth in a lab.

on Earth still does not compare

“We were proving Newton's
Third Law; for every action there

with the mass of the Earth itself.

is an equal and opposite reac

this lab because he likes that it

tion,” senior Jingyi Sun said.

involves students in their world.

Thomas-Palmer said he does

According to Sun, Thomas-

Pclmer had everyone stand on

TOP LABS

their desks and jump simultane

POPULAR EXPERIMENTS.

ously to the floor.

In a survey of 50 students, the

“The Earth moved up to meet

following science labs were

us as we jumped down; hence,
we moved the Earth,” Sun said.

rated most popular:

We move the Earth every
day, just not very for. "If every

2. Pig Dissection (Biology)
3. Cedar Point (Physics)

human on Earth jumped simul

4. Mystery Solutions (Chemistry)

taneously, we would only move

5. Sand Tables (Geophysical)

1. Tie-dye (Chemistry)

the Earth about the distance of
the radius of the electron orbit

by Callan Gavigan
and Joy Lerner

ing a hydrogen atom,” Thomas-

AP ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
QUIRKY CAMPING.
The annual AP Environ

mental Science camp

ing trip turned out to
be more than lectures
from teacher Ron Meteyer.

(Top left) Students, like seniors Priya
Thyagarajan, Meghan Kenya, Robin
Czerwinski, Elizabeth Nichols and

with him because I'm a cutup,”
Mehill said.

(Middle left) After the logging mu

seum, the class traveled to the sand

dunes of Lake Huron. “The funniest
part was watching people trying to
walk back up the sand dunes," senior
Kimberly Siegel said.

"The dunes were really steep. It

talked about everything from the Kirk

took me a couple of tries before I
could make it back up without slip

land Warbler to the effects of dams

ping,” Medonis added.

Heekon Cha listened while Meteyer

on the environment and found other
ways to have a good time, too.

(Bottom right) Senior Annielaurie

(Top right) On the shoreline of Lake
Huron, seniors Elizabeth Souther, Eliza
beth Nash, Jonathan Akin and Joshua

Medonis said, "Mr. Meteyer talked a

Arter take a walk along the beach.

lot about logging, but it made more
sense when I could see a log jam for

“My favorite part of the trip was going
to Lake Huron and dipping my feet

myself."

in,” Siegel said,

(Bottom left) At the logging mu

"I learned a lot and had fun at the

seum, senior Matthew Mehill found a

same time," Medonis said. “I don’t

cardboard cutout of a lumberjack. "I

know what more you could ask for out
of a field trip.”
by Joy Lerner

just thought it would be funny to pose
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BSCS BIOLOGY
B READY OR
NOT.

Every year,

students give

mixed reviews

about the pig dis
section in Biology.
"It’s funny how some people
were grossed out by it ond oth

ers were reaching in and almost

tearing things out,” commented

junior Breannc Connett.
On the other hand, senior

Michael Baldwin said he didn’t
want anything to do with the

fetal pig.

Senior BreAnna Montgomery
said, "We named our pig Cath

erine, so it was more personal.”
Some students even had
alternative reasons influencing

their opinions. Senior Lisa Stevens
said, “It was fun, but I hated

going into the class and smelling
the chemicals."
Whether or not students enjoy

dissecting fetal pigs, this project

remains an important part of
BSCS Biology.

SZUKAITIS' GARDEN
RENEWING HOPE.

After a fire

burned down the horse born in
2003, Maybury State Park has
tried to find the funds to stay
open.
Teacher Scott Szukaitis said he
has devoted his time to main

taining a vegetable garden,
where all proceeds go directly

to the farm. Everything from can

taloupe to sugar snap peas can
be found on this plot, roughly
13 times the size of the average

classroom at 12,000 square feet.
Szukaitis’ Michigan Natural
Resources students help main

tain the garden until the end

of the year. Then, when the

produce is ready, it is sold both
at the farm and through the
elementary schools.
by Joy Lerner

Photos submitted by by Ron Meteyer
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TECH DESIGN
FOR THE FUTURE.
As students ponder

the course selec
tion guide, many

wonder what Tech Design has to
offer for them.
To clear up the confusion,

some of the students in Tech De

sign provided these explanations
and shared their favorite aspects
of the class.
“It’s a cool class with flight
simulators and a lot of other fun

activities,” junior Seth Perry said.
Perry said he wasn't sure

what to expect at first, but he

was soon given the layout of the

class.
"We take a bunch of pre- and
post-tests," Perry said. "I really

like the aerodynamics too. The
whole class is very interesting."

Freshman Timothy Shea

agreed that he enjoyed the

aerodynamics part of the class.
"We do a lot of experiments,"
Shea said. "They're fun.”
Along with experiments, the

students of Tech Design have fun
with fiber optic lasers. "They’re so
sweet," Shea said. "It's definitely
my favorite part of the class."

Junior Ryan Sweeney said

he has activities he’s looking

forward to. "I can’t wait for the
robotic part," Sweeney said.
"We're working on electronics,

but I’m really excited for later in
the semester." During the robotic

segment of the course, students
experiment with a robotic arm.
Sweeney added that he en

joys the laidback curriculum of
the class. "We're allowed to pick

and choose what parts we want
to do,” Sweeney said, "so, it's a
lot of fun.”
When the time comes to
choose classes for the upcom

ing year, students interested

in robotic arms and fiber optic
lasers should keep Tech Design

in mind.

Photos by Nora h
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CELEBRATIONS
SENSE OF SMELL

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
STAYING HEALTHY.

A prerequi

As students walk

site to taking Celebrations, Food For

through the hallways

Thought helps students understand

where the Family and

common kitchen terminology and

Consumer Sciences

techniques.

classes are located, sweet aromas fill

Students learn what goes into a

the air, and these smells are just the

meal, various ways to prepare one

start of what students in the cooking

and how to be safe in the kitchen at

classes enjoy.

the same time.

(Top right) Along with having fun,

“Right now we’re looking at nutri

students learn cooking techniques. ‘‘I

tion labels and how the food affects

want to learn how to not burn food,”

us," senior Courtney Gates said. “It's

senior Donald Ellison said.

interesting to learn about the nutri

(Lower right) Senior Lauren Skalski

tion in all the food we eat."

prepares a dip during her first cook

Students said they aren't just

ing experience in class. "I want to

interested in nutrition. “It teaches

learn how to plan a party," Skalski

me better skills to use in the kitchen,"

said. “I can’t wait for the ethnic food

junior Noor Judge said. "I really enjoy

section too."

making food, so I’m really excited to

(Top left) Junior Kayla McLean

start cooking.”

prepares a chicken quesadilla the

By teaching students the proper

first cooking day. This wasn't her

diet to follow to improve their health,

favorite lab though. “We did the

Food For Thought acts as a helpful

breakfast lab; that was my favorite,"

reminder for students to stay healthy

she said.

and active.

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
TECHNICAL TIMES.

wonderful being the only girl," Staszel

(Bottom left) Senior Eric

said. "I focus on the project at hand,

Paree works on a 3-D CAD

and it helps, since this relates to what I

design in class.

would like to get into in the future.”

“We started out with

2D drawings," Paree said. “Now we’re

getting into more complex figures that
take more time to accomplish.”

Staszel explained how she enjoys
making a connection between prac

tice activities and the real world. “It's
cool how everything connects with

These drawings act as a spring
board into the world of engineering

one another," Staszel said

and help students to think about their
future after high school. "I’ve always

the practice material in class," sopho
more Evan Pomeroy said. “Making it

wanted to be an engineer," Paree

on the computer is the next step up

said. “That’s why I signed up for CAD;

from drawing."

it’s a great class where we get pictures

and recreate them on the computer.”

(Top right) Sophomore Lauren

(Bottom right) "I enjoy working on

Pomeroy said he isn't sure as to

what he wants to do with his future
yet. "I'm not sure if I want to be an

Staszel is the only girl in her CAD class.

engineer,” Pomeroy said, “but, it's a

“I really think more girls should take
the class," Staszel said. "It's a great

good way to test out different oc

class, and a lot of what I learn applies

When asked what his intentions were

to my other hobbies.”

for the semester, Pomeroy said, “I just

Staszel also participates in Robot
ics, where she uses her newly-learned

knowledge to help the team. “It’s

cupations that I may like to pursue."

want to pass the class."

Applied Technology and
FCS stories by Sarah Rounsifer
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ECONOMICS
UNBELIEVABLY
DELICIOUS. "It
was fun," sopho

more Michelle
Culbert said.

The Economics candy project
is designed to teach students

about business manufacturing,
and how specific factors directly
relate to business. "I learned a
lot too," Culbert added.
Social Studies teachers

grouped students together into

businesses where they pack
aged candy into plastic bags.

At the end of the hour, the stu
dents took home the candy they

earned.

"I didn't have any candy left
over by the end of the day,"
Culbert said. “All of my friends

ate it."

CIVICS
UNDERTAKING CHANGES.
ChIRP: Choose, Investigate,
Research, Present. It’s as simple

as a phone call.
"It’s to have students actively
try to solve the problems rather

than having them just memorize
vocabulary words," Social Stud

ies teacher Chris Ford said.

Junior Ann Rushing proposed

a change to the cafeteria trays.
"We could just switch out a por
tion of the Styrofoam trays and
buy some biodegrable ones to

replace those," Rushing said.
Other projects included put
ting up a bulletin board for the

drama department and fixing
the congestion on Beck Road.
"It was hard ... because

nobody picked up the phone,"
senior Samantha Solomon said
about trying to contact people
about adding lanes on Beck.

“It was really interesting to see

how we could make a differ

ence in our own school," junior
Andrew Shaw said.

"It helps them better under
stand government on a local

and state level," Ford said. “It's
really beneficial."
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AP EUROPEAN HISTORY
Wu admires the mummy exhibit. This
Students hod

display is one of the collection's key

Von Gogh's work up

attractions.
(Bottom right) A tour guide provides

close at the Detroit In

information about the early people

stitute of Arts (DIA) on the AP Europe

of America in the Native American

an History field trip, but that's not all.

exhibit. Chronologically, the collection

the opportunity to see

According to its web site, "The

covers nearly 3,000 years of history.

DIA's collection is one of the larg
est, most significant in the United

(Center right) The African art ex
hibits, including African tribal masks,

States, comprising a multicultural and

are one of the museum’s hallmarks

multinational survey of human creativ

and were integral to the founding of

ity from prehistory through the 21st
century."

the DIA. The exhibit comprises some

(Top left) Junior Kevin Mantay

rare world-class works from nearly 100
African cultures.

(Top right) Junior David Summers

reads a brochure about Mexican artist
Diego Rivera's Detroit Industry fresco,

hides behind his copy of the visitor

considered Rivera's most important

map in the front lobby. Summers said
he gained a new appreciation for art

work in the United States.
"It was cool," Mantay said. "Some

work while on the trip. "Yeah, I would

of the people in the painting were

definitely go back," he concluded.

made to look like they were looking

at you.”
(Bottom left) Senior Brendan Ma-

Information provided by the
Detroit Institute of Arts web site.

SOCIOLOGY
| WATCHING

for symbols.

W \ Va

•

W Racism, sexism,
ancJ stereotypes
I are just a few

examples of the elements found

heard rumors that the depart
ment may cut the unit, citing it

os inappropriate or controversial.

Calabrese said she's heard the

rumors, too, but they're not true.
Arab thinks the Disney unit is

in Disney movies watched by

an important part of the course.

Sociology students.
“It’s an evaluation on how

she said.

"It’s the reason I took the class,”

Disney affects our society,”
Social Studies teacher Jean Ca

US HISTORY

labrese said. "It's about what we

WORLD TRAVELERS.

see as entertainment, fun and

Studies teacher Ed Gabrys

how it affects us."

assigned students to research

Social

“It's a class favorite," Ca

immigrants in their own families

labrese said. “People grow up

who came to the United States.

watching Disney movies, and

“After the students get the

they like to see and analyze the

oral history, they research the

films."

push and pull effects that may

The Sociology classes

watched movies, such as "The
Lion King" and “Aladdin."

“I really liked watching Alad
din and Mulan," junior Aarthi

Arab said.
Some students said they

have caused that person to emi

grate,” Gabrys explained.
“I learned a lot." freshman
Melissa Finn said. “I'm really glad
we did it."

Social Studies stories by Ashley
Stier and Callan Gavigan

Photos by David Uberti
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COOKE PROGRAM
X-TRA SUPPLIES.
As long os teachers

have been assigning

projects, students have

been in need of vari

actual transactions when supplies are
sold.

“It helps them learn about some

banking procedures," Lennox said.
The supplies are purchased using

ous types of school supplies. Whether

money from the Credit Union, and

it's poster board, pens or glue, there

profits from the store’s sales go back
into the Credit Union.

is now a place in the school where

Not only do students have a place

students can go to get it.
Last year. Special Education teach

to buy supplies, but Lennox said his

er Art Lennox realized that though

students enjoy it, and he hopes to

students could purchase beverages

continue the supply closet next year.

and snacks in the cafeteria and cloth

ing at the spirit wear table, there was

SPECIAL EDUCATION

no location where students could

X ING OUT AIDES. This year, Special

purchase school supplies.

Education teacher Lynne Thompson-

Lennox said he sent out a survey

Heebner — and all teachers on staff

to teachers asking if a school supply

— were forced to find ways to adapt

store was a good idea. Responding

to a new policy.

teachers were supportive and gave

In the past, Thompson-Heebner

Lennox ideas about the kinds of things

had student aides in her classroom

the store could sell.

to help her students with various

(Top left) Beginning in November,

students in the Special Education

activities.

Things have changed now that the

program have had the opportunity

aides are gone. "We don’t create

to help run the supply closet, which

nearly as many projects," Thompson-

is open during some seminars during

Heebner said.

passing time.

Thompson-Heebner said she en

(Top right) Junior David Smith points

joyed having the aides. "They always

out some of the supplies sold in the

came in with fresh ideas," she said.

closet, which include whiteout, glue

Thompson-Heebner's students have
also had to adjust. “They definitely

and index cards (center left).

“It’s a good socialization experi
ence,” Lennox said.

looked forward to it," she said.
She added that she hopes to

Students deal both with the sup
plies and money and help with the

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

one day have the help of student
aides again.

Lenahan said.
Students now rotate between

YOr WMEC
In the past,

Physical Education
classes have typically

begun with a run

ning warmup. However, beginning

three distinct warm-up stations.
(Right) Students spend their first

moments of class jumping rope,
running laps or doing calisthenics
(far right).
Students spend four minutes at

in February, the PE teachers used a

each station, bringing the time spent

new warm-up technique.

warming up to 12 minutes.

"Kids tend to get bored with

just the running," PE teacher Lise
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“We're hoping to continue this

type of warmup,” Lenahan said.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ZONE CHANGE.
While many staff
members teach
in only one de
partment, Chad
Dicken makes
the transition from English to
Physical Education every other
day.
"I definitely have a love for
both,” Dicken said.
He has been teaching English
for eight years and PE for two.
Still, he said he enjoys teach
ing courses such as Physical
Conditioning, Team Sports ond
Recreation.
Dicken said he especially likes
teaching Team Sports because
he enjoys sports like flag foot
ball, volleyball, basketball and
hockey.
"The people down there are
great," Dicken said of the other
PE teachers.
As much as he enjoys teach
ing PE, Dicken said he maintains
his love for teaching English.

FITNESS TESTING
ZENITH OF ACHIEVEMENT.
In Physical Education, grades
are based on more than partici

pation.
Every student in a PE class
must complete fitness tests.

Scores on these tests, along with

whether a student improves,

are factored into the grade the
student receives.

Not all students like the fitness
Photos by Elizabeth Nash

tests they are required to pass.
Senior Violet Palushaj said the

test she dreads most is the sit-

and-reach. “I'm just not os flex
A

ible as I used to be," she said.

Other students feel that
the impact tests hove on final
grades is unfair. Senior Nicole

Jeffrey said students involved in
sports have an easier time pass

ing the tests.
"I don't think your grade
should depend on whether you
play sports or not," Jeffrey said.

PE and Special Education

stories by Meredith Merlonti
Photos by Meredith Merlonti
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Several clubs got in the
giving spirit this season as
members volunteered to
spread holiday cheer and

help those in need.
{Bottom right) Notional Honor Society mem

bers wrapped gifts collected by Civic Con

cern. "We almost ran out of wrapping paper

and had to wrap the tiny gifts in scraps,” junior

Sarah Trumbore said. Trumbore lifts a bag of
presents to bring to c participating family.

(Top right) During SADD’s December movie
night, another surprise came when English

teacher Kurt Kinde dressed up as Santa Claus.

Junior Savannah Sisk takes a picture of Kinde
as Santa with his family. "I was supposed to

ask [the kids'] names, so Santa miraculously
knew them," Sisk said with a smile.

(Top left) As a staff member, Kinde re
ceived a treat of his own. Student Congress

members ordered poinsettias to give to

teachers. Senior Robyn Baidas unloads the
flowers from boxes. "A staff appreciation

committee does something every month for
the staff. It was a nice surprise," Baidas said.
(Bottom left) As part of a holiday festival,
freshman Catherine Culkin plays Christmas

songs on her trumpet at Barnes & Noble. "It

was fun when people came and said I sound

ed good, and they enjoyed it,” Culkin said.
by Amy Baditoi
Photos by Stephanie Hamel

and Stephanie Hamel
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TECH CREW
ne said. "We typically build everything

Hid

[for the plays]," she continued.
(Center left) Sophomore Kevin

den away behind the
curtain, an army of

Fitzsimmons and sophomore Kyrie Bay

black-clad workers

les help each other drill legs onto one

help make the imaginative world on

of the platforms. Fitzsimmons said, “It's

stage come to life for the audience.
“[Tech Crew] is nessecary for the

fun working with all the powertools."
(Bottom left) McDougall and fresh

show to run," junior Mark Jackson said.

man Daniel Robinson prime a plat

form before members cover it with a

(Bottom right) For the spring musi
cal, “Cats," tech crew members plan

final coat of black paint.

to create a junkyard on the stage.

(Top right) Senior Elizabeth Zielesch,

"I'm cutting the wood for the plat

junior Jamileh Atallah and sophomore

forms [that actors will stand on],’1

Elaine Mitra spray paint a refrigerator
that actors will crawl out of during the

senior Daniel Baker said.
In addition to creating an interest

musical. Atallah said. "To come up

ing set, members are responsible for

with ideas [for the set] is easier than

ensuring that the pieces are structur

actually building the pieces."

During the show, members change

ally sound.
(Top left) Sophomore Kaylee Mc

sets during the production. Robin

Dougall and junior Jenna Dehne work

son explained, “It's fun [behind the

on the set. “I was making sure the leg

scenes] but a little tense. It's more

was level so when dancers stand on
the platform, it won’t collapse," Deh

relaxed when you know what you're
doing."

GUITAR &
BASS CLUB
Once a week, Guitar

and Bass Club members get cre
ative, testing the boundaries of

their musical talent. Senior Daniel
Klarr said, "One time, someone
brought in an effects pedal, and

I cranked out crazy things that
shouldn’t come out of an amp."

pan. “We talk about how they

created different scenes," soph
omore Nathan Menovcik said.

“Ortopan tells us background in
formation about the movies," he

continued. Learning about the

components that make up films

helps members better appreci
ate the significance of motion

pictures in their lives.

To improve technique, players
of different skill levels practice

BRAND-NEW DIRECTION.

together and share knowledge.

Drama Club members were in

Junior Kayla Copsey said, "[The

for a surprise when new director

DRAMA CLUB

club] gives us a chance to get

Dan Dobrovich stepped on the

together and share musical ex

scene. “He's so much fun. He's

periences and ideas. It’s a good

one of those guys who tries to

collaboration."

be strict and intimidating, but
it’s all in good fun," senior Larissa

OAF

Joseph said. Dobrovich adds to

BIG SCREEN.

the accepting and enjoyable

To celebrate the
art of film. OAF

atmosphere of Drama Club.
Freshman Megan Dause said,

members meet

“He understands us and acts like

weekly to watch

us." Sophomore Claire Hannum

movies chosen by their adviser.

added, "He likes having students

Social Studies teacher Tim Orto-

in charge."
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BUILDING
WITH BOOKS
BUILDING KNOWLEDGE.
Members of Building with Books

work to provide students in less
fortunate countries with better

educational opportunities. "We
are trying to raise funds to help

developing nations," sophomore
Kelsey Libbe said. After fundrais

ing, members have a chance to
complete a trek in the summer,
during which they help build

schools. Libbe added, "This

summer we are going to Af
rica." Member sophomore Parul
Kathuria said, “You know you're

doing something good."

GERMAN CLUB
CELEBRATE!
“German Club
is the fun part

about learn

ing a foreign
language," junior Benjamin

Naber said. “It's a big party," he

continued. Once a month, club
members gather to celebrate
German holidays. For one of

their events, students run the

Oktoberfest in the fall. “It is a cel
ebration of the harvest season,”

junior Lee Finch said. Student

participation in events like
Oktoberfest help increase their
knowledge of German culture.

YES MENTORING
CONNECTION.

To improve

their mentees' high school ex
perience, YES mentors provide

extra help for struggling students.

Members explained the impor

tance of reaching out to fellow
classmates. "[It’s] so they know
they have someone who cares,"

sophomore Kelly Burford said.
"It’s good to help people who
need an extra push and help
get them motivated," she con
tinued. In addition to motivating
students academically, mentors

also encourage them to partici

pate in events outside of classes,
"It's a really good program,"

sophomore Albert Chen said.
Photos by Stephanie Hamel
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SPANISH CLUB
Mr*,

I

Dressed in
bright, flowing
costumes, 12
dancers, repre

senting Spain, France, Argentina
and Uruguay, entertained at the
Spanish Club’s annual Flamenco

dance performance. ‘‘They wore
very bright, colorful costumes,"

Spanish teacher Tillie Cowen
said. Cowen explained further

that the event helped students

learn about different cultures.
Club officer junior Emee Ta

agreed, saying, "It’s important to

experience the culture, not just

the language. If helps people
open their minds." Junior Melissa
Williams added, "It's good to

have experiences where we’re
not just looking at the textbook.”

SELECT ENSEMBLES
DESIGNATED FEW.

To earn a

spot as a member in one of the

elite select ensemble groups,

musically talented freshmen
and sophomores auditioned to

become one of the designated
few. Participants performed in

front of an audience in groups of
four. “It was better that we got

to sing in groups instead of solo,"
sophomore Audrey DiComo

said. Two-year member sopho
more Hilary Agoston added, "I
was really nervous. I was kind of

intimidated, but it was my sec
ond year, so it wasn’t too bad.”
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SELF DEFENSE CLUB

"Creativity at Northville is being

ESCAPE
DANGER. To

dampened by social standards.”

avoid being at

publication, members hope

risk in a danger

that, with continued support and

Although it is currently a small

ous world, Self

development, the literary maga

Defense Club members prac

zine will grow in magnitude. "The

ticed techniques to protect

underground, creative aspects
will be brought to light and

themselves. "If I did get into a
situation, I wouldn’t feel entirely

eventually grow," Ajlouni said.

helpless," senior Jessica Horowtiz
said. Although students say they

appreciate the security they

ADOPT-A-STUDENT
FOLLOW ME.

have gained through practicing

"When new

self-defense techniques, they

students come

actually attend the club mainly

to the school, we

for the workout.

show them their

classes, lockers and lunches, but

LITERARY MAGAZINE

sometimes we meet outside of

EXPRESS YOURSELF,

school to get to know them,”

"it s a

magazine run by the students

junior Tianna Garland said of the

for the students,” sophomore

Adopt-A-Student program. Ju

Christina Hallam said. Members

nior Kehrie Priest explained, "[The

of Cavalcade, the school’s new

best part is that] you don't have

literary magazine, work in artistic
ways to express their ideas.

to sit by yourself at lunch be
cause you know one person at

Senior Jordan Ajlouni explained.

least, so you won’t be a loner."

ROBOTICS
GE -

Competing

against 1,500 teams

controlled,” Ebben said. As Ebben

worldwide, junior

works on sensory-based movement,

Daniel Keys explained
that the Robotics team

other members help develop other

is thrilled to be attending two regional

technology to control the robot.
(Bottom right) “I am helping build

competitions plus Nationals. “It’s been

parts for the drive system for the ro

four years since we went to Nation

bot," sophomore Ian Brock said. “It's

als," Keys said.

what makes the robot drive around,"

the world are given the same assign

he continued.
(Center right) Planning another

To start the season, teams across

ment and must build a robot capable

aspect of the robot's design, Robot

of completing a task. This year, teams

ics members group together as one

are required to move their robots

of their many parent mentors helps

around a 50-foot race track and

develop ways to test the ball that the

throw a large ball to gain extra points.

robot must throw in competition.

(Top left) To ensure the robot is

(Top right) Freshmen Matthew

ready to accomplish this year’s mis

Drago and Joshua Johnson test the

sion, Keys grinds a steel shaft that will

strength of a mechanism designed to

be made into the axle for a wheel.

hurl the ball across the track.

(Bottom left) To continue the

Photos by Kristen Singletary

when the robot isn't being remote

With such well-developed plans,

preparation process, junior Donald

members are confident with this

Ebben and freshmen Elizabeth Hadley

year's design. “Hopefully the design

and Robert Singletary work on sensory
structures for the robot. “We need this

for this year’s robot is really good,"
Keys said. “We think it’s one of our

to navigate around the playing field

better designs," he continued.

TREBLEMAKERS
HARMONY.

and Laura Felosak sing “Tell My Ma”

Nine

voices mix to form on

for the crowd. In their performances,

orchestra of sound for

members work on the group’s bal

Victorian festival goers

ance and blend. Fecht said, “We're

each fall. This Septem-

always careful to listen to each other

ber, members

TrebleMakers show
cased their talent by performing the

and make sure we sound on.”
(Bottom left) Junior Erica Johnson

national anthem and other songs they

watches while members of BackBeat
perform during the show. Both select

chose themselves.

(Top) Performing one of the songs
the group selected, TrebleMakers sing

choirs allow members to develop their
musical talent. Johnson explained,

“Take Me Out to the Ball Game” for

"As a singer, [TrebleMakers] has al

an audience at Mill Race Village. "We

lowed me to understand my voice in

sang it three times: The first time was

a group setting and individually. I am

proper, the second time, we acted

more comfortable with the girls and

like baseball players, and the third

the audience."
The harmony between the girls’

time, we turned it into a rap," senior

Caitlyn Knisely explained.
(Bottom right) Junior Katherine

voices and personalities creates

Whitecar performs the hand motions

“We're all very outgoing and love to

for one of the group’s songs. "It was

be in front of an audience.”

strong friendships. Johnson said,

Knisely added, "If you like the

fun to [sing] for people in downtown

Northville,” she said.
(Center left) Seniors Clara Fecht

NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY
HELPING HAND.

National

Honors Society members spend

20 or more hours a year donat
ing their time to the community.

These juniors shared their favorite
volunteer activities this year.

people [you work with], you are a lot

more successful."

[school],” sophomore Allison
Rohlf said. Pep Band’s presence

creates a familiar atmosphere

and provides support for the
team. “It’s comforting to hear

songs from the home games,”
Rohlf concluded.

MODEL U.N.
IMPACTING
THE WORLD.

“The Solstice Run because we
got to watch the runners finish."

Coming together

— Maudie Smith
"The Winchester Fun Fair be
cause I got to work with kids."

— Andrew Nguyen
"The Moraine Science Fair
because I love little kids."

— Jessica Scott

in mock United

Nations meet

ings, students share their knowl
edge of the world around them.

"We get to talk about world
problems and figure out ways to

help other people," sophomore

Elisabeth Formica said. Junior
Stacy Sutter added, “[It] is a

fun and enriching experience.”

PEP BAND

Sutter said that most students

HOME AWAY FROM HOME.

who attend the conferences are

Members of Pep Band bring

interested in politics and ap

home-team spirit to away

proach the experience with an

football games and boost the

open mind. Formica concluded,

team's morale. "It shows that

“It's nice having a say [in world

everyone is dedicated to the

issues.”
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TEENS AS TEACHERS
& ZERO TOLERANCE
JUST SAY NO.
“We tell them

why we are drug

free; they really
look up to us/’ ju
nior Yang Zhang said. Members

make presentations at local el
ementary and middle schools to

teach children the importance
of a drug-free life. In one exer

cise, members offer participants
candy, which their teachers ad

vised them not to accept. ''[The
idea is to] prepare them for high

school and show them how to
just say no to drugs," junior Kath

ryn Gorsuch explained.

UIZ BOWL
■J

| KNOWLEDGE.
Bowl mem-

I
l

bersusetheir

£—knowledge to

advance in aca
demic competitions throughout

the year. Junior Robert Galla
gher said, "We each contribute
our own strengths in different
subjects." Members meet to

prepare and strategize for future

tests. “[Our advisers] give us
practice questions and see if we

know the answers," freshman
Helen Mulcahy said. Gallagher

explained the questions often
found on Quiz Bowl tests: "They

are generally facts that pertain
to everyday life," he said.

MAD
LEAN ON ME.
When the school
or community

are in need of
help. Make-A-

Difference members step in to

lend a hand. While providing
valuable assistance to others,
students still enjoy the volunteer

experience. "I think it’s fun to do
stuff with the school," freshman
Dakota Wright said. “Everyone

should do that." Junior Linda
Wang added, "It's good to help

other people because you feel
good about yourself.”
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BACKBEAT
MiJSIC MEN.
For BockBeot

members, music
is more than just
a hobby. The

hours that the singers spend
perfecting their a capella songs
create close friendships and

unforgettable memories. Senior
Matthew Wegzyn said, "My
favorite parts are the perfor

mances outside of school.

That’s where most of our inside
jokes originate.” Several mem

bers shared their favorite perfor
mances from the year.

“The Jameson’s
because I know the

family."

— Senior
Cavan Corcoran
“Anywhere there’s
free food, and the
people are fun.”

— Senior
Chase Noble
“The Victorian event
at Genitti's because
we sang to elemen

tary kids."

— Junior
Nathan Hrivnak

SAND
VOLLEYBALL CLUB
NEW GAME.
"I like to play
volleyball, and

the girls [school
MHSAA team]

Photo by Steve Fecht Photography

wouldn't let me," senior Brian

Bagian said about joining the

new Sand Volleyball Club. The
cold, fall weather ended the
club's season early; however,
members plan to meet once a

week in the spring. Bagian said,

"It's outdoors, so it's more fun.
It also utilizes Hines Park." The

club offers students a chance

to spend time with friends while
completing a low-key workout.
Senior Grace Myers said, “It's a

different way to be active."
Photos submitted by Stephan
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DANCE COMPANY
OPENING NIGHT.

(Bottom right) Freshman Amy

Company started their

Yakima maintains her balance while
turning during the Broadway Dance

season with a bang,

Center dance. The performance

performing a New

demonstrated the dancers’ versatility,

The new Dance

York-themed dance spectacular for

showcasing many different genres of

family and friends.

dance. Yakima said, "We had all of it:
hip hop, ballet, tap, jazz and more."

(Top) Dancers begin a kick line

during the Fly to NYC tap dance.
Company members practiced since

(Bottom left) Company members
lunge in the Broadway-Hairspray

tured in the show. “Some weeks we

dance. With many fun dances in the
show, each member had her own

had four rehersals,” freshman Stepha

favorite number. Vick said. "I liked

nie Curran said.

Broadway Dance Center because my

August to learn the 12 routines fea

favorite choreographer arranged it."

(Center right) Members strike a

(Center left) During the Broadway

pose in the Streets of NYC produc

tion, one of the largest dances in the

Dance Center jazz number, members

recital. Despite months of preparation,

peel off a line and move to new stage

sophomore Chelsea Vick said every

positions.

The dancers' confidence through

one felt nervous the night of the show.
Freshman Kaliana Basoukeas said,

out the show paid off with a success

"The captains gave nice speeches

ful performance. Basoukeas said,

that got the group going and got rid

"it went really good! We got a lot of

of our nerves."

good reviews afterwards.”

independently meets to pre

FRENCH CLUB
PARLEZ-VOUS
FRANCAIS7 If

pare." The team comes together

you understand

at meets held at local universi
ties. Junior Jimmy Li said, "My

this question,

favorite part is the competitions

you may want to
join French Club. Senior Alyssa
Marcangelo said, "We play oral

games to improve our speaking

because you meet friends from
other schools."

FORENSICS
QUICK
RESPONSE.

ability." Aside from mastering the
language, members learn about

Members of

French culture. Junior Amanda

Forensics must

Webster said, "We eat French
food and show French movies.”
This knowledge of French culture

adds to club members’ overall
appreciation of the language.

think on their toes
while completing different public
speaking tasks, including im

promptu dialogues. Sophomore
Zhounan Xie said, “We [also]

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

memorize parts in drama skits

PROBLEM SOLVED.

Olympiad members work in pairs

that we find ourselves." Members
gave the first word that came to

to solve problems in all areas of
science. “The majority [of tasks]

their minds when asked about
Forensics.

Science

are paper tests, a couple involve

building, and there are lab

"Public speaking."

—Freshmen Ria Barad

based events,” captain senior
John Gburek said. He added,
"Whoever is assigned the event

“Talk.”

—Sophomore Zhounan Xie

Photo by Steve Fecht Photography
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BOOK CLUB

the recycling boxes that teach

READ
SOMETHING.

ers leave outside their doors. The

It is special when

plastic bottles are then carted
to the large recycling bin in the

teenagers spend
their free time

bags of paper products and

school parking lot. Goldberg

ing them. Once a month, book

described the club’s impor
tance: "We need to conserve

club members meet to talk

our resources.” Freshman Faith

about the theme and author

Miller added, "I like knowing that

of their lastest novel, "When

I helped the world."

reading books, let alone discuss

people relate the story to their
lives, they get so into it,” senior

METALSMITHS GUILD

Lauren Glumm said. "It usually

RED HOT!

relates to everyone because

enthusiasts have gained new

we're all teens.” Glumm con

steam this year because of a

cluded, "Having everyone put in
their thoughts about literature is

grant for a new kiln. This lead to

cool."

for metals students. "Lately we
ore working on enameling and

RECYCLING CLUB

doing our [class] projects if we
need extra help," junior Kyrsten

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE.
“Every day is Earth Day," se
nior Carly Goldberg said. Each

The metalsmith

improved working conditions

Persells said. Adviser and art

Thursday, the Recycling Club

teacher Cheryl Brooks explained,
“We work on new skills and

members disperse throughout

strengthen skills that students

the school hallways and empty

already have."

STUDENT CONGRESS
SUPER LEADERS.

explained the work that went into

Anyone can be a

creating this station. "We made a pit

super hero around

up on the stage by putting together

Halloween, This fall,

four tables and filling it with hundreds

Student Congress

of balloons. We had everyone from
congress helping.”

members planned a night of Hallo

ween-themed fun for faculty families.

With all of the activities available,

"We organized the whole thing,”

many families have made the night a

junior Arianne Frink said.

tradition. (Center left) Physics teacher

Congress members planned nu

Jon Thomas-Palmer enjoys the night

merous activities, including a haunted

with his daughter, Ryan. "I’ve al

house, picture frame decorating, pin

ways loved Munchkin Mash," Palmer

the nose on the witch, a pihata and
more. (Top right) Math teacher Wil

said. "We have it on our calender at

liam Kinney’s son, Liam, gets ready to

home," he added.

Congress members had a hard

take his turn at the pumpkin bowling

time choosing the cutest children

station. (Bottom left) Freshmen con

when it came to all the little “munch-

gress members Bridget Dunn, Raven

kins" running around. "Lots of kids

Batshon and Marisa Sourges watch

were really adorable,” Dunn said. (Top

the children decorate sugar cookies,

left) Frink shares a bond with English

“They put sprinkles on them. I think

teacher Jeff Balagna's son. "I really

they had a great time," Batshon said.

like Keenan, and Mr. Balagna lets

(Bottom right) Another big hit of
the night was the balloon pit. Dunn

me hold him," Frink said. “[He] was so
cute!" she said with a smile.

Photos by Anc
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DEBATE TEAM
TIME'S UP!
With only a
short amount
of time avail
able, debaters
face an interesting challenge.
Arguing affirmative or negative

on the topic, many find time an
issue and resort to improvisa
tion. Junior Jessica Shost said,

"This year’s topic is whether the

U.S. government should in
crease public health assistance

to sub-Saharan Africa." Time is
also a vital part of preparing for
debates. Shost added, “[We]

gather information little by little a
couple months before hand."

ROTARY INTERACT
TIME WELL SPENT.

"It's o

community service club," junior
Anna Billings explained. The club

officers search for possible vol
unteer opportunities in the area

and hold general meetings once
a month where students sign

up forevents. “One thing that's
really special about Rotary is

that it’s completely student run,

so when you achieve something
you really feel the impact of
your accomplishments," Billings

continued.

MULTI-CULTURAL
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
UNITY. “It’s
something new,”
senior Chang Liu

said. Founded
last year, the
Multi-Cultural Student Associa

tion promotes diversity and a
greater knowledge of other
cultures. "It’s fun because we

get to know lots of people from
different places with different
traditions," Liu said. Once a

month, members meet at ethnic
restaurants or watch foreign
movies. “It’s a pretty cool way

to recognize the diversity in the

school," senior Daisy Tan added.
Photo by Ronolee Henderhon
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NYCAC
r VOICE. The
Northville Youth

’ Committee
Action Council
works to give
teenogers a voice in the com

munity. The group forms sub
committees that brainstorm

ways to make change possible.

One of last year’s projects in

cluded the salad bar added to
the school lunch menu.
Senior Lucy Hough described

the top five projects planned to

improve Northville this year.
1. Open Mic Night

2. Casual Dance
3. Poetry Slam
4. Downtown Improvement

5. School Improvement

FRENCH
HONOR SOCIETY
VOLONTAIRES:

That’s what

members of the French Honor
Society are. For four hours a
year, students volunteer their
time to fulfill their membership

requirements.

Several members shared
what they have done so far to
earn volunteer credits.

“I was a lifeguard for

a Greek camp.”

— Senior
Georgina Morris

"I made profiteroles
for the French Honor

Society induction
ceremony."

— Junior Ashley Ring
"I volunteered at a
hospital and did stuff
for my church.”

— Senior
Madeline Fei

“I don't think I've
done anything."

— Junior David
Flesher
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SADD
WISE CHOICES.

explained that proceeds go towards

In order to promote

SADD’s efforts to encourage a drug-

good decisions, SADD

free lifestyle. She said, “It raises a lot of

hosts four seasonally-

money because we sell a lot of food

themed movie nights

and drinks." (Bottom right) Junior Su

a year. Northville families bring their
children to enjoy a night out. This year,
the children wore their Halloween

Yong Choi pours a glass of pop for
a customer as SADD president Sun
oversees her.
In order to provide a more comfort

costumes to celebrate the season.
“My favorite part is just seeing the kids.

able environment, this year beanbags

They're so cute and so enthusiastic,"

were laid out in front of the screen in

senior Jingyi Sun said.

addition to several rows of chairs for
adults. (Bottom left) Five kids in their

Each year, SADD members choose
a different activity for the children to

participate in. "This year we're making

Halloween costumes claim front row
seats before the movie begins.

As the last activity of the night,

[Halloween] masks," junior Kanika Kouhhar said. (Top right) One participant

SADD chose to show the movie "The

admires the mask she created before

Corpse Bride.” (Top left) Participants

the start of the movie.

enjoy the movie with their families in a

Before taking their seats, parents

night of safe fun.

"The biggest scandal for this year

purchased concessions from SADD
volunteers. (Center right) Kochhar

is we have a PG movie instead of a

places a bag of microwave pop

G movie," Sun said, “so you can see

corn on the concessions table. She

how risky we are.”

GAMING CLUB

teaching," senior James Gietzen

Battle cries echo

explained. Physical education
teacher end club adviser Elise

from the X-Box

Morrison provides information

corner of the

to students seeking that career

X-BOXERS.

library and the

pathway. "You get to interact

Halo room while several students
hunch over an intricate table

with people interested in pursu
ing the same career," senior

game, complete with dragons

Gina Greco said.

and knights. "You play whatever
you wont as long as you have

IMPROV

the ability to," senior Peter Ehlert

ZANY!

said. Since the year 2000, many

A comical person

students have gathered to share
their love of gaming. English

given to outland

teacher David Bowen added,

Definition:

ish behavior. Club

“We have alumni that come

members agree
that it is the zany characters that

back every week. That means

really give Improv its humor

something."

ous repuation. “There’s a lot of

games, and they're all really hi

SOCIETY OF
ASPIRING TEACHERS
J OUR FUTURE.
If you like work

larious, but it’s really the people
that go, not so much the games,
that make it fun," sophomore
Sara Sopko said.

ing with students,
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and Stephanie Hamel
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(1
[Front row) Lauren Glumm. Lucy Hough,
Priya Thyagorajan (Back row) Stephanie
McCausland, Alyssa Menovcik,
Michelle Mize

(Front row) Jay Zawrotny, Justin Ulrich,
Casey Neville, Hillary Jordan, Julie
Gotberg (2nd row) Lisa Kozub, Michael
Wagner, Jannes Gietzen, Erin Southers,
Jaclyn Degiorgio (Back row) Katherine
Hallam, Kirby Brackel. Matthew Wegzyn,
Elizabeth Souther, Devon Boen, Lydia Blair

(Front row) Parul Kathuria, Hetal Patel,
Kelsey Libbe, Lauren Staszel, Audrey
DiComo, Rebecca Lis, Katelyn Matych
(2nd row) Helen Song. Callan Gavigan,
Ciara Fullington. Elaine Mitra, Elizabeth
Lin, Erin smith, Aki Ishikawa (Back row)
Kathryn Best, Jaclyn Konopka. Rebecca
Myers, Jacob Smith. Kyrie Bayles, Melissa
Learman, Megan Gomez-Mesquite
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(Front row] Amy Mnich, Alyssa
Marcangelo, Michelle West. Michelle
Truong, Rebecca Zawodny (2nd row)
Amy Yakima, Kaliana Basoukeas. Kaila
Adam, Erin Southers, Lauren Martin, Jillian
Hoernschemeyer (Back row) Meredith
Njus, Alyssa Waineo. Chelsea Vick.
Megan Kelly, Alyssa Hammer, Stephanie
Curran, Leah Hastedt

[Front row) Soyoun Cha. Kuldeep Patel.
Vivian Abraham, Alexander Agne.
Jasmine Mahal (2nd row) Joy Chen.
Zhounan Xie. Alexa Patsalis. Sung Park.
Marina Haque, Harleen Kaur, Michele
Sandhu (Back row) Maahin Mahmood.
Summer Sandhu, Lauren Manda, Yang
Zhang, Steven Hoelscher, Jessica Shost,
Savannah Sisk, Carolyn Zhao

.PrA/wA(Front row) Erin Donohoe. Sueann Shiah,
Elizabeth Zielesch, Colleen Ferguson,
Elaine Mitra. Shannon Borowski. Notosha
Gaiski, Claire Hannum (2nd row)
Katherine Frimenko, Stephen Grimmer,
Jamileh Atallah, Jessica Shost, Larissa
Joseph, Daniel Robinson, Hetal Patel.
Sarah Spitery, Jessica Gaiski, Caitlin
Stojkov (3rd row) Philomela Gan. Nara
DeMuro, Morgan Dalrymple. Megan
Dause, Sydney Stier, Elizabeth Hawksford.
Jillian Hoernschemeyer, Deanna Willis,
Ashley Stier, Alyssa Hammer
(Back rowJAndrew Wernette, Erico
Johnson. Clara Fecht, Mark Jackson,
Heidi Gharbeiah. Patrick Kelly. Dovid
Yanagi, Alexa Patsalis

Photos by Prestige Photography
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(Front row) Lauren Skalski. Alyssa
Menovcik, Eleanor Feltner (2nd row)
Lauren Scheer, Stacy Anderson, Michelle
Culbert (Back row) Megan McCally. Emily
Carroll. Alyssa Peterson

(Front row) Anna Lichtman, Charlotte
Lichtman. Katherine McGillis, Amanda
Webster (2nd row) Courtney Ring, Katie
Gasparotto, Meghan McGillis. Emily Love.
Katherine Gatz, Samantha Scorzo,
Chelsea Walker (Back row) Katherine
Wilson. Molly Flynn. Amanda Sutton.
Jacqueline Gress. Kaitlyn Wiiseck

OAF
(Front row) Morgan Dalrymple, Danie
Ketchum, Allison Smith, Erin Lindholm,
Nathan Menovcik, Courtney Gates
(2nd row) Morgan Breault, Samuel
Wyputa. Jung Woo Ha, Kevin DeCoste.
Kimberly Siegel. Alyssa Menovcik, Thomas
Borgers. Kevin Curtis (Back row) Sarah
Hoover. Sarah Carlin, Joshua Heinz.
Adviser Tim Ortopan, Westley Thompson,
Timothy Porter, Dylan Sedam, Brady
Tyburski

138 Activities
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(Front row) Erin Donohoe. Marina Haque
Savannah Sisk [Backrow] Jennifer
Woodard. Soyoun Cha. Alexa Patsalis,
Zhounan Xte

(Front row] Lauren Sparschu. Elizabeth
Andress, Hea-Mi Kim, Broay Tyburski
(2nd row| Vineetcho Ranjorajan. Joy
Chen. Alyssa Marcangelo, Katherine
Frimenko. Amanda Webster (Back row)
Jacquelyn Wilson. Jessica Yu, Mme.
Murry, Anna Lichtman, Robbie Austin

(Front row) Elizabeth Nichols. Amy Boditoi.
Joy Chen. Jessica Horowitz. Katherine
Frimenko, Casey Schipper. Nicole
Lockwooa Ashley Ring (2nd row)
Amanda Websten Lucy Hough, Alyssa
Marcangelo, Lauro Felosak, Natalie
Peterson. Anna Lichtman, Shelby
Johnson, Georgina Morris, Nicole Miller
(Backrow) Nara DeMuro, Amanda
Stacer, Armen Changelian David Tobin,
David Brown. Mackenzie Lebeis, Bailey
Doolittle, YongLu Che. Ryuta Oshikiri
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(Front row) Derek Wright. Cameron
Albrant, Sarah O’Brien. Jarrod Endicott,
Jonathon Skelton, Glen Vargo, Xiaoxiao
Qi (2nd row) Justin Lach. Matt Drago.
Kevin Curtis, Kevin De Coste, Parth Patl,
Joshua Johnson, Joe Curton, Casey
Sullivan. Ryan Wood (Back row) Robert
Taepke, Samuel Wu, Jordan Ajlouni,
Dylan Miller. Adviser David Bowen. Daniel
Baker. Alexander Leung, Justin Abboud,
Joseph Clifton, Bryan Werther. Gordon
Freeman

(Front row) Tiffanie Yu, Amanda Stacer,
Alyssa Peterson. Stephanie Curran.
Katherine May. Clifford Peterson. Alexander
Shashlo. Cassidy Winter, Stephen Grimmer.
Thomas Klarr. Colleen Ferguson. Dietrich
Warner. Kevin Wayne, Lindsay Gburek,
Audrey DiComo, Annie Laurie Medonis
(2nd row) Lauren Mancia. Janet Skarbino.
Paige Sable. Kanika Kochhar, Lee Finch.
Allison Elias. Michelle Mullett. Steve Irvine.
Brandon Gutowski. Austin McHenry, Mike
Wu, Emily Carroll, Erica Johnson. Kelli Ford,
Eliza Wood. Cena Larson, Jessica Reitz,
Erich Heise. Kelly Turner. Kirsten Schipper. Chris Nowak. Eugene Kim (3rd row) Elizabeth Zielesch, Rubino Mann. Charlotte Lichtman, Kyle Peterson, Natalie DeMuro. Colin C
Allison Smith, Luke Jacobi. Kelly Weicksel, Robert Hsu. Katherine Gotz. Brianna Vandervoort. Eliza McKay. Kelsie Kaiser, Molly McLaughlin. Hilary Russell. Tyler Hoop
Johnson, Ion Lovdahl, Steven Chesney. Kevin Lerner, Evan Grant, Jordan Blough (Back row) Christopher Chou. Mark Pokrandt, Kyle Walter, Paul Petroskey, Jeremy
Maxwell Pierson. Timothy Porter, Erik Peterson, Philip Casteleyn, Megan Piotrowski, Allison Holmes, Sarah Stern, Alexander Webb. Andrew Bray, Andrew Shaw. Philip Irvine,
Ajlouni, Robert Gallagher, Benjamu
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(Front row) Janet Skrbina, Amanda
Stacer. Cossidy Winter, Philip Irvine, Emily
Carroll, Alexander Shashlo. Katherine
Moy. Stephanie Curran, Kanika
Kochhar. Sarah O'Brien. Alexander Webb
(2nd row) Alyssa Peterson, Erich Heise,
Jordan Blough, Evan Grant, Liz Zielesch,
Steve Irvine, Clifford Peterson, Colleen
Ferguson. Ruby Mann, Kelly Weicksel,
Dietrich Warner, Lauren Mancia, Allison
Elyas, Jessica Reitz. Lindsay Gburek
(3rd row) Tyler Hooper, Molly
McLaughlin, Hilary Russell. Benjamin
Naber, Kelsie Kaiser. Christopher Chou,
Kyle Walter. Jeremy O'Brien, Tiffanie
Yu, Steven Chesney, Eliza Wood. Cena
Larsen. Kelli Ford. Lee Finch. Michele
Mullett. Audrey DiComo
(Back row) Maxwell Pierson, Kevin
Wayne. Robert Gallagher, Yubo Wu,
Megan Piotrowski, Alison Holmes. Sarah
Stern. Katherine Bezak, Hannah Duvall
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(Front row) Conrad Mohr, Nicholas
Braeseker, Brent Bacus, Qichao Shao
(2nd row) Nik Cousins. Andrew Benjamin,
Cory Reitman, Kevin Bartz, Richard Miner
(3rd row) Adviser Heather Duff, Phillip Lee.
Colin Cepuran, Jioyue Liu, Adviser Robert
Boshoven, Meg Arter [Bock row) Daniel
Klarr, Kelsey Meyer, Samuel Brouch, Sara
Sopko. David Yanogi

(Front row) Katherine Gearns, Thomas
Klarr, Zachary Gearns, James Thompson,
Kelsey Katynski, Justin Ulrich (2nd row)
Sara Sopko, Andrew Wemette. Natalie
Lussier, Morgan Dalrymple, Stephen
Gallant, Mallory, Mozuchowski. Riley
Katynski, Miranda Phair [Back row) Brent
Bacus, Dovid Yanogi, Anthony Petrucci,
Daniel Klarr, Allison Rohlf, Robert Turner.
Jordan Ajlouni, Dylan Miller, Scott Hetu

(Front row) Kathryn Best, Megan Milewski,
Natasha Gaiski, Yang Zhang, Lucy
Hough, Joy Lerner (2nd row) Alyssa
Marcangelo, Michelle Truong, David
Uberti, Allison Smith, Jacquelyn Turner,
Kyrie Bayles (Back row) Sarah Carlin,
Kimberly Siegel, Dylan Miller, Timothy
Porter, Jordan Ajlouni, Caitlin Northcutt,
Ahmed Al-Khafaji
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(Front row) Lindsay Gburek, Arianne Frink,
Su Yang Choi, Kayla Vanden Esschert,
Sueann Shiah. Larissa Joseph (2nd row)
Maahin Mahmood. Julie Wesolowicz,
Christian Ho, Elizabeth Anker. Gita
Sabhopathy, Nina Dutta, Anna Hardenb
ergh (Backrow) Georgina Morris.
Courtney Hammerle. Brianna Jenkins,
Stephanie Hudolin, Vicki Gutowski,
Genevieve Mundy, Ashley Carley,
Robbie Austin. Joy Chen

(Front row) Breanna Connett.
Clifford Peterson, Tyler Hooper [2nd row)
Robbie Austin. Alec Wagner, Lauren
Scheer (Backrow) Ryan Winkler, Andrew
Vernacchia. Thomas Minier,
Cameron Albront

(Front row) Nicole Lockwood, Brittnay
Jones, Laura Travis, Clifford Peterson.
Stephanie Curran, Elisabeth Formica.
Casey Schipper (2nd row] Chris Fowlkes,
Noor Judge, Stacy Stutter, Farah Harajoi,
Laura Felosak. Anna Lichtman, Erin Shea,
Deepa Varghese (Back row) Hannah
Roberts. Lindsey Funfgeld, David
Clarkson, Megan Piotrowski, Mackenzie
Lebeis. Priya Thyagarajan.
Stephanie Hudolin

142 Activities
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(Front row) Jung An Ho, Angela Park,
Daisy Ton, Kanika Kochhar, Hetal Pate!
(2nd row) Chong Liu, Maahin Mahmood,
Yingying Geng, Janet Skrbina (Back row)
Philomela Gan, Kush Patel, Yubo Wu,
Jung Woo Ha. Sueann Shiah

(Front row) Toshiki Yamada, Soyoun Cha,
Vincent Sheu, Kayiee McDougall, Kyrie
Bayles, James Thompson, Jacquelyn
Turner (2nd row) Sarah O’Brien, Nathon
King, Heekon Cha, Caitlin Northcutt,
Megan Milewski, Ashley Stier, Laura
Schneider, Ashley Marcangelo, Melissa
Gonzales [Back row) Megan Sklut, Robin
Czerwinski, Daniel Baker, Allison Rohlf.
Peter Ehlert, Daniel Sochocki, Bryon
Werther, Scott Hetu, Kathryn Best

(Front row) Helen Mulcahy,
Alexander Agne, Daniel Sherry, Alexan
der Shashlo, Julie Biaszczak, Stephanie
Hudolin, Priya Thyagorajan. Kush Patel,
Bridget Dunn (2nd row) Helen Song,
Jessica Yu. Brody Tyburski. Kevin Curtis,
Jung Woo Ho, Rajeev Vadhavkar. Jiayue
Liu, Phillip Lee, Robert Hsu, Rachel Huang,
Carolyn Zhao, Sung Park (Back row) Aarti
Kamot, Jaclyn Konopko, Amol Kamat,
Sean Hedley, Alexander Leung, Robert
Gallagher, Jimmy Li, Erik Peterson. Samuel
Wu, Andrew Tang, Gordon Freeman, Rio
Barad, Parul Kathuria, Kinza Ahmed
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(Front row) Kristina Kaldis. Sara Fort,
Casey Neville. Hillary Jordan. Jillian
Alumbaugh. Amy Sweetapple. Kathryn
Schmeling, Kelsey Wiska, Sydney Migoski
(2nd row) Bridget Dunn. Rachel Ronk,
Kristen Nuyen, Haley Goldberg. Carly
Goldberg, Sueann Shiah, Lindsay Hagan,
Megan Trotter, Emee Ta, Michele Mullet.
Melissa Williams, Charli Migoski (Back row)
Kelsey Whelan, Gina Greco, Julia Petty,
Thomas Storch, Steven Chesney, Yubo
Wu, Ian Lovddhl, Kimberly Siegel. Erin
Hughes. Claire Richett. Christine Colleran,
Rose Shelly

(Front row) Lauren Staszel. Billy Pritchare,
Sean Hadley, Brad McQueen. Erik
Hjelmperj, Don Ebben, Kevin Wayne,
Brandon Gutowski, Ian Brock [2nd row)
Audrey DiComo, Meredith Monticello,
Elizabeth Hadley. Aditya Gangadharan.
Jiayue Li, Rajeev Vadhavkar. Joshua
Johnson, Mikhail Sokolov, Matthew
Drago, Jarad Gusfa. Matthew Carpenter,
Suraj Kaushal, Thomas Bennett (Back row)
Adviser Jim Conzelman, Adviser Mary
Stack, Megan Gomez-Mesquita. Jock
Rodzik. Robert Singletar/, David
Valencia. Adam Arevalo. David Tobin,
Kang Namkoong, Brian Grewe,
Jeffrey Bennett

(Front row) Kinza Ahmed, Joy Chen,
Ashley Carley. Kristina Kaldis, Casey
Neville, Kelsey Whelan, Rachel Ronk,
Hetal Patel. Nina Dutta, Aki Ishikawa,
Jessica Reitz, Jessica Horowitz, Robbie
Austin. Danielle Chew (2nd row) Morgan
Mazuchowski, Elizabeth Lin, Jung Woo
Ha, Sidney Migoski, Charli Migoski,
Sueann Shiah, Kanika Kochhar. Harleen
Kaur, Carolyn Zhao, Soyoun Cha, Helen
Song, Megan Milewski, Lindsay Bohn,
Rebecca Thomas, Shivani Kothari,
Jonathan Lee. Kelly Rinnas. Amy Webb
(3rd row) Bridget Dunn, Laura Schneider,
Meghan McGillis, Kristen Singletary, Maria
Rocco. Sarah Rounsifer, Noor Judge. Su Yang Choi. Abby Grajek. Anna Billings, Aarthi Arab, Whitney Gusfa, Olivia Hornshaw. Lauren Mancio, Vineetha Rangarajan,.
Robert Hsu, Jessica Yu, Aditya Gangadharan, Chaichano Thamtrakul [Backrow) William Pritchard. Erin Hughes, Eliza Wood, Sujeeth Reddy, Con/Smetana. Rachel Hue
Lichtman, Christian Ho. Robert Turner, Yubo Wu, Mackenzie Lebeis, Andrew Tang. Joshua Heinz, Jaclyn Konopka, Samuel Wu, Alexander Hsu.
Ke
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(Front row) Allison Elios, Koylee
McDougall. Arianne Frink. Laura Kallil.
Annie Laurie Medonis, Stacy Clough ,
Carina Dagher, Kelsey Tajer, Meghan
McGillis, Vimeetha Ramjorajan
(2nd row) Chelsea Glenn, Kelsey Craig,
Jung Woo Ha, Kush Patel, Emily Love,
Lauren Sparschu, Stephanie Rinaldi,
Marina Haque, Rebekah Person. Kaniko
Kochhar. Jonathan Lee, Andrew Tong
(3rd row) Jingyi Sun, Kathryn Gorsuch,
Savannah Sisk, Natalie Peterson, Yang
Zhang. Brittany lllbeck, Megan Squires.
Marisa Woloszyn, Krista King, Marit
Stutrud, Lauren Hall, Kelsey Olinik, George
Khamis, Noor Judge. Stacy Sutter
(Back row) Jack Rodzik. Julio Seitz. Shelby
Canon, Andrew Bray, Christopher Long,
Griffin Pines. Erica Guidobono. Christian
Ho, Sarah Rounsifer, Kelsey wiska, Shivani
Kothari. Su Yang Choi. Anna Billings, Eliza
McKay

(Front row) Lindsay Gburek, Andrew
Tang, Robert Gallagher, Kinza Ahmed.
Aarti Kamat (2nd row) Alice Doong,
Zhounan Xie, Amol Kamat, Rajeev
Vadhavkar, Janet Skrbina. Philomela
Gan, Gita Sabhapathy (Back row) Luke
Jacobi. Phillip Lee, Benjamin Naber.
Jimmy Li, Adviser Cherilyn Watkins, John
Gburek, Thomas Hsieh, Robert Hsu, Sung
Park

Deface,
(Front row) Jacquelyn Turner, Rebecca
Soyster, Alyssa Menovcik, Jeffrey Wagner
(Back row] Maria Schneider, Daniel
Baker. Alexander Webb. Jordon Ajlouni.
Chaichana Thamtrakul. Benjamin Daniels
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(Front row) Jessica Accardo, Shayna
Stanecki. Evan Pomeroy, Victor Bodrie,
Celia Charlois, Darreon Kennedy (2nd
row) Cody Mullins, Samantha Chapman.
Myles Baker. Molly Thomas, Shannen
Speelman. Aaron Kollipara (Back row)
Brendon White. Jordan Blough, Andrei
Ionescu, James Gietzen, Adviser Elise
Morrison, Thomas Hunt. Benjamin Roberts

(Front row) Carina Dagher, Melissa
Williams, Emee Ta, Shoe Rafferty.
Jennifer Woodard. Soyoun Cha. Natasha
Gaiski, Carolyn Zhao. Kush Patel, Andrea
Zinkosky, Daniela Drury, Alice Doong,
Lauren Staszel. Claire Hannum, Stacy
Sutter, Noor Judge (2nd row) Stacy
Clough. Paul Rizqalla. Olivia Hornshaw.
Rebecca Champagne, Melissa
Gonzales, Aki Ishikawa. Robbie Austin,
Melissa Learman, Sung Park, Shuowen
Chen, Elaine Mitra. Abby Grajek.
Jacquelyn Turner. Divya Dhaliwal. Manal
Shoukair, Eliyn Marmaduke. Erin Hughes,
Johanna Poterala. Morgan
Mazuchowski, Erik Perkins (3rd row)
Nader Makki, Christopher Wolin. Jonatan Vega, Glen Vargo, Kelsey Prochazka, Devin Parsons, Jessica Smith, Vicki Gutowski. Rachel Oshaughnessy, Laura Taylor, Jenr
Markea Dickinson, Lauren Hall. Neelma Rao, Jack Rodzik, Kathryn Williams, Tori Wright, Bridget O'Brien. Allen Belen, Jonathan Lee (Back row) Robert Maurer. Madis<
Emily Ryznar, John Gburek, Jaclyn Konopka. Rebecca Myers, Kevin Mantay, Joseph Mifsud, Chad Black, Lee Schechter, Scott Peterson. Ian Watson. Christopher Ciric,
Claire Richett, Ashley Carley, Sarah Rounisfer, Mary Rounisfer, Larissa Joseph. Er

(Front row) Nara DeMuro, Elizabeth
Zielesch, James Thompson. Laura
Schneider. Hetal Patel (2nd row) Kaylee
McDougall, Molly Flynn, Doniel
Robinson, Abby Grajek, Ashley
Marcangelo, Jamileh Atallah (Back row)
Ashley Stier. Mark Jackson. Daniel Keys.
Christian Guenther, Colleen Ferguson
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(Front row) Qichao Shao, Marina Haque,
Yang Zhang, Kanika Kochher. Kelsey
Tajer. Katherine Mcgillis [2nd row]
Matthew Trentacosta. Chelsea Glenn,
Kaylee McDougall, Krista King, Marit
Stutrud. Lauren Hall, Kelsey Olinik, Marisa
woloszyn (Backrow) Savannah Sisk,
Sarah Rounsifer, Kelsey Craig. Megan
Squires. Chance Miller. Kelsey Wiska.
Kathryn Gorsuch, Jingyi Sun, Allison Elias

o

[Front row) Jacquelyn Turner, Jessica
Smith, Anna Hardenbergh, Jessica
Horowitz. Georgina Morris, Natasha Gaiski
(2nd row) Priyo Thyagorajan, Casey
Schipper. Lucy Hough. Emily Hopcian,
Anna Tasse, Jordan Nelson, Krysia Cicala
[Back row) Adviser Lisa Rohde, Katherine
Bezak, Clara Fecht, Megan Piotrowski.
Mackenzie Lebeis. Adviser Pat
Conzelman. Adviser Rachel Besco

(Front row) Katharine Blatchford, Marie
Samson, Jamileh Atallah, Camellia
Das, Stephanie Hamel, Olivia Hornshaw
[2nd row) Sarah Joseph, Mark Jackson,
Lindsey Funfgeld, Chelsey Spurr, Anna
Lichtman, Joy Lerner, Yang Zhang
(Back row) Sarah Rounsifer. Brittany
Birdsall, Michael Collins, Mackenzie
Lebeis. Austin McHenry. Ryan Sweeney,
Jamie Cotrone, Kelly Burford
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(Front row) Anna Hardenbergh,
Christopher Fowlkes, Camellia Dos
[Back row) Jillian Hoernschemeyer,
Lindsay Hagan, Stephanie Hudolin

(Front row) Molleigh Hughes. April Qi,
Carino Dcgher, Barbara Gutmann, Anna
Tasse, Bridget Dunn, Robyn Baidas,
Andrew Mills, Katherine Frimenko
(2nd row) Sara Fort, Marisa Sourges,
Marissa D’Agostino, Hilary Agoston,
Arianne Frink, Haley Johnston. Jaclyn
Blasius, Lauren Wysocki, Kelly Lysaght,
Gregory Lorroin [Back row) Raven
Batshon, Jordyn Bell, Stacy Clough,
Alexandra Hawksford. Christopher
LaFayette. Daniel Beger, David Ketelhut,
Julia Petty, Allen Wu, Madison Owen.
Ashwin Easwo

(Front row) Molly Shuart, Emily Sklar
(Back row) Jake Williams,
Vivian Abraham
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(Front row) Aris Zervos, Parol
Kathuria (Back row)
Georgios Basoukeas

(Front row) Kelli Ford. Alexander
Stirton (Back row) Greg Taylor, Josh
Buoy

(Front row) Robert Barcelona. Eve
Avdoulos (Back row| Habib Khan.
Carly Goldberg, Michael Coliins

Photos by Prestige Photography
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(Listed alphabetically) Cameron Albrant. Ows Air, Brent Bacus, Eric Bobrowski, Margaret Brennan. Stephanie Brennan. Anthony Copretta, Soyoun Cha, Matthew Ciric, Katherine Coleman, Catherine
Morgan Dalrymple. Kevin DeCoste. Sara DeDona. Natalie DeMuro. Maria Dorantes, Matthew Drago. Brett Earle. Gayle Ebben, Jennifer Egnor, Jessica Enyeart. Motoki Fukada, Chelsea Gallagher. Ale
Ginter. Judith Gulian. Elizabeth Hadley, Marina Haque, Aaron Havlisch, Erik Hjelmberg. Sarah Hoover, Christian Hoppens. Rachel Huang, Luke Jacobi, Sheila Janardhan. Joshua Johnson, Jennifer Jon
chel Jurczyszyn, Emily Kaip. Deloney Kerr, Nathan King. Thomas Klarr. Aaron Kollipara. Collin Koschny. Andrew Kowalski, Lauren Li, Austin Lightner, Nathan Lightner, Jiayue Liu. Emily Love. Tia Luhtanen,
Lussier, Ashley Marcangelo, Sarah Marks, Kayla McClung. John McCormick. Claire McIntire. Abigail Meyer, Jessica Mizzi. Meredith Monticello. Yutaka Oshikiri. Alyssa Osterhoff. Sung Park. M.orgon Pors
Dominic Pascarello, Emily Pasek, Suzana Pratt, Stephanie Rinaldi, Spencer Rugani, Laura Schneider, Sophia Sdao. Vincent Sheu, Jonathan Skelton. Daniel Sochocki, Lauren Sparschu, Alexandria Syve
James Thompson. Michael Truong, Rajeev Vadhcvkor. Kathryn VanSiambrouck. Alicia Vignoe. Colin Weir, Kristen wines. Jennifer Woodard. Allen Wu. Toshiki Yamada
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(Listed alphabetically) Kyrie Bayles, Brandon Belin-Jones, Christopher Bentley, Kathryn Best, Garrett Campbell. Sarah Carlin. Amy Castro. Michelle Colbert. Alice Doong. KeFitzsimmons. Zachary Fuller. Jessica Gaiski, Evan Gatz, Geoffrey Ginter, Megan Gomez-Mesquita, Melissa Gonzales. Christopher Harris, Emily Horbotch. Eugene Kim, Robert
Rebecca Lis, Nathan Lunn, Rachel Lutz. Rebecca Molinas. Angelisa Marchesini, Katelyn Mctych, Kaylee McDougall. Megan Milewski. Nicholas Maga. Lauryn Moulds, Shan
Pelletier Doyle. Lenzi Petty, Mark Pokrandt, Kelsey Prochazka. Colin Riley. Allison Rohlf. Jacob Smith. Glendon Snyder, Stephen Sweeney. Robert Taeoke. Stephanie Takacs.
Wysocki.
Brian Zinser

(Listed alphabetically) Jamileh Atollah. Daniel Baker. Kevin Bartz, Robert Bell, Thomas Bennett. Adam Berger. Katharine Blatchford, Jenna Boyd, Megan Brennan, Joshua Bu
Bridgette Burgett, Ian Cartmill, Heekon Cha, Stephen Champagne. YongLu Che. Allen Chen. Joy Chen, Ryan Conn. Robin Czerwinski. Bailey Doolittle. Louis Dorantes, Brian
Peter Ehlert, Daniel Engerer. Louro Felosak, Scott Fishbeck, Natasha Gaiski, Johnson Gao. Courtney Gates. Jonathon Hammond, Christopher Harris, Evan Havlisch. Scott Het
Joseph Horbatch, Jonathan Hui, Aki Ishikawa, Colin Jaye, Noor Judge. Alexandra Kaszuba. Michael LaCivita, Erin Lindholm, Nathaniel Love. Joseph Lucas, Benjamin Maguir
Mark Maguire. Alyssa Marcangelo. Daniel McIntyre, Dylan Miller, Georgina Morris. Thomas Morris, David Movsesian. Emily Nastelin, Caitlin Northcutt, Sarah O'Brien. Ryuta Osl
Shafer Oudeh, Devin Parsons. Anne Pertner, Alyssa Peterson, Poul Petroskey, Griffin Pines. Anothny Pizzimenti, Emily Reichard, Janet Rhee. Ashley Ring. Leah Ritchie. Benjamii
Roberts. Dylan Sedam, Andrew Shaw, Joseph Shoukair, Kimberly Siegel, Kenneth Sieloff. Megan Sklut, Jay Snyder, Rebecca Soyster, Evan Starr. Alexandra Stewart. Ashley Sti
Ronald Swan, Ryan Sweeney, John Syverson, Jonathan Szymanski. Emee To. Danielle Takacs, Anarew Tang. Zachary Thomas, Jacquelyn Turner, Kimberley Wang. Bryan Wef
Griffin Working. ZhOunan Xie. Sravya Yandamuri
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(At left) Alyssa Marcangelo, Michael Rumbell (Front row) Kasey Mohan, Robin Czerwinski, Shafer Oudeh, Nathaniel Love, YongLu Che, Mark Maguire (Back row) Benjamin Ma
guire. Joseph Lucas, Michael LaCivita, Zachary Thomas, Brian Earle. Anthony Pizzimenti, Ryuta Oshikiri, John Syverson. Jonathan Hui, Glendon Snyder, Ian Cartmill, Emily Nastelin,
“^utaka Oshikiri Missing: Katherine Li, Joseph Shoukair, Evan Starr

(At left) Sung Park, Johanne Ray-Hepp, (Front row) Kevin Bartz, Soyoun Cha, Allison Rohit, Mork Pokrandt, Rebecca Malinas, Sara DeDona. Heekon Cha, Daniel McIntyre (Back
row) Vincent Sheu, Evan Havlisch, Garrett Campbell, John McCormick, Aaron Havlisch. Catherine Culkin, Caitlin Northcutt, Megan Milewski, Christopher Harris, Jay Snyder,
Thomas Bennett, David Movsesian
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(Listed alphabetically) Hilary Agoston,
Nicole Allman, Jamiieh Ataiiah, Alissa
Bailey. Kathryn Best. Maria Bojanowki,
Amy Castro. Rebecca Champagne.
Anastasia Childers, Danielle Collareno,
Kelsey Craig, Stephanie Curran. Audrey
DiComo. Laura Donofrio, Emily Doyle.
Collie Fefopoulos, Shelby Foerg. Genna
Guibord, Whitney Gusto. Claire Han
num, Leah Hastedt. Chelsea Hooper.
Olivia Hornshow, Brittany lllbeck, Elaine
Johnson. Laura Kallil, Parul Kathuria.
Kathleen Keiffer. Nicole Lannertone. Emily
Leary. Rebecca Lis, Adriana Mardigian,
Sarah Marilley, Lauren Martin, Katherine
May. Molly McLaughlin. Kayla McLean,
Meaghan Mousseau, Rebecca Myers,
Megan Nichols, Emily Rogers, Hillary
Russell, Gita Sabhapathy. Jessica Scott.
Olivia Seyfarth. Sueann Shiah, Shayna
Stanecki, Sydney Stier, Laura Street.
Rachel Thompson. Chelsea Vick, Nicole
White, Elizabeth Wine

(Front row) Jenna Dehne. Elizabeth
Hawksford. Priya Thyagarajan, Kelli Ford
(2nd row) Mark Jackson, Nathan Hrivnak.
Evan Gerish. Covan Corcoran (3rd row)
Clara Fecht, Shelby Johnson, Katherine
Whitecar. Erica Johnson. Caitlyn Knisely
(Back row) Nader Makki, Joshua Buoy,
Kenneth Sieloff. David Beresford. Anthony
Pizzimenti

(Listed alphabetically) Elizabeth Andress. Daniel Baker. David Beresford. Julie Blaszczak, Kimberly Boloven, Gracie Booth, Megan Brennan, John Cass. Laura Catalano. Anc
Cohen, Michael Collins. Victorio Dedes, Laura Felosak, Katherine Frimenko. Erica Frogner. Philomela Gan. Heidi Gharbeiah. Carly Goldberg, Evan Grant, Angela Grimmer,
Hammer. Caitlin Hatch. Elizabeth Hawksford, John Higgins, Jillian Hoernschemeyer, Allison Holmes, Thomas Hsieh. Chelsea Jenkins, Larissa Joseph. Valerie Juon, Aarti Kama
Kamal. Kelsey Katynski. Austin Kellar, Patrick Kelley, Daniel Ketchum, Caitlyn Knisely, Anna Lichtman, Devan Malone. Rubino Mann. Austin McHenry. Chance Miller, Elizobei
Nash. Elizabeth Nichols, Chase Noble, Elizabeth Nork. Christopher Nowak. Jeremy O'Brien. Anthony Pizzimenti, Stephen Polonski, Kathryn Reichard. Karl Reid. Maria Schneic
Dylan Sedam. Lisa Sethi, Logan Short. Kimberly Siegel. Kenneth Sieloff, Megan Sklut. Janet Skrbina. Lannis Smith, Samantha Solomon, Gary Sopko, Michelle Steiner, Jingyi Su
Ryan Swanson, Austin Thomas, Sarah Trumbore. Seth Weddle. Matthew Wegzyn. Kelly Weicksel. Andrew Wernette, Julie Wesolowicz, Katherine Whitecar. Deonna Willis, Ch
Wine. Marisa Woloszyn. Dovid Yanagi, Tiffanie Yu

152 Activists
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(Listed alphabeticolly) Afton Absalom,
Jessica Accardo, Daniel Amaro, Robert
Andress. Elizabeth Anker, Robyn Baidos. Andrew Benjamin. Brittany Birdsall,
Chad Black , Peter Boylan. Kirby Brackel,
Kelly Bridge, Jennifer Burke. Gabrielle
Castrodale. Su Yang Choi, James Cooke,
John Cotrone. Justin Crawford, Marissa
D'Agostino, Daniel Darga, Nara DeMuro,
Kelly Dobronski, John Donikian, Christopher
Donohue. Andrew Donovan, Samantha
Doud, Perry Quniap. Samantha Evasic, Col
leen Ferguson. Molly Flynn, Natasha Gaiski,
Katherine Gale, Robert Gallagher, Colin
Gerish, Gina Greco. Stephen Grimmer,
Barbara Gutmann, Matthew Hogan. Morin
Hann, Jacqueline Harris, Kevin Hartshorne.
Alex Hayek, Claudia Hernandez-Minvielle,
Kyle Hnatiuk. Saro Hoski, Alexander Hsu, Elizabeth Hyde. Stephen Irvine, Tolerton Johnson, Kristin Juenemann, Kelsie Kaiser, Kristina Kaldis. Krista King, Christopher LaFayette, Shama
Lakdawala, Kelly Lysaght, Richard Mackie. Neeraj Maheshwari, Stepnen Monney. Christopher Montay, Kevin Mantay. Morgan McGuirk. Meghan McLaughlin, Hannah Milavec.
Sarah Mobbs. Alyssa Nejman, Andrea Patrick. Rebekah Person, Rebecca Polanski, Regina Prager. Daniel Price, Nicholas Putman, Emily Reichard. Gail Rogers. Rachel Rank, Evan
Ross. Ann Quay Rushing, Abigail Saltz, Macey Short, Jessica Shost, Michael Simms, Joline Smith, Mikhail Sokolov, Jack Spivey. Chelsey Spurr. Alexis Stieber, Marit Stutrud. Amanda
Suokas, Davici Tonch, Allyson Varley, Evon Watkins, Eliza Wood. Joshua Wright, Bryan Yop, Matthew Zielesch

(Listed alphabetically) Natalie Allyn,
Angelo Alvarez, Kathryn Ashby, Caitlin
Bochelder. Ryan Bailey, Kaliona Basoukeas,
Ryan Benoit. Alhan Beydoun. Anup
Bhullar, Julie Blaszczak, Megan Boczar,
Olivia Booth, Danielle Borthwick, Morgan
Breault, Alexandria Chase, Kailah Clifft,
Lauren Coker, Ian Cunningham, Morgan
Dalrymple, Kenneth Davis, Sarah DeBro
bander, Nicholas Denhof, Scott Denomme.
Danielle Draper. Ariana Drury, Annmarie
Dunlap. John Duquesnel, Kevin Fitzsimmons.
Megan Gertley, Aaron Gierlach, Lindsey
Gierlach. Elaine Glover, Jillian Gray. Erica
Guidobono. Marin Hann, Alison Hartnagel,
Nicole Heinz, Victoria Hilmer, Sarah Hoover,
Rebecca Huff. Aviondo Hull, Danielle
Janevski, Alexis Jezak, Larissa Joseph. Harleen Kaur, Sarah Kief, Jessica Letourneau,
Charlotte Lichtman. Mackenzie Logan, Em
ily Love. Anna MacDonald, Peter Marilley.
Alexandra Mazzeo, Trevor McGowan. Kelsey Meyer, Meredith Monticello, Alexander Myers, Olivia Niemiec, Meredith Njus. Eric Ostrowski. Kate Pankowski, Emily Pasek. Melissa
Rochelson. Amanda Rogers. Maurisha Rumph, Elana Ryznar. John Salvatore, Paige Sauter, Laura Schneider, Hilary Schuman. Gabrielle Seitz. Chantel Silvia, Marie Silvio, Heather
Smith, Jessica Smith, Keyetta Smith. T'lara Smith. Marisa Sourges. Sarah Spitery, Caitlin Stojkov, Lauren Strayhorn. Emily Toupin, Kyle Traicoff, Ryan Trotter, Kathleen Turner, Brady
Tyburski, Alicia Vignoe. Courtney Wagner, Dakota Wright, Joseph Zywiol

(Listed alphabetically) Jonathon Alandt,
Kevin Bain, Ria Bared, Raven Batshon,
Lauren Baum, Aubrey Bechler, Sara
Bernardi, Katie Bielskis, Allison Boss, Emma
Boylan, Emma Brick, Arielle Bryant, Nicole
Bucciarelli. Isabella Canzano, Nicole Cass,
Joseph Close. Sarah Close, David Cole,
Daniel Cooke. Justin Cospito, Kristen Cox,
Lauren Crowley, Megan Dause, Emily de
Bear, Spencer Devine, Erin Donohoe, Amy
Drake, Tasnia Elahi, Carlie Ely, Madelyn
Evasic, Adam Franceschi, Kristin Fritz. Lindy
Gargaro, Katherine Giacomini, Natalie
Grimmer, Anna Guider, Haley Guilfoile.
Jung Ha, Kyle Hammer, Emily Hartman,
Alexandra Hawksford. Summer Herkimer,
Logan Hill. Erica Isomura. Sydney Johnson.
Trent Johnson, Madison Jones, Allison
Kemp, David Ketelhut, Julio King, Jacque
line Kjolhede. Marin Kolasa, Emma Kowal, Adam Kowalski, Molly Ladhoff, Akeel Lakdawala, Natalie Lomske. Kellie Lorrain. Lauren Lovdahl, Marissa Lovett. Alexander Lozser. Mi
chael MacLean. Jasmine Mahal, John Marker, Marisa Mazziotti, Meghan McGillis. Morgan Meinicke-Hamilton. Maria Meridith. Faith Miller. Theresa Molinari, Maher Mourad. Sarah
Mundy, DeVante' Murray-Clayton. Sarah O’Brien. Alexa Patsalis, Rebecca Pokrandt. Reena Pullukat, April Qi, David Reid, Lisa Rice, Courtney Ring, Eric Ripper, Emma Roy, Collin
Rush, Anno Sharples, Molly Shuart, Marissa Skinner, Graham Smith, Taylor Smith, Amy Southers. Shonnen Speelman, Kathryn Swartz. Parke Tatman, Ngum Thong, Robert Thornburg.
Brianna Vandervoort, Allison Vogel. Garrett Worden. Katelyn Wasilesky. Michael Wegzyn. Erin Wensing. Michelle West, Joke Williams, Jordan Workman. Amy Yakima. Daniel Yutzy
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(Front row) Nicholas Denhof, Brody
Tyburski, Eric Ripper (2nd row) Anna Shar
ples. Erin Donohoe. Allison Boss. Isabella
Canzano, Aubrey Bechler, Marie Silvio,
Donielle Borthwick. Olivia Booth (Back
row) Eric Ostrowski. John Duquesnel, Ken
neth Davis, Michael Wegzyn, Kevin Bain,
Kyle Troicoff. Ian Cunningham. Missing:
Alison Hartnagel and Summer Herkimer

(Front row) Rebecca Lis, Laura Kallil,
Lindsey Funfgeld, Audrey DiComo (2nd
row) Sydney Stier. Hilary Agoston, Erin
Smith, Leah Hastedt (3rd row) Daniel
Darga. Christopher LaFayette. Matthew
Zielesch, Stephen Grimmer (Back row)
Neeraj Maheshwori. John Cotrone. Peter
Boylan. Kevin Fitzsimmons, Graham Smith,
Dan Price, Missing: Markea Dickinson and
Daniel Amaro

(Front row) Clara Fecht, Kenneth Sieloff,
Deanna Willis (2nd row) Alyssa Hammer,
Chelsea Wine, Victoria Dedes, Elizabeth
Hawksford. Chase Noble (Backrow)
Caitlyn Knisely, Austin McHenry, Matthew
Wegzyn, Austin Kellar, Jillian Hoernschemeyer
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Nathan Hrivnak, Joshua Buoy, Chance
Miller, Matthew Wegzyn. David Beresford,
Evan Gerish, Chase Noble, Cavan Corco
ran, Kenneth Sieloff

Samantha Solomon, Laura FelOSCk. Erica
Johnson, Katherine Whitecar. Clara
Fecht, Caitlyn Knisely. Elizabeth Hawksford. Erica Frogner. Deanna Willis
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Jenna Sutton
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Girl due Dec. 5

Rich Welch:

Matt Laura s

await the arrival

Kelly Sheckell:

Due March ‘

daughter Peyton

of their babies.

Girl due Dec. 26

Lynne Tuer:

arrived Oct. 23.

Chad and
Melissa Dicken:

Shailee Patel;

Due April 11

Six more teachers

Due Jan. 7

Another year, another ten babies (or so)

Photo submitted by Joseph Schembri

Photo submitted by Cheri Warner

Photo by Dusty Brown Photography

Photo submitted by Cheri Sclater

Photo submitted by Rachel Besco
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With five here and more on
the way, the number of babies
expected this year may well
surpass the overwhelming ten
that arrived last year.
Amber Furst's daughter
Gretchen started the baby
boom last year on Nov. 9, 2006.
On Nov. 18, Evan joined
excited big brother Nate in the
Obrigkeit household. Science
teacher Melanie Obrigkeit said,
“He was born smiling and has
been ever since!”
Adam Dicken, who has two
parents on staff, arrived on
Nov. 27. “He brightens every
one’s day," English teacher
Chad Dicken said.
The Dickens are now expect
ing another baby. "We wanted
them to be a year apart, so
we’re excited,” science teach
er Melissa Dicken said.
Findley Henderhan, born
Dec. 29, is always hoppy. “My
husband and I always say,
'We don't deserve a baby
this good,"’ English teacher
Ronalee Henderhan said.
James Warner was born to
math teacher Cheri Warner on
Jan. 6. “He plays pat-a-cake,
waves, crawls backwards and
loves to eat," Warner said.
Cody Sclater was born Feb.
21 to business and computer
teacher Cheri Sclater. "He’s
very hard to dress,” Sclater
said, "It’s like a wrestling match

to get him dressed.”
Zachary Parker, born March
15, is the second child for math
teacher Michele Parker. She
said her daughter Abbey is
very proud to be a big sister.
English teacher Rachel Bes
co welcomed her son, Theisen,
on March 29. "He has a great
smile," Besco said.
The same day, English
teacher Jeff Balagna wel
comed his first child, Keenan.
"He thinks it’s hilarious when
people sneeze," Balagna said.
English teacher Melanie
Korczyk had Dylan exactly a
month after Keenan was born.
"Dylan is a super happy, super
laidback baby,” Korczyk said.
Twins Ben and Eric joined
English teacher and football
coach Ryan Hockman's family
on July 27, right before the start
of the football season.
Math teacher Joe Schembri
welcomed his son, Joseph, on
Aug. 23. Schembri said having
two children is totally different
than having only one.
Counselor Jason Murphy’s
first child, Campbell, was also
born on Aug. 23. Murphy said,
“I drive like an old man ... I just
want to make sure she’s safe."
On Oct. 13, Counselor Lisa
Sadikot brought home Sofia, a
sister to big brother Adam.
by Meredith Merlanti

±

— Kelly Sheckell

Shailee Patel

Matt Laura
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ADMINISTRATION
Principal Robert Watson
Assistant Principal Karin Pearson
Assistant Principal Monty Shambleau
Athletic Director Bryan Masi

Spanish teacher

Brian Long explains
what life is like as

an identical twin.

OFFICE STAFF
Linda Delaney
Sally Herbei
Kelly Knotts
Liz Salliotte

Lo09
Who was born first?

l was. No one really knows
• how much older I am be
cause the doctor was playing with
my brother and forgot to look at the
clock. He just decided it was about
eight minutes.

A

Q
A

^What is the best thing about
• being an identical twin?

OFFICE STAFF
Cindy Wolsos
ATTENDANCE
Jeanie Barwikowski
Sunni Root
SUPPORT STAFF
Joyce Elvy

e Growing up, you always have
Za best friend.

# Did you ever dress alike as
Z children?

Q
A

* No. My mom was really big on
• us being individuals.

. What is the biggest difference
• between you and Greg?

Q
A

# We have very different
• personalities. He tends to be
pretty shy, and I'm obnoxiously
outgoing.

SUPPORT STAFF
Ed Krictzs
Jeremy Shattuck
BUILDING SUB
Michelle Urbani
AUDITORIUM MANAGER
Bryan Johnson

COUNSELING
Carolyn Bovair
Terri Castron
Dione Costlow
Jason Murphy

. Did you ever try to trick anyZone by switching places?

Q
A

* We were seniors in high
• school. He went to my com
puter class, and I went to his World
History class. My brother goofed off
the whole time, and my teacher
had no idea. I went to his class and
the teacher knew right away and
decided to give a pop quiz that
day. I failed it, and my brother got
an A- in that class just because of
that one quiz.

COUNSELING
Lisa Sadikot
COUNSELING SECRETARY
Katherine Purcell
SOCIAL WORKER
Lindsay Karr
STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Carolyn Miranda

MEDIA SPECIALIST
Barbara Ibach
MEDIA CENTER AIDE
Kathy Duffield
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
Jim Conzelman
Bill Cornelius

Spanish teacher Brian Long and
his twin brother, Greg
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Math teacher
Emily Kahn
and twin sister
Ashley Grubbs

BUSINESS and COMPUTERS
Bob Boshoven
Alice Dechert
Kelly DeWitt
Heather Duff
Maureen Gorshak
Suzanne Omiatek

BUSINESS and COMPUTERS
Cheri Sclater
Nancy Smith
Mary Stack
Paula Stamoulis
Leigh Stearns
CHOIR
Mark Krempski

CHOIR
Matt Laura
Mary Kay Pryce
ENGLISH
Jeff Baiagna
Rachel Besco
David Bowen
Lisa Beuch

ENGLISH
Pat Conzelman
Scott Corless
Kary Couchman
Morgan Cox
Chris Cronin
Carolyn Davis

I had a tMlly gruV time in yo«' cla55
Thank vou very muck, Mr ForJ
Frw- kumito
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Photos by Elizabeth Zielesch

ENGLISH
Chad Dicken
Lindsey Elgommal
Ronalee Henderhan
Ryan Hockman
Julie Jensen
Kurt Kinde

ENGLISH
Melanie Korczyk
Joe LoDuke
Lisa Rohde
Matt Stetson
FAMILY and CONSUMER SCIENCE
Joanne Mink
Carla Tibble

.Cl
Iaviw?
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Tillie Cowen
Matthew Creighton
Brian Long
Karen Motz
Suzanne Murray
Elaine Prestel
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Mission:
organization
rs. Prestel is the most orga

m

Ford is also the junior varsity boys ten

nized person I know,” senior

nis coach and displays the placemats

Lauren Van Homme said.

from the last six boys tennis banquets

From lockers to planners, students

have various ways of staying orga

nized, remembering information and

behind his desk.
In addition to the placemats, the

displaying things that are important to

board also includes a University of
Michigan sign, a picture of former

them. Teachers have their own ways

President Gerald R. Ford and a copy

of accomplishing this.

of the Declaration of Independence.

French teacher Elaine Prestel uses

“I think it's nice to pay attention to our

stations to structure her students' time

primary source documents.” Ford said.

in class. There are different stations for

Other teachers have different prior

correcting homework, speaking tests
and learning new material.

Prestel also has a shelf used to

ities when it comes to their classrooms.

English teacher Joe LaDuke said
he wants his classroom to be a

hand bock assignments to her stu

“respectful place where everyone

dents. "I look at it, stamp it and put it

contributes." He has a bulletin board

there," Prestel said.

While some teachers use their class

room space to stay organized, others
use it to showcase sports seasons.
Social Studies teacher Christopher

covered in paper that his students are
free to write on. "It allows students to

let go of their thoughts and feelings."
senior Lauren Glumm said.
by Meredith Merlanfi

Photo by Elizobeth Nosh

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Hubert Rost
Steve Romba
Karenda Seiler
Emily Serafa-Manschot
Candace Stafiej
Brandy Walters

MATH
Nancy Arnold
Traci Carulli
Michael Daoust
Elizabeth Johnson
Emily Kahn
Bill Kinney

MATH
Michele Mikonczyk
Matt Minard
Michele Parker
Laura Rummel
Joe Schembri
Darrel Schumacher
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MATH
Lynne Tuer
Cheri Warner

English teacher Scott Corless explains
what led him to become a teacher and
why it was a good decision.
MATH
Vicki Zidell
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Ann Cook

• How long have you been teaching English?

Six years.
Q .What made you want to be a teacher?

A . I had high school students working at our company, and I was

2a. • in charge of training them. The days they were working were
the days I enjoyed most.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
John Kostrzewa
Matt Ladach

.What do you enjoy most about being a teacher?
jV .That moment that a student finally gets it is kind of cool.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Lise Lenahan
Elise Morrison
SCIENCE
Melissa Dicken
Bill Dicks
Carol Jarocha
Ron Meteyer

SCIENCE
Michele Mog
Genell Moses
Karin Nelson
Melanie Obrigkeit
Cathy Ooms
Poul Polanski

Foreign Language
teacher Suzanne
Murray

SCIENCE
Kerrie Seifert
Tom Silak
Scott Szukaitis

SCIENCE
Kim Taylor-Papp
Jon Thomas-Palmer
Jim Urban

SCIENCE
Sandra Vala
Cherilvn Watkins

SOCIAL STUDIES
Jean Calabrese
Tervn Chrzanowski
Joe Oslo

Spanish^
Emily SI
Manse]

cher

SOCIAL STUDIES
Andrea Dent
Doug Dent
Chris Ford

SOCIAL STUDIES
Ed Gabrys
Mindy Gentz
Jennifer Hart
Diana Hoffman
Linda Locklin
Erin O'Leary

SOCIAL STUDIES
Timothy Ortopan
Joe Rohrhoff
Kelly Sheckell
Marc Sierra
SPECIAL EDUCATION
John Campbell
Amber Furst

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Joanne Jackson
Shailee Patel
Rosemary Sheppard
ASSISTED LEARNING
Jonna Fessenden
Kathy Montmorency
Rich Welch

After orientation, Student Congress

organized o dance tar the freshmen
so that they could mix and mingle
and get to know each other better.

These students shared their favorite
part about the dance.

“I met a guy at the
freshman dance, one

of the leaders, and
we danced, and now

we’re great friends.”

— Tasnia Elahi

before orientation
Preparing for orientation

can be stressful but not
for Vincent Sheu. He
shared five things he

did to get ready for the
Vincent Sheu

big day. “I really don’t
remember it much, but it

was fun,” Sheu said.

'A
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After orientation, Student Congress

organized a dance for the freshmen

so that they could mix and mingle
and get to know each other better.

These students shared their favorite
part about the dance.

"I met a lot of
new people; it was

pretty crazy.”

— Todd Else

“I met a guy at the
freshman dance, one

of the leaders, and
we danced, and now

we’re great friends.”

— Tasnia Elahi

I Preparing for orientation
I can be stressful but not

►*

I for Vincent Sheu. He
I shared five things he
\ did to get ready for the

--------- 1 big day. “I really don’t

'

remember it much, but it

was fun,” Sheu said.

Matio

The transition to high school can be rough
but freshmen said they adapted just fine.
"I wasn't very excited,” Jacqueline
Kjolhede said about orientation, and

about their new classmates.

(Bottom left) Junior Joshua Buoy

she said her attitute didn’t change

leads freshmen in an ice-breaker

throughout the day. "It was just really

during orientation. “I had fun, and it

boring," she added.

seemed like all the freshmen did too, ’

Conversely, Jillian Pacion said she
was excited for high school. She de

Buoy said.
(Center right) Senior Shana Sullivan

veloped a friendship with her leader,

leads her group of freshmen around

senior Joshua Arter. “I'm really glad

the building. “If was really hard to

we stayed in touch," Pacion said.

make sure they didn’t get lost and to

“Orietation was a lot of fun."

keep them away from their friends,"

(Top left) Senior William Greulich
and sophomore Laura Kallil welcome
the incoming freshmen. "My favorite

Sullivan said.
(Top right) Freshmen line up in the
hall waiting to get their yearbook and

part of orientation was giving them

ID pictures taken. Kathryn Swartz said

the tour. It really made me feel older,"

she wasn’t bothered by the long lines.

Kallil said.

“They seemed to move pretty quick

(Bottom right) During orientation,

ly,” she said.

the group leaders organized ice

breakers so the freshmen could learn

by Elizabeth Nash
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Tarrah Abraham
Vivian Abraham
Andrew Accardo
Alexander Agne
Nicolas Alameddine

Kevin Bain, a first-year
varsity diver shared his
experience on the dive

team. Bain has been
diving for three years.

Jonathon Alandt
Abdul Fa tai Afa she
Cameron Albran!
Ows Ali
Elizabeth Allen

Kevin

Q
A

# What is the most challenging
I aspect of diving?

e It's mental — not being afraid of the
• water or hitting the board.

Natalie Allyn
Angela Alvarez
Brooke Anderson
Kathryn Ashby
Tess Ashcraft

. How many high school meets
Z have you competed in?

Q

one; I got first.

Alana Ashley
Tamera Askarieh
Eric Atchison
Robbie Austin
Caitlin Bacheider

What is your favorite part?
My coach; she's awesome.

What is your favorite dive?
A back half twist.

Tope
Robbie Austin described the
top 5 favorite things she enjoys
about high school.

peminar
GcYhAd

Brent Baevs
Ryan Bailey
Kevin Bain
Andrew Baldwin
Rio Borad

Kaliana Basoukeos
Lukas Botes
Raven Botshon
Lauren Baum
Mykolas Bousys

Ali Bazzi
Aubrey Bechler
Rachel Beger
Jaclyn Belt
Ryan Benoit
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Matthew Bernard
Sara Bernardi
Alhan Beydoun
Anup Bhullar
Katie Bieiskis

Jasmine Black
Christina Blatchford
Eric Bobrowski
Megan Boczar
Victor Bodrie

Kayla Boehniein
Blake Bonotz
Ryan Bonkosky
Olivia Booth
Thomas Borgers

Danielle Borthwick
Allison Boss
Kacee Bowen
Emma Boylan
Morgan Brace

ShOylyn Brady
Nicholas Braeseker
Morgan Breault
Margaret Brennan
Stephanie Brennan

lanner profile
Daniel Brenner
Sean Bretz
Emma Brick
Kyle Brown
Arielle Bryant

FWjm

Katie Bielskis said she
uses her planner every
day to remind herself of
homework and other
upcoming events on
her schedule. “I use my
planner for everything.
It helps keep me organized, and I
like to decorate it to make it look
better,” Bielskis explained.

St. Paul Bryant
Steven Bryndza
Mary Brzezinski
Nicole Bucciarelli
Brendan Burdette

Alex Bush
Hillary Butterworth
Shayne Cahill
Isabella Canzano
Anthony Capretta

Matthew Carpenter
Alexander Casper
Nicole Coss
Matthew Celentino
Colin Cepuran

to tho * S,er'1 went
to the wrong/uncr t
Sara

hour had
thidho'50^^^
rnira hour after half of it
^ already over. It was
eally embarrassing. |a|so
9°ing up the staircase.
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Soyoun Cha
Sarah Chadwick
Stephen Champagne
Christina Chapekis
Maegan Chapman

ord association
J-

Alexandria Chase
Mariam Cheaib
Laura Cheaney
Rachael Childs
Nobuo Chiyo

\A\sT$d>y
— Steven Bryndza

Karishma Chopra
Chelsea Ciampa
Chad Cini
Matthew Ciric
Taylor Clark

— Nicolas Alameddine

Kailah Clifft
Kyle Clixby
Joseph Close
Sarah Close
Lauren Coker

— Rachel Beger

Lauren Colasanti
David Cote
Katherine Coleman
Alex Colorito
Michael Comben

— Elizabeth Allen

Daniel Cooke
Cody Cooper
Nicole Cornelius
Justin Cospito
Kevin Courtney

it?

Match the person with their quote
about Homecoming.

I
J
Lauren Crabill
Lauren Crowley
Joshua Cruz
Catherine Culkrn
Rebekah Cullen

«nmw>
1. Jasmine
Black

2. Jaclyn
Bell

3. Andrew
Accardo

a. “1 really
liked the
little white
mints that
they gave
out."

b."l really
liked danc
ing with
my friends,
and
getting
dressed
up."

c. "My

favorite
part about
Homecom
ing was
dancing."

ox :ox :qj t isje/wsuy
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Ian Cunningham
Joseph Cureton
Tara Cureton
Bradley Currier
Kevin Curtis

Morgan Dalrymple
Grady Darnell
Megan Douse
Kenneth Davis
Emily deBear

The bell rings at 7:21 a.m., which

means freshmen have to adjust to
starting school almost an hour earlier.
These students described their new
early-morning routines.

Sarah DeBrabander
Kevin DeCoste
Sara DeDona
Nicholas Dembicki
Natalie DeMuro

"It doesn’t take me
that long to get ready,

so I usually get up

Nicholas Denhof
Scott Denomme
Kelsey DeRidder
Spencer Devine
Joseph Dewolf

around 6 a.m."

— Victor Bodrie

Jessica Dilworth
Jill Dobronski
William Dodson
Zackary Donatiello
Erin Donohoe

"I get up around

5 a.m., and it takes

me about an hour
to get ready."
Megan Donohue
Jordan Doolittle
Moria Dorantes
Erik Doizenroth
Matthew Drago

— Mary Brzezinski

Amy Drake
Danielle Draper
Ariana Drury
Joshua Duleba
Annmarie Dunlap

’ I
“I have been playing
i 'i on the Rising Suns co-ed
B.
rec soccer team since

Bridget Dunn
John Duquesnel
Christopher Dyer
Brett Earle
Ashwin Easow

■
undrew

Gayle Ebben
Jennifer Egnor
Eric Eisele
Tasnia Elohi
Todd Else

I I was seven," Andrew

Baldwin Baldwin said. He is the

goalie for the team.
During one unfortunate game, he
broke his finger. “I didn't really know;
1 just reached out for the ball, and it
was broken,” he explained. Bald
win said he can’t play any sports
until after the holiday break. "I am
really excited to start playing sports
again," Baldwin said, "and it will be
nice to be able to write again."
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n my opinion

Alex Ely
Cariie Ely
David Engerer
Jessica Enyeart
Kyle Eubanks

Now that the graduation requirements
for the class of 2011 have changed,

freshmen must plan their high school
academics based on the new stan
dards. Here's what students had to

Kathleen Evans
Madelyn Evasic
Katelyn Fenech
Holey Ferrario
Melissa Finn

say about how this impacts them:
“It feels like I'm being
held back because I'm

limited to the classes I

can take.”

— Logan Hill

Alexander Fisher
Korly Fisher
Brendan Foley
Lindsey Fox
Christopher Franklin

“I don’t really mind; it has

no effects right now that I

know of."

— Erik Gothard

Kristin Fritz
Taiki Fujimori
Motoki Fukada
Chelsea Gallagher
Douglas Gantt

"I don’t like it because I'm
not good at science, and

I need to take another
year of it."

—Katherine Gatz

Ayana Garcia
Brett Gardner
Lindy Gargaro
Katie Gasparotto
Katherine Gatz

“It mokes everything so
much worse because it all

got so much horder."

— Michael Hipp

Zachary Gearns
Dylan Gelven
Megan Gertley
Katherine Giacomini
Chloe G'bert

Mark Gibson
Aaron Gierlach
Lindsey Gierlach
Daniel Gill
James Gill

i
Matthew Hartman
I shared how his interest
f
1
in photography started:
I "I traveled to WashingI ton D. C. during my
I eighth grade class trip.
I started taking random
pictures and realized
Hartman
I was pretty good
at it." Hartman said he captures
landscape pictures while traveling
on trips. "I like to shoot sunrise and
sunsets; they never get boring," he
said. Hartman said this is a hobby
he’ll continue throughout his life.
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Alexander Ginter
Kaitlin Girbach
Christian Gjonaj
Elaine Glover
Lauren Glover

Alexonder Goss
Erik Gothard
Sarah Graham
Jillian Gray
william Greenlee

Lauren Grigg
Natalie Grimmer
Bryce Groshek
Christian Guenther
Anna Guider

urUlfiAK

Erica Guidobono
Haley Guilfoile
Judith Gulian
Kyle Gutawski
Robert Gutowski

Jung Ha
Cassie Haberstroh
Justin Haddad
Elizabeth Hadley
Kyle Hammer

lanner profile
“I write things I know I'll for

Carly Hammond
Marina Haque
Michael Harrison
Emily Hartman
Matthew Hartman

get," Alison Hartnogel said,
describing how her planner

helps her stay organized. “I
write the week before, so I

always know what I have
going on," she explained.

Her planner is also used for decorat
Alison Hartnagei
Murad Hattar
Aaron Havlisch
Alexandra Hawksford
Emily Hayes

ing. “I love to decorate the pages
according to the holiday or a friend’s
birthday!" Hartnagei said.

Calvin Hedier
Kelly Heinonen
Nicole Heinz
Summer Herkimer
Daniel Hernandez

Logan Hill
Victoria Hilmer
Michael Hipp
Erik Hjelmberg
Chad Hogan

Hilmer

Hadley

Haque

□.“Usually a
party; we sit
around and
talk."

b.“i like
to go to
Starbucks
and get a
pepper
mint hot
choco
late."

c. “I do

b'S

Robotics!"
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Sometimes, incoming freshmen come

in with a reputation all their own, while

Sarah Hoover
Christian Hoppens
Henry Hough
Robert Hsu
Rochel Huang

others are recognized because of
their older siblings. Here is what these
students had to say about their older

brothers and sisters.

Rebecca Huff
Mohamed Ismail
Erica Isomura
Jacob iwoniec
Luke Jacobi

"Don’t bother her."

— Henry Hough
Adam Jakieia
Sheila Jonardhan
Danielle Janevski
Colin Jaye
Alexis Jezak

"It sucks in general

Jonathan Johnson
Sydney Johnson
Trent Johnson
Jennifer Jones
Madison Jones

(being Kat Li’s sister).
I don’t look anything
like her, so people
don't know we’re

related."

— Lauren Li

Tomi Jones
Rachel Jurczyszyn
Emily Kaip
Ryan Kaiser
Yuto Kamada

Riley Katynski
Harleen Kaur
Allison Kemp
Delaney Kerr
Dovid Ketelhut

First-year percussionists

often play pit percus
sion before becom

ing part of drumiine.

George Khamis
Sarah Kief
Zane Kile
Alexander Kim
Hea-Mi Kim

Christian Hoppens is

no exception.
HopPenS
Do you enjoy pit percussion?
Yeah, it’s pretty fun. We don't have
that much to do, so it's nice.

• What’s your favorite memory?
Band Camp in general was great.
• We just played cards.

e Who is your favorite drumline
I member and why?
a * Probably Vinny Sheu because he's a
TA. I freshman and hysterical.

Q
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Julia King
Nathan King
Jacqueline Kjoihede
Thomas Klorr
Sterling Knolton

Marin Kolasa
Aaron Kolliporo
Collin Koschny
Zubin Kottoor
Yianni Koumariotis

ii be time---------Television offers many different forms
of entertainment for diverse tastes.

These students shared their favorites:
Emma Kowal
Adam Kowalski
Andrew Kowalski
Taylor Kowalski
Daniel Kozlowski

‘‘Mythbusters,

the myths are crazy."

— Zane Kile

Lindsey Kreichelt
Kotrene Krikor
Christopher Kubilskey
Brandon Kuc
Ninette Kuljanski

“Ugly Betty is my
favorite because she’s

really funny."

— Emily Love

“I love Scrubs

Evan Kuzmenski
Justin Lach
Maxwell Ladhoft
Molly Ladhoff
Akeei Lakdawola

because I love J.D."

— Erica Isomura

“Rob & Big is great. I don’t

know, it’s just funny."

Jzordon Lawrence
Phillip Lee
Jessica Letourneau
Lauren Li
Charlotte Lichtman

— Jonathan Johnson

Austin Lightner
Nathan Lightner
Jonathan Lim
Kaitlyn Linderman
Matthew Lippert

every day at school
I She's only a freshman, but
| Marissa Lovett already has

Jiayue Liu
Mackenzie Logan
Natalie Lomske
Kellie Lorrain
Lauren Lovdahl

* quite a hectic schedule.
■

Here she described a

I

typical day in her life at

Marissa Lovett
Emily Love
Marissa Lovett
Alexander Lozser
Tia Luhtanen
Natalie Lussier

•
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school.
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Slacks.

Mark Lypka
Anna MacDonald
Leah Mack
Michael MacLeon
Jasmine Mahal

The move from middle
\ school to high school is a

big adjustment. Devante
Murray-Clayton
described how the

Manpreet Mahal
Conrad Mahr
Brian Makowski
Morgan Malloy
Allyson Manor

* change affected him.
^uffoy w

Qz

How are you adjusting to the new
high school environment?
Excellent. I like it more than
middle school.

Angela Mansour
Ashley Marcangelo
Sheridan Morkatos
John Marker
Sorah Marks

What is the biggest difference from
• middle school to high school?

Q

1Au • waking up early.
e What do you like most about being
Zin high school?

Q

jX-Zthe food is much better.

Brady Marotta
Olivia Martin
Mallory Mazuchowski
Alexandra Mazzeo
Marisa Mazziotti

e If you could change anything about
Z the school what would it be?

Q

a ^The teachers; they should be more
2V exciting.
Mary McCally
Kayla McClung
John McCormick
Meghan McGillis
Trevor McGowan

Cloire McIntire
Eliza McKoy
Sibrey McManus
Katelyn Meek
Rachel Meeuwsen

'wanna be o rock

aab" Trevor McGowan
sa,d. McGowan not
Trevor
S orVo'owthee^cMc
McGowan
1/ Sutarbutsajdhea)so
^^"^ngoufwtth sonos
fc^P^favonte^ 9S

I'

Morgan Meinicke-Hamilton
Maria Meridith
Abigail Meyer
Kelsey Meyer
Conor Miencier

Probably ptoy e
hn^ McGowOn raid:
since
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Laura Mifsud
Chorli Migoski
Alexander Miller
Faith Miller
William Miller

Richord Miner
Sevan Misirliyan
Monica Mistak
Rochel Mistak
Jessica Mizzi

Theresa Molinari
Johnathan Montgomery
Meredith Monticello
Richard Morgan
Maher Mourad

Jedtai Mueller
Helen Mulcahy
Lauren Mulder
Joshua Mullen
Melanie Mullelt

Cody Mullins
Sarah Mundy
Christine Murphy
DeVante Murray-Clayton
Alexander Myers

Emily Nastelin
Robert Noyh
Michael Neiger
Alan Nguyen
Olivia Niemiec

Timothy Porter uses his lock
er to store his books, along

with things that are now
just in the way. “I tend to

throw stuff in it every day

and never take it out,"
Meredith Njus
Amanda Nolan
Alexander Oehmke
Kristo Oldham
Yutaka Oshikiri

he said. He said he never cleans his
locker and doesn't plan on it. "It gets

jammed a lot from all the extra stuff,”

Porter said. But where else would he
put his light-up umbrella?

Alyssa Osterhoff
Eric Ostrowski
Hanah Overcashier
Ryan Owen
Jillian Pacion

Joshua Palmer
Kate Pankowski
Spiridon Popoulis
Sung Park
Kathleen Parks

Tope
Out of all the box office hits this
year, these are the ones Kathleen
Parks chose as her favorite five.

fatter 6

z.
y Mpha. Ooa
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Morgan Parsons
Dominic Poscarella
Brandon Pascoe
Emily Pasek
Kuldeep Palel

Perth Patel
Alexa Patsalis
Anthony Pauli-Bruglio
Devon Pearson
Nicholas Peper

Taylor Perry
Anne Pertner
Karolyn Peters
Eric Petty
Morgan Pistolesi

Rebecca Pokrandt
Nicholas Porreca
Timothy Porter
Suzana Pratt
Steven Prince

ocker profile
“It's stuff that's important
to me," Lauren Sparschu

sa d. Her second floor,
new wing locker door is

Reena Pullukat
April Qi
Adam Rababeh
Melissa Rachelson
William Roys

filled with birthday cards,

baseball cards and even

a mirror. She explained
that these items even have some

ins de jokes: "My favorite card is the
or 9 with the cupcake on it because

so neone's name is Cupcake."

\VA4- J

it?

Match the person with the quote
about how high school is different

David Reid
Charles Reitz
Lucas Resetar
Rebecca Reynolds
Lisa Rice

Stephanie Rinaldi
Courtney Ring
Eric Ripper
Paul Rizqalla
Elizabeth Roach

Brianna Roberts
Mitchell Roberts
Daniel Robinson
Allison Rodzik
Amanda Rogers

1. Alexandria
Syverson

2. Samantha
Scorzo

3. Charles
Reitz

a."They

b."You
don’t
notice the
cliques as
much."

c.“School
starts
earlier."

have
dances
instead of
after-school
activities."

O£
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Seinier Rosal
Mary Rounsiler
ChrisLon Rourk
Emma Roy
Spencer Rugoni

before a tennis match
“I ploy tennis outside of

school/' Reena Pullukat

Collin Rush
Lee Rushing
Robert Russo
Alexandra Saad
Novanjeet Sahi

said. She explained what

she does to get ready

before her matches.
Reena?01
Stephanie Sakorafis
John Salvatore
Soina Sandhu
=aige Sauter
Joseph Savage

SWrGv 3

Kirsten Schipper
Ty Schrmdt
Lauro Schneider
Alexandra Schoemaker
Hilary Schuman

Cody Schwartz
Samantha Scorzo
Sophia Sdao
Jon trice Sears
Gabrielle Seitz

Top5
Eric Ripper listed the top 5 drinks

Samantha Sergi
Anna Sharples
Leanne Shashlo
OliverShattuck
Timothy Shea

he likes from the pop machines
in the cafeteria.

-Vannis coc
Vincent Sheu
Samantha Shihadeh
Grant Showerman
Samuel Showermon
Molly Shuori

^0(64
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Marissa Skinner
Emily Sklar
Donald Slominski
Allison Smith
Graham Smith
Jessica Smith
Keyetta Smith
T'lara Smith

Taylor Smith
Jacob Sobas
Daniel Sochocki
Marisa Sourges
Amy Southers
Paul Soyster
Lauren Sporschu
Shannen Speelman

Sarah Spitery
Timothy Stagman
Andrea Stark
Lauren Starr
Caitlin Steinberg
Ian Stirton
Caitlin Stojkov
Lauren Strayhorn

Madison Studnicka
Colin Suellentrop
Michael Sugawara
Casey Sullivan
Sean Sullivan
Kathryn Swartz
Kelly Sweeney
Hunter Swenson

Alexandria Syverson
Parke Totman
Rachelle Taubitz
Zachary Taylor
Molly Thomas
James Thompson
Robert Thornburg
Paige Thurman

Emily Toupin
Kyle Traicoff
Ryan Trotter
Michael Truong
Sarah Tuohy
Kathleen Turner
Kelly Turner
Kiley Turner

Brady Tyburski
Oseloka Udegbunom
Joseph Ukrop
Victor Urena
Rajeev Vadhavkar
Dovid Valencia
Matthew Von Houten
Brianna Vandervoort

Kathryn VanSlombrouck
Glen Vargo
Elizabeth Vartabedian
Jesus Vega
Alicia Vignoe
Allison Vogel
Alec Wagner
Bradley wagner
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Courtney Wagner
Chelsea Walker
Katelyn Wasilesky
Alexandra Weaver
Austin Weaver

Joanne Weber
Michael Wegzyn
Colin Weir
Michelle West
Brendon White

Alysso Wierzbicki
Alexandria Williams
Jake Williams
Shawn williams
Kristen wines

Ryan Winkler
Mallory Woifgram
Robert Wood
Ryan Wood
Jennifer Woodard

Jordan workman
Alyssd Wozniak
Dakota Wright
Derek Wright
Allen Wu

Michael Wylie
Samuel Wyputa
Amy Yakima
Toshiki Yamada
Daniel Yutzy

Nicklaus Zonotti
Joshuo Zawodny
Bofeng Zhang
Carolyn Zhao
Lucille Zhao

NOT PICTURED:
Eric Atchison
Allison Boss
Daniel Gowans
Nicholas Randall
Vineelho Rongarajon
Justin Reis
Nicholas Syzdek
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"I think I have driving astigmatism," Michaela Keady

Driving permits allow novice drivers
to chaffeur passengers about in the

nervous.

Along with their passengers not en

company of an adult. Some said they

joying free rides, one new driver was

feel the growing pains of being a
beginner by learning through experi

not entranced by the thrill of getting

ence, sending passengers ducking for

cover or bracing for impact.

behind the wheel for the first time.
(Bottom right) Lunn looks back on
learning to drive, keys in hand. “My

"My mom is always hanging on to

stuff in the car,” Nathan Lunn said.

driving instructor kind of turned me off

to it," he said. “He was pretty scary."
Despite the work of infamous

“She gets so scared.”

(Top) Jessica Compo looks ahead

instructors and cautious parents,

as she pulls into a parking space at

students said they are still excited to

Northville High School. “When I drive,

experience this new adventure and

everybody always screams; it really

feel they are ready to take the next

scares me,” Compo said. “My mom

step: obtain a driver’s license.

always grabs my arm when she gets
scared.”

(Bottom left) Michaela Keady dis

“I was really nervous before the

road test," Alexandra Roach said.
(Bottom right) Roach smiles as her

plays her driving technique. “I always

friend compares her to the picture on

have a little bit of an anxiety attack.

her license. “It was worth it because I

I feel like I lose my vision, and I can’t

love being able to drive anywhere.”

read signs," Keady said. “I get so

I

by David Uberti
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Justin Abboud
Emily Abbruzzi
Lauren Abrams
Rico Abro
Grace Ackerman

Anthony Adamowicz
Hilary Agoston
Akoash Ahluwalia
Kmza Ahmed
Rachelle Ajrouch

Ameen Al-Khataji
Jeremy Alain
Daniel Amaro
Rachael Ambler
Robert Andress

Anthony Aquinto
Aliasghar Arostu
Meg Arter
Westley Baber
Michael Bagian

Meg Arter uses her own
drawings, pictures of her

friends and notes to decora’e her iocker. “I drew
the picture, and I wanted

to show it to my friends,"

Myles Baker
Georgios Basoukeas
Tejak Batth
Janie Bauer
Garrett Baughman

Aber said. “I ended up just
leaving it there,” she added.
Thomas Bawden
Kyrie Boyles
Douglas Beason
Joshua Behmer
Allen Belen

Brandon Betin-Jones
Andrew Benjamin
Adam Bentley
Christopher Bentley
Justin Berman

Emma Bernabei
Alexander Bernstein
Amy Bernstein
Brennen Berry
Samantha Berry

Kathryn Best
Nicholas Bitterle
Luke Blair
Joseph Blasius
Todd Blevins

.
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I
John Blickle
Alexander Bloch
Jordan Blough
Joshua Boerger
Gino Bojovic

These students were asked what

makes their sophomore year different
than freshman year, and here's what
they had to say.

Nicholas Bonacci
Rachel Bondy
Cory Borowski
Shannon Borowski
Niemo Boykin

Peter Boylan
Shirley Bradley
Jonathon Brikho
ion Brock
Morgan Brow

Lauren Browne
Christina Bucciere
Emma Buck
Jessica Buczkowski
Nicco Buffone

"This year, the classes
are much harder but
even more fun!"

— Elizabeth Bullington
Elizabeth Bullington
Kyle Buran
Kelly Burford
Molly Burford
Danielle Busby

Brandon Cameron
Garrett Campbell
Shelby Canon
Sarah Carlin
Courtney Carmona

3kP5
Janie Bauer listed the things she
looked toward to most about
starting her sophomore year.

Michael Carrington
Caroline Castelli
Amy Castro
Celia Charlois
Jenna Chaudoin

Christopher Cheaney
Albert Chen
Allen Chen
Gregory Cheslik
Steven Chesney

Danielle Chew
Christopher Chou
Stephen Ciranna
Jessica Clark
Steven Clayton

Natalie Clare
Stacy Clough
Nathan Collier
Jessica Coman
Stephen Commire

ne-word answer
In just a word, these students
described what first comes to
their minds when they hear

Jessica Compo
Jaclyn Conti
Michelle Conti
John Cotrone
Hannah Coulter

the word "seminar.”
"Parties”

Lauren Evasic
"Homework!"

urittney Emling

Patrick Cowher
Kristen Cox
Danielle Crossley
Brandon Cuffe
Michelle Cuibert

"Dora"

Colin Gerish
“Mrs. Dent"

Ryan Fitrzyk
Kyle Cummings
Shelby Curlew
Stephanie Curran
Carina Dagher
Kayley Dahring

“Cool"

Makis Eatmon

Benjamin Daniels
Daniel Dorga
Caitlin Darish
Caiieigh Deacon
Christopher Debs

Match the person with the quote
about being a sophomore.

I
fl

Kathryn Deeds
Jessica Dennis
Kyle Denny
Matthew DeSpirt
Divya Dhaliwal

1. Benjamin
Daniels

2. Ethan
Eckhout

3. Shelby
Doyle

a."l feel

b.“l really

like we get
more re
spect from
the upperclassmen
compared
to last
year.”

miss being
able to
carry back
packs like
we could
freshman
year.”

c. "Sopho
more
year is a
lot easier
than last
year. I'm
more
relaxed."
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Markea Dickinson
Audrey DiComo
Ella Dodson
Chao Dong
Alice Doong

Emily Doyle
Shelby Doyle
Taylor Dunivin
Perry Dunlap
Nina Dutta

Hannah Duvall
Makis Eatmon
Edwin Echelmeyer
Ethan Eckhout
Stephanie Edwards
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Harrison Eichholtz
Jacob Eiker
James Ellison
Leanne Ellison
Brittney Emling

A vctert-t
nonccm.Uu

Jarrod Endicott
Grahm Eriandson
Austin Esqueda
Michael Evans
Lauren Evasic

Johanna Fei
Thomas Fell
Eleanor Feltner
Ashley Filipowicz
Kelsey Fiscus

Drew Fisher
Ryan Fitrzyk
Kevin Fitzsimmons
Shelby Foerg
Megan Foland

For some, planners docu
ment their whole lives. “I
write almost everything
Elisabeth Formica
Brian Forreider
Sarah Forsythe
Joshua Fowlkes
Elliot Foyt

that I do every day in

my planner,” Kelsey

Gaidica said. Her plan

ner is color-coded with
reminders and details of her daily

activities. “I decorate when I'm bored
Adam Fronceschi
Patrick Frasik
Alyssa Freiburger
Madeline Frogner
Zachary Fuller

in class, and it helps me remember

everything," she said.

Ciara Fullington
Lindsey Funfgeld
Kelsey Gaidica
Jessica Gaiski
Kyle Galdes

Jaclyn Gale
Elise Gallant
Christopher Ganss
Jordan Garrison-Nickerson
Evan Gatz

Emily Doyle turned one
of her hobbies into a
luccessful business. "I
had no idea what to
' get my friend for c gift,
;o I made her some
■
earrings," Doyle said.
Doyle's jewelry turned out to be quite a
success. “My boss asked me to make a
pair for all of the girls that I worked with,
which is )8 girls," Doyle said. Through
word of mouth, Doyle earned herself
even more customers. "I gave a pair
to Mrs. Cavanaugh, and other people
saw them and asked how much I
charged for them," she said.

^7o°v'e
Callan Gavigan
Lindsay Gburek
Katherine Gearns
Colin Gerish
Joshua Gibert
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Jack Gibson
Paul Gibson
Renee Gideon
Geoffrey Ginter
Eric Goebel

n my opinion
These students explained how sopho

more year is different than freshman
year. Here's what they hod to say:

Carolyn Gohl
Holey Goldberg
Megan Gomez-Mesquita
Melissa Gonzales
Kathryn Good

“Freshmen are imma

ture. I didn’t act like that
because I didn't want to
look stupid."

— Nicholas Kalweit

"The respect you get as a

freshman is basically noth

Brian Gotberg
Marla Govan
Brian Grewe
Jenna Grezlik
Frank Griffiths

ing. This year, it's better."

— Mackenna King

“Being on varsity cheer is
the biggest difference this
year. They work us much
harder."

Trevor Grigg
Stephen Grimmer
Ashley Hall
Lauren Holl
Christina Hallam

— Sarah Joseph
Heidi Haller
Courtney Hammerle
David Hammond
Claire Hannum
Robert Hanpeter

"Now I see people who

are younger than me
walking around the

school.”
— Michaela Keady
Jadd Harajli
Nicole Harb
Christopher Harris
Hailey Hartke
Alexander Hartmann

Timothy Hasse
Leah Hastedi
Philippa Hatch
Zaid Hotter
Alex Hayek
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Benjamin Hayward
John Heinonen
Jasmine Henderson
Zachary Hetu
Meghan Hohl

because

choir be-

_

Kathryn Hopcion
Emily Horbatch
Shayla House
Alexander Hsu
Jenna Hubbard

Jason Hughes
Molleigh Hughes
Erica Huiet
Dylan Hunt
Arianna llkhani-Pour

Stephen Irvine
Aki Ishikawa
Neethu Jacob
Gibin James
Katherine Jansen

Andrea Jenkins
Haley Johnson
Jake Johnson
Brittnay Jones
Emily Jones

Melvin Joseph
Sarah Joseph
Daniel Jouppi
Laura Kalfil
Nicholas Kalweit

lanner profile
Kayla Kubica said writing
Alexander Kanya
Parul Kathuria
Michaela Keady
Zachary Kendra
William Kent

in her planner is a leisurely

task for her. “I don't write
down assignments unless it

is something really impor
tant," Kubica said.

"I usually just have random
lan Kienbaum
Boris Kim
Eugene Kim
Mackenna King
Brittany Kirkland

songs, poems or quotes.” This January
page of her planner is a good ex

ample. "This is a poem from the movie
The Invisibles," Kubica said.

Connor Koblinski
Jaclyn Konopka
Brion Kosinski
Kelsey Koswick
Shivani Kothari

Brittany Kronner
Robert Kruse
Lauren Kubert
Kayla Kubica
Angelo LaCivita

Christopher LaFayette
Robert Lahiff
Bryan Laidlaw
David Laing
Anna Lanzetta

Meghan Hohl listed her top five
favorite cafeteria foods.
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Alisha Lawrence
Melissa Learman
Elien Leary
Jonathan lee
Kevin Lerner

Kelsey Libbe
Elizabeth Lin
Rebecca Lis
James Lister
Daniel Lockman

Lauren Lokey
Gregory Lorrain
1an Lovdahl
John Lubisco
Nathan Lunn

Rachel Lutz
Jessica Lyon
Matthew Lypka
Michael MacDonald
Paris Mackson

Rebecca Lis and
Katelyn Matych share

a locker on B days. "I
have band and gym,
and I don’t want to

Neeraj Maheshwari
Maahin Mahmood
Kelly Maise
Rebecca Malinas
Shelby Momo

go all the way up to
my locker," Ma

tych said. "Rebecca’s is a good
location.” Lis added, "It sometimes

gets messy. I always organize it after
Katelyn just throws her stuff in!"

Joesino Monalel
Angelisa Marchesini
Peter Mariiley
Hayley Marino
Ellyn Marmaduke

Tyler Marotta
Simone Mastantuono
Harry Master
John Matteucci
Katelyn Matych

“I have to leave
school early to get in all
my hours of training for
figure skating," Anas
tasia Olson said about
her
shortened school
Anastasia
day
schedule. She said
Olson
she only takes English,
Biology and Spanish at school. “I
take correspondence classes at
home, so I don’t get behind in cred
its for college." She said that in addi
tion to leaving early, she sometimes
misses school. “I like school, but the
success I have in skating makes my
short schedule worth it."
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Robert Maurer
Katherine May
Morgan Mazuchowski
Andrew Mazzola
George McClymont

Connor McCormick
Whitney McDonagh
Kaylee McDougall
Maxwell McHugh
Tori McKelvey

Ion Mecdor
Gopiko Menon
Nathan Menovcik
Megan Milewski
David Miller

With so many movies

coming out each yean
\ it can be hard to pick
\ a favorite. Peter Mues

Daniel Mills
Elise Mtndick
Elaine Mitra
Kenneth Moerman
Nicholas Moga

\ talked about the film

he liked best this year.

Jillian Moir
Davin Montgomery
Nicholas Mortimer
Lauryn Moulds
Nicholas Mudar

Christina Mueller
Peter Mues
Genevieve Mundy
Rebecca Myers
David Naszradi

# What is your favorite movie
Z from this year?

Q
A
Q.
A

* “Rodentz." It's the best because it is
• the worst movie ever made.

What is it about?

.It’s about college kids that get
Z chased by giant mutant rats.

* Who is your favorite character?
. Gary because he is part of the
• “Tucked in Shirt Alliance."

Emily Nelson
Jonathan Nelson
Megan Nichols
Robert Nickels
Jenna Nienhaus

A
Q

. What is the best quote from the
• movie?

sorry, the door is stuck." (Gary)

Jessica Ninivaggi
Alexandra Nix
Michael Norcia
Amy O'Brien
Lauren O'Brien

Match the person with their quote
about having siblings at school.

1

J

Robert O'Brien
Rylee O'Brien
Megan O'Malley
Rachel O'Shaughnessy
Kelsey Olinik

Anastasia Olson
Stephen Osterhoff
Philip Ott
Madison Owen
Jacob Pacion

Nicholas Pankowski
Angela Park
Hyun Park
Akshar Patel
Hetai °atei

1. Joesina
Manalel

2. Kevin
Lerner

a."l got to

b."My
sister and
1 are best
friends.
We love
being at
the same
school!”

cheer at all
of his foot
ball games.
It was fun."

3. Shelby
Mamo

c."Me
and my
sister
never
talk. We
are totally
different
people."

ox IP'S :q' i :sj3msuv
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Monikoben Patel
Nikesh Patel
Shannon Pelletier-Doyle
James Pellosma
Steven Pelts

Erik Perkins
Christopher Peters
Kyle Peterson
Adriana Petrucci
Lenzi Petty

Michelle Petty
Miranda Phair
Jenna Pierson
Julianne Pitcher
Makenna Pohl

ff the board

Mark Pokrandt
Erin Pollock
Evan Pomeroy
Jeffrey Popovich
Daniel Price

Sophomore Jessica Yu
explained why she puts
memorable items from
school activities on her

bulletin board, such as
her homecoming ticket

Kelsey Prochazka
Alexander Rababeh
Shivakumar Ramasami
Julia Ramey
Heather Romsthel

“It's a good reminder of how much
fun I had," Yu said. "It was my favor

ite one so far, so I really wanted to
remember it."
Neeimo Rao
lan Raveschof
Teja Ravipafi
William Rayner
Abhishek Reddy

•Jillian Reed
Cory Reitman
Christina Renaud
Colin Riley
Kelly Rinnas

Jillian Reed is not
only a singer, but an
actress too. "My agent
sends me on audi
tions for commericials
Jillian
and television shows,"
Reed said, "and I
Oc«n9we51'
recently auditioned
for Zoey 101." Reed said she spends
half of the year away from home. "1
live in California during most of the
spring and summer," she explained.
Even though Reed lives a busy life,
"she still makes time for her friends,"
junior Kelsey Floyd said.
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Samuel Rivera Ortiz
Alexandra Roach
Hannah Roberts
Paige Roberts
Jacob Robideau

Roberto Rodriguez
David Rogers
Nicholas Rogish
Yeon Roh
Allison Rohlf

Lucas Rank
Matthew Rosiar
Lauren Roumayah
Denis Roux
Elana Ryznar

in the morning
‘I try to get ready really

1

Emily Ryznar
Gita Sabhapathy
Jacob Salem
Jessie Sammut
Marie Samson

quickly in the morning,’'

Amy Webb said,
“I don't like waking
up early at all.'1 She

_

. .

explained the activities

she does each morning

.....

in order to get to school on time and
Joao San Martin
Michele Sandhu
Anthony Santoro
Adrianna Schlemmer
Benjamin Schoenek

still look presentable.

Get dvtssed
tvxir

straighten

an
Megan Schuetz
Michael Scorzo
Melissa Scott
Ashok Selby
Julia Seitz

Eat

Qichao Shao
Tess Sheidy
Ryan Sherry
Sueann Shiah
Manal Shoukair

Ghassan Shukeireh
Ian Siekkinen
Lauren Sierra
Chantel Silvia
Jonathan Sinutko

mb

Adam Smith
Brett Smith
Erin Smith
Eryn Smith
Grayson Smith

K
E

"T^oesr thing at
bein9 a twin is that you

S

a^haveafHendor

Nj
L

Glendon Snyder
Jay Snyder
Helen Song
Ashley Sopha
Sara Sopko

Ou^

e™'l/and

L

PT

'We^/

experienced.

P

o-soccerteam

H

thought it was rea,^^

S

J

^saia-"The°^^^e

- BJhot peop(e confuse us some
S

Heather Smith
Jacob Smith
Jennifer Smith
Shaina Smits
Jacob Snow

t0

^^^^arsaia £,an<1 ^znar
wnar exp/ain€d
and her wn hove L “^ons she~'

e'oX bth*Q( 'e“' we9e» to Spy ~

ord association —

John Souther
Zared Stankiewicz
Louren staszel
Daniel Stern
Michelle Steslicki

Derrick Stewart
Kelly Stewart
Sydney Stier
Lisa Strzempek
Jenna Sutton

Eric Swart out
Stephen Sweeney
Roden Taepke
Kelsey Tajer
Danielle Takacs

/Vd-

Stephanie Takacs
Andrew Tang
Petros Taskos
Lacey Tatum
Laura Taylor

— Brian Wildey
K.

— Jeffrey Wagner

Dylan Tent
Kathleen Tertian
Rebecca Thomas
Alisha Thompson
Dylan Thornton

Laura Travis
Todd Truran
Lauren Tuohy
Andrew Ukrop
Allison Ulmer

Topg
“This school has so many class
options,” Michael Yarandi said.
He listed his five favorite classes
the school offers.

'(WsKrUnA-
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Justin Umin
Eric Vandenberg
Scott Vandenberg
Jonatan vega
Chelsea Vick

Steven Vucinaj
Nicolette Wadowski
Jeffrey Wagner
Alyssa Waineo
Casey Waldo

Michael Walton
Garrett Warden
Timothy Wosielewski
Amy webb
Chelsea weber

Jacob Weddle
Julie Wells
Erin Wensing
Christian Werther
Danielle Wesoiowicz

Brendon White
Kelsey Wickham
Stephen Widzinski
Brian WHdey
James Willard

Kathryn Williams
Jacquelyn Wilson
Katherine Wilson
Paige Wilson
Elizabeth Wine

lanner profile
“When I’m bored in class, I

pull out my highlighters and
Cassidy winter
Christopher Wolin
Kevin Woods
Anson Wright
Joshua Wright

color in all the boxes on

my planner,” sophomore
Kelly Rinnas said. Rinnas
has colored her planner so

much that she even has

favorite pages to color. “My favorites
are the days that I’m going on vaca
Tori Wright
Samuel Wu
Chloe Wysocki
Zhounan Xie
Julie Xu

tion," Rinnas said. "They’re always so

elaborate and colorful."

Michael Yorandi
Jessica Yu
Erica Zazo
Aris Zervos
Meng Zhang

it?
Match the person with her quote
about driver education.

Matthew Zielesch
Jill Zielinski
Brian Zinser
James Zitkus

NOT PICTURED:
Heroschel Carodine
Jacob Dewolf
Ashley Franklin
Robert Guindi
Samantha Haddad

Maurisho Rumph
Dantiez Saunderson
Suraj Koushal
Zachary Stieber
Brandon Updike

1. Neelma
Rao

2. Elana
Ryznar

3. Erica
Zazo

a. “1 want
to get my
license as
soon as I
turn 16 in
July."

b. T got

c.“f still
need to
take Seg
ment ll.1'

my permit
in May."

D £ :h'g ‘a i :sjbmsuv

ne-word answer
In just a word, these students de

scribed the CPC portfolio project.

"Aggravating

Cena Larsen

/AX?

"Trying”

Patrick Kelley
"Annoying”

Andrew Shaw
"All-consuming"

Chelsea Glenn
Creative

Nicole Allman

before turning in portfolio
"My to do list especially

helped with time man

agement before I turned
in my portfolio,” Erica
i Smith said.

Alt

Photo by Danielle Frimenko

"It's the one project that lets you have com

plete creative freedom/' Patrick Kelley said.
(Bottom left) Katherine Frimenko

pieces together the final elements of
her CPC portfolio. Frimenko’s project

(Top left) Students in Rohde's first-

included “The Tragedy," by Pablo

hour CPC class participate in the

Picasso.

‘WOW’ page activity. Each stu

(Bottom right) Shafer Oudeh said

he spent the majority of his time on

dent looks at everyone’s portfolio

his original artwork, which was cen

and writes a positive comment on a
‘WOW’ sheet for the student. “It was

tered around themes of destruction

nice to hear what my classmates

and mayhem. "I normally draw for

thought about my work," Lauren

fun, so the original art was my favorite

Wysocki said.

aspect,” Oudeh said.

•xJS-.

project that lets you have complete
creative freedom,” Patrick Kelley said

(Center right) Marissa D’Agostino

(Top right) Chelsea Glenn’s port

writes a comment on Glenn’s ‘WOW’

folio was a class favorite, according

sheet. D’Agostino and Kelley agreed

to CPC teacher Lisa Rohde. She said

that the comments are great positive

Glenn’s creativity was emphaized

reinforcement for the hard work they

throughout her portfolio. “It's the one

all put in

CPC teacher Lis<
Rohde grades h<
students’ portfoli

by Michael Collins

undeXdXTan^ 9°in ° be"er

OWn hand. ” she said
wh'te grading the ornStudenf art fc a faZe

°ncl thsir
Z °dded thaf
',he o^nal

Sarrah Abraham
Jessica Accardo
Quintin Adam
Abdul-Latif Alashe
Marissa Allen

Nicole Allman
Jillian Alumbaugh
Daniel Amatucci
Stacy Anderson
Aarthi Arab

Adam Arevalo
Meagan Armstrong
Alec Arthur
Mory Kate Ashcraft
Anas Atollah

Jamileh Atallah
Jake Atkinson
Yusef Attalla
Chelsea Atzinger
Erin Auwers

e
Rebecca Champagne

uses her planner in creative
ways to remember home

work and events. "I really

Amy Baditoi
Alissa Bailey
Kaiser Balaporia
Evan Bartone
Kevin Bartz

like decorating my planner
because it makes class go

by fast,” Champagne said.
Kelsey Baskins
Kristopher Baumgardner
Alexander Belanger
Antonio Benavides
Jeffrey Bennett

Thomas Bennett
Courtney Benoit
Jack Bentley
Kendal) Biek
Sarah Bielskis

Alexas Bihn
Anna Billings
Courtney Bishop
Chad Black
Joshua Bloom

Lindsay Bohn
Maria Bojanowski
Corey Booms
Eric Bergstrom
Anthony Bowen

gw
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Jenna Boyd
Andrew Bray
Patrick Brennan
Alexander Brewin
Kelly Bridge

Samuel Brouch
Aaron Brown
David Brown
Steven Brown
Taylor Brown

Emmet Browne
Crystal Bruns
Michael Bucrek
Joshua Buoy
Cameron Burdette

Bridgette Burgett
Jennifer Burke
Elizabeth Cairns
Ashley Corley
Emily Carroll

Ian Cartmill
Natalie Casey
Jennifer Catalano
Ursula Cauffiel
Rebecca Champagne

lArtl has helped me be more creative
and learn how to draw insPl™*i°n
horn other artists.” Su Yang Char, who
o.elers to be called Diana, sard, de
scribing her passion tor art.-My class is
really fun because it's all independen ,
and we get to do whatever we want,

she added.

Armen Changelian
Samantha Chapman
Yong Lu Che
Joy Chen
Shuowen Chen

Anastasia Childers
Su Yang Choi
Lindsey Christiansen
Christopher Ciric
Joseph Clifton

Top5
Kelsey Baskins listed the things she would

Adrienne Cohen
Alan Cole
Danielle Collareno
Jonathan Collareno
Christine Colleran

not be able ta survive school without.

I.
I- Steep
3. Sense of humor

Breanna Connett
James Cooke
Kayla Copsey
Alison Cornelius
Ta'Neesha Corney Fantroy

Sweafeh’rk

5. Ia)^/
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A driver’s license can open seemingly

endless doors to freedom. The first day
with a license can be filled with trips to

Daniel Courtney
Nik Cousins
Kelsey Croig
Justin Crawford
Drew Currie

the mall or running errands for parents.

These students shared what they’ll do

with that newfound freedom.

Samantha Curry
Marissa D'Agostino
Jonathan Dalton
Jarrod Daul
Anna-Marie Davidson

Shelby Davis
Julie Davison
Hannah Deacon
Matthew Deacon
Linda Decides

“I dont have my

Jenna Dehne
Ashley Dellock
Matthew Dembicki
Nara DeMuro
Nicolas Diegel

license yet, but when I

get it, I'm going to go

to my cousin's house
and visit al! my friends.”

— Hannah Deacon

Kelly Dobranski
Jeanette Dolmetsch
John Donikian
Laura Donofrio
Christopher Donohue

Boiley Doolittle
Louis Dorantes
Samantha Doud
Daniela Drury
John Dunn

Louis Dorantes described

Brian Earle
Donald Ebben
Jessie Ebejer
Adam Edson
Molly Eley

his most memorable school

moment. “At Hillside, Ms. Jones

wanted me to paint a mural by
her classroom,” he explained.

"There was already a mural

1

Louis Dorantes

of Kermit the Frog, and I didn’t
want to ruin it," Dorantes said. Dorantes

didn't know his teacher had a plan. "She
told Michael Leja that it he could convince
me to paint over it, she would take him to

Allison Elios
Jordan Emerson
Kelly Englert
Mason Falk
Callie Fefopouios

Sizzling Sticks," Dorantes said. "When Mi

chael saw me talking to Ms. Jones one day,
he screamed Sizzling Sticks and threw white

paint all over Kermit." Although Kermit was
lost forever, Jones finally got her mural.
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Christine Fehlner
Colleen Ferguson
Carl Ferrario
Anthony Fick
Raven Fields

Lee Finch
Zachary Firlit
Alexi Fisher
Colin Fisher
Kevin Fisher

Dovid Flesher
Kelsey Floyd
Christopher Flynn
Molly Flynn
Karo Folas

Kelli Ford
Sarah Forslhoefei
Elizabeth Foucher
Jessica Freeman
Katherine Frimenko

Arianne Frink
Adam Fuhrman
Mikki Fujimori
Steven Gajdos
Robert Gallagher

lanner profil e
Kelsey Floyd decorates her
planner during seminar

based on the upcoming
Philomela Gan
Aditya Gangadharan
Johnson Gao
Milon Garcia
Tionna Garond

events. "I don’t really [like
to] use it for school," Floyd
said, "but I have to be

cause of Assisted Learning.”
Although she said school work isn't the
Rowan Garmo
Wesley Gates
Ryan Gerblick
Ellen Gessert
Alex Ginnard

majority of what lakes up her planner,
she still uses it when she has important

projects and tests to remember.

Andrew Ginnard
Erik Giordano
Jeffrey Girbach
Meghan Gleeson
Chelsea Glenn

Kothryn Gorsuch
Blake Govan
Abby Grajek
Emily Grant
David Grassley
1

Zachary Greenman
Elizabeth Gregory
Jacqueline Gress
Rochelle Gudoboo
Genna Guibord

™

1

i

1. Elizabeth
Gregory

2. Jessica
Freeman

:J. Samantha
i3oud

a.“That's
quite a
last name
you’ve got
there. It’s
an inside
joke."

b."My
math class
has a say
ing, ‘Love is
a compro
mise.'”

c.“My
friends and
1 have a
joke about
a dog
named
Deli.”
D'fJ ia'Z IQ'I
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ne-word answer -i

Nicolas Gumina
Whitney Gusfa
Barbara Gutmann
Brandon Gutowski
Sean Hadley

Junior year is filled with tests, classes
and preparing for senior year. The
SAT or ACT are on almost all juniors'
schedules, but what’s one word

juniors used to describe it?

Matthew Hagan
Michael Hagan
Stephanie Hamel
Farah Harajli
Patrick Harmon

"Life"

Patrick Keady
“Early"

Matthew Hagan
"Nerveracking”

Jacqueline Harris
Edgar Harrison
Kevin Hartshorne
Date Hortzog
John Hatzis

Lisa Haverkate
"Frustrating"

Jaymes Kastely
"Long"

Kelsey Katynski

Lisa Haverkate
Evan Havlisch
Erich Heise
Lauren Helvenston
Kelley Hill

Samantha Hipwood
Joseph Hirka
Kyle Hnatiuk
Christian Ho
Steven Hoelscher

Topc
With all of its demands, junior year
can be stressful for students.
Brittany lllbeck shared five of her
most stressful junior moments.

Kayla Hogan
Chelsea Hooper
Tyler Hooper
Olivia Hornshaw
Austin Howard

L I umim && ^9 -ene
Nathan Hrivnak
Scott Hudson
Erin Hughes
Jennifer Hur
Bryan Hurley

papers and
pre 'eaS W dan tefore
oluc"
cB and WVftl

3.

&

dll

micicne o£unwary)
6.

PlOOVY.

9 fve ocu

anti,

.

v

Brittany lllbeck
Nicolas Inchaustegui
Ali Ismail
Isiah Jackson
Mark Jackson

uMfi
nw wolf-Ian Jaye
Ryan Jelso
Elaine Johnson
Erica Johnson
Shelby Johnson
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Tolertor Johnson
Vaughn Johnson
Haley Johnston
Morgan Jones
Tyler Jones

Mory Jorge
Tonya Joseph
Valerie Juan
Noor Juage
Kristin Juenemann

Camille Junco
Ketsie Koiser
Aarti Komot
Amol Komot
Jaymes Kastely

Kelsey Katynski
Patrick Keody
Elizabeth Keenon
Kathleen Keiffer
Andrew Kelleher

Most lockers are filled
Patrick Kelley
Garrett Kelly
Kathleen Kelly
Megan Kelly
Timothy Kelly

with backpacks, books,
notebooks and hundreds

of sticky notes? “I bought

a Post-it dispenser from

the store, and my friends
just started pulling them
Chad Kelterborn
Theodore Keranen
Russell Kerr
Noel Key
Daniel Keys

out and leaving me notes,”

Elizabeth Keenan said. “It makes me
laugh when I look at them every day.”

Hasan Khan
Humza Khan
Christopher Kippola
Stefanie Kloiber
Kanika Kochhar

Melissa Kosztowny
Sarah Koupal
Casie Kowalski
Christopher Kowalski
Daniel Kozerski

Matthew Kreager
Andrew Kreichelt
Benjamin Kuljanski
Michael LaCivita
Andrew Lamoureux

tTuuwuvrJ 203

Nicole Lannertone
Sean Larobell
Cena Larsen
Tabitha Lawrence
Emily Leary

n my opinion
Junior year can be hectic, with prepa
ration for college, AP classes and stan
dardized tests. How do students ever

Michael Leja
Timothy lentine
Kyle Letourneau
Jimmy Li
Katherine Li

make it to senior year? These students
explained what made junior year

stressful for them.

"The combination of
school, work and friends
is really stressful.”

Ryan Liening
Richard Linderman
Kelley Logon
Christopher Long
Nathaniel Love

— Kelly Lysaght

"The lunch prices
went up!"

— Alexander
Malloure

Mary Lowery
Za Luai
Kelly Lysaght
Richard Mackie
Eric Maise

"I'm not really stressed.

I'm living the dream."

— Kyle Letourneau

rd

Nader Mokki
Andrew Malkowski
Alexander Maitoure
Lauren Mancia
Danielle Manley

I

Sidney Migoski and
her friends host a ChristAi *,. mas party every year.
A few of the girls got
M * \ there early this year

Stephen Manney
Michael Mansouri
Christopher Mantay
Kevin Mantay
Adriano Mordigian

Colm Maresh
Alexander Mariiley
Saroh Mariiley
Kelly Markatos
Sarah Marker

Sidney

tions. "We decorated
Christine's basement
with all the Christmas stuff we could
find and danced around sing
ing Christmas carols. It was pretty
crazy," Migoski explained. It wasn't
all fun and games, though. “We had
to move some excerise equipment,
and it was really hard!" Migoski said
with a laugh.
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Lauren Martin
Sabrina Masciulli
Koren Mayhall
Atsushi Mazawa
Megan McCally

Matthew McCormick
Brittany McDermott
Katherine McGillis
Morgan McGuirk
Daniel McIntyre

Molly McLoughlin
Kayla McLean
Troy McMullin
John McNamara
Kristen McNamara

Bradley McQueen
Joseph Melonio
Marcus Menendez
Mark Merlo
Nicolette Metrusias

Joseph Mifsud
Sidney Migoski
Chance Miller
Nicole Miller
Kathryn Mindick

Dalton Mitchell
Nicole Mitts
Sarah Mobbs
Derek Montgomery
Takahiro Morioka

“1 hate my locker," Chance
Miller complained, stuffing
Thomas Morris
Meaghan Mousseau
David Movsesian
Devon Moyer
Meredith Mulder

its contents into his back

pack after school. Due to
the new "no backpack"
policy, Miller said he is

forced to use his locker. He said
it does come in handy as a place to
meet up with his friends, though. Ap
Dillon Mullally
Ryan Mullen
Michele Mullett
Samantha Mustonen
Ashley Myatt

parently, that’s not enough of a trade
off. "Bring back backpacks,” Miller
said, slamming his locker shut.

Benjamin Naber
Kang Namkoong
Nora Naughton
Andrew Nguyen
Zakary Nolan

it?
Match the person with the quote
about preparing for the ACT.

Christopher Nowak
Bridget O'Brien
Jeremy O'Brien
Patrick Ofiaro
Gregory Oldham

I
'

STATE j
J

1. Kristen
McNamara

2. Lauren
Martin

3. Adriana

a.“No

b.“l don’t
study for
the ACT."

c."l took
the PLAN
1last year,
□nd 1
have
□n ACT
\practice
book."

kidding, I
have this
ACT review
CD-ROM
my mom
makes me
do.”

Mardigian

o'£
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Lucig Palonjian
Monica Palushaj
Dushyanth Pandiii
Kevin Poree
Andrew Parks

Getting a driver’s

license, having more
like junior year. Lee

Devin Parsons
Vincent Potchett
Kush Patel
Anthony Pato
Kyle Paulus

Schechter described

a typical weekend in
his junior year.
, What do you usually do over the
Z weekend?
* b I play kidnapped a lot. I’m known as
Jta. Z the human GPS among my friends.

Q

e Have your weekend activities
Zchanged since last year?
a e Yeah, I have a lot more
2V.freedom this year.

Seth Perry
Kyrsten Persells
Alyssa Peterson
Erik Peterson
Kyle Petty

Q

Q Z Why have these changes occured?

A

Jeffrey Philippart
Griffin Pines
Sara Piotrowski
Sean Pollock
Christopher Porreca

I got my license this year, so I can
I drive myself where I want to go.

When do you usually do your
homework on the weekends?
I procrastinate all weekend and start
late on Sunday, which turns into
early on Monday.

Tope
------ x —
Emily Reichard said she rolls up to

school every morning in her Honda

Civic with the speakers bumping out

Johanna Poterala
Joshua Pratt
Kehrie Priest
jack Prince
William Pritchard

Nicholas Putman
Henry Quitmeyer
Shoe Rafferty
Angelo Ramsey
Derek Raymond

Michael Raymond
Christopher Rays
Kendra Rays
Sujeeth Reddy
Kevin Redick

the sweet beats of these five songs.

yiW
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You

Emily Reichard
Jessica Reitz
Matthew Renneker
Amy Reynolds
Janet Rhee

Seen a. Fglcx 0 Tia
Connor Rice
Ashley Richard
Claire Richett
Ashley Ring
Lauren Ripper
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Leah Ritchie
Benjamin Roberts
Maria Rocco
Carmen Rodriguez
Jack Rodzik

Amando Roebuck
Emily Rogers
Julie Roper
Sarah Rounsifer
Ann Rushing

Hilary Russell
Jonathan Russell
Michael Ryerkerk
Alia Saad
Paige Sable

Sean Sabo
Patrick Saenz
Damanjeet Sahi
David Sommut
Ratneshwor Sandhu

lanner profile
Students' planners often

serve as more than just
Summer Sandhu
Sean Sassaman
Courtney Sauter
Ryan Schafer
Jeremy Schaumann

somewhere to write down
their homework. “I write like
everything in it,” Johanna

Poterala said about her
jam-packed planner. She
said everything from home- Pofera,a
Lee Schechter
Kathryn Schmeling
Jennifer Schmidt
Darron Schofield
Krysta Schuster

work to basketball games can be
found in her planner.

Nicholas Sciabossi
Jessica Scott
Trystin Scott
Anthony Sergi
Olivia Seyfarth

Natasha Shah
Andrew Shaw
Rose Shelly
Melissa Sheremet
Macey Short

Jessica Shost
Jenna Showerman
Michael Simms
Matthew Sims
Kristen Singletary
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Savannah Sisk
Megan Sklut
Janet Skrbina
Cory Smetana
Erica Smith
Joline Smith
Marcellus Smith
Maudie Smith

Whitney Smith
Gary Sopko
Samantha Sorenson
Steven Spalding
Chelsey Spurr
Megan Squires
Amanda Stacer
Whitney Staelens

Shayna Stanecki
James Stearns
Alexandra Stewart
Alexander Stirton
Thomas Storch
Stephen Straub
Laura Street
David Summers

Caitlyn Sundberg
AdamSuokas
Stacy Sutter
Ronald Swan
Ryan Sweeney
Amy Sweetapple
Erica Swoish
Dewana Sykes

John Syverson
Jonathan Szymanski
Emee Ta
Nicholas Tacconelk
Andrea Taverna
Gregory Taylor
Shelby Temple
Ngum Thang

Kyle Thiel
Austin Thomas
Joshua Thomas
Miranda Thomas
Robert Thomas
Sam Thomas
Zachary Thomas
Adam Thompson

Rachel Thompson
Sarah Tindall
David Tobin
Scott Tomsa
David Tonch
Brian Traicoff
Matthew Trentacosta
Sarah Trumbore

Michelle Truong
Chelsea Turner
Erica Turner
Robert Turner
Michelle Tylutki
David Uberti
Anita Ungaretti
Jacqueline VanCleove

Kayla Vanden Esschert
Adam VanDyke
Deepa Varghese
Allyson Varley
Andrew Vernacchia
Emily viisides
Scott Wagner
James Wallace
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Benjomin Walstrom
Kyle Walter
Kimberley Wang
Linda Wang
Jessica Wosilesky

before the ACT
l really don't want to

B

stress about the ACT

Evan Wolkins
KoSoundro Watkins
lan Watson
Alicia Weber
Jessica Weber

when it comes time to
take it. Hopefully, since

1 I am already prepared,

sama™'^

it will go as smooth as
possible."

$orenS°n
Meghan Weber
Amanda Webster
Evan Welsh
Andrew Wernette
Carla Wetter

t We a prac-ha
^CT
Z.Wi uf /or a
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SW
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Deonna Whelan
Nicole While
Katherine Whitecar
Darius Whitlow
Melissa Williams

Kaitlyn wiiseck
Courtney Wilson
Mariel Wilson
Kelsey Winiarski
Kelsey Wisko

Claire Wixted
Eliza Wood
Griffin Working
Jonathan Wozniak
Corinne Wysocki

Match the person with his or her
quote about the parking lot.

J

Lauren Wysocki
Dovid Yanagi
Sravyo Yondamuri
8ryan Yap
Kianno Young

Hilary Youtsey
Rebecca Zawodny
Tyler Zbik
Yang Zhang
Andrea Zinkosky

I

it?

Z
|5
1. Benjamin
Walstrom

2. Hilary
Youtsey

3. Thomas
Storch

a. “Amy
Sweetapple
always
parks over
the line, so
I have to
ask her to
repark, so I
can fit in."

b.“l re

c."l drive
a tank, so
sometimes
I acciden
tally hit
people
after
school.”

ally like
the cool
stickers I
get when
I don't
park in my
spot.”

O £ id's :q'[ :sjsm$uv

W ;ord association

— Christopher Adler

— Stephen Polanski

“Pr^."
— Allison Davidson

before senior portraits
“I got my photos taken at

Prestige. I am really happy
with the way they turned
out,” Kimberly Boloven
. said. She said her to-do list

Boloven

I.

2.

helped her achieve great
photos.
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"I got to leave school an hour early, so I could

get ready," Elizabeth Andress said.
(Bottom left) Andress lays on a wall

(Top left) Andress had her year

book photo taken by Prestige Pho

in her backyard, posing for one of her

tography and the rest of her portraits

photos. “I have trees and an archway

taken by Steve Fecht. “I had some

in my backyard that we took some

taken at Steve Fecht's studio, but he

photos by and a little stone wall I laid

also came to my house, and we took

on," she said.

some tn my backyard,” Andress said.
(Center right) Andress looks at her

(Top right) Andress’s mother, Linda
Andress, holds a reflector for Fecht

photo options in Fecht's studio. She

while he takes a photo. “My mom got

said she liked having Fecht take her

to help. She held a thing that re

photos because he gave her lots of

flected the sunlight onto me," Andress

choices, and it was a very comfort

said.

able setting.

Although Andress said she was

(Bottom right)“1 even got to have

happy with the way her photos turned

my dog in a couple photos," Andress

out, looking back, there were a few

added. She said she liked having the

things she would have changed. "I

photos taken in her own backyard. “It

picked out my outfits the day of my

was really easy having them taken at

photos," Andress said. “I didn't like my

my house because I could just run up

hair in some of the photos, and I wish I

to my room to change my outfit and

would have worn shoes," she added.
by Leslie Tilson

get ready,"Andress said.
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Rana Abdulahad
Afton Absalom
Benjamin Ackerman

Julio Bowden answered

a few questions about
a memory that sticks

out best in her mind
from freshman year.
jutta Bawden
e What do you remember most about
• freshman year?
a J remember going lazer tagging,
jljl • and there were these super-intense
kids that were just going nuts. They com
pletely turned off the lights, and my friend
ran into a wall and hurt himself.

Kaila Adam
Kyle Adams
Christopher Adler

Q

e What makes this experience stick
• out most in your mind?
a Jt was one of the times I’ve laughed
jljl • the hardest in my life.

Q

e What was going through your mind
• when this happened?
e I laughed at first because it was so
• funny, but then I felt bad.

Do you plan on doing this again any
time soon?
We talked about doing it again, but
it never happened.

Jordan Ajlouni
Jonathan Akin
Ahmed Al-Khafaji

Stephen Anderson
Elizabeth Andress
Elizabeth Anker

Sarah Aquinto
Joshua Arter
Neil Arthur

Kyle Asher
Nicholas Atkinson
Eve Avdoulos

Brian Bagian
Robyn Baidas
Nicole Bailey

Daniel Baker
Michael Baldwin
Robert Barcelona

। W /ord association
•

X

Jonathan Bardsley
Lauryn Baron
Julia Bawden

— Afton Absalom

— Michael Baldwin

Daniel Beger
Jordyn Bell
Robert Bell

— Lauryn Baron

/Vd£
Evan Bentley
David Beresford
Adam Berger

— Evan Bentley

"h►yA/kwAz- ”
— Madelyn Bielecki
Jonathan Berry
Joseph Berry
Katherine Bezak

Zi
*

i

Madelyn Bielecki
Brittany Birdsall
Lydia Blair

^P5
Benjamin Ackerman rates his top 5
favorite classes throughout his four
years of high school.

Jaclyn Blasius
Julie Blaszczak
Katharine Blatchford
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Broderick Blickle
Gavin Blunk
Emanuel Boar

Devon Boen
Max Bojovic
Kimberly Boloven

Gracie Booth
Kirby Brackel
Megan Brennan

Devon Boen

You may be the only per

son who isn't using Devon

Boon's locker. “People like
Anna Twisselman, Josh

Wi

Heinz and Wes Thompson

Braden Brune
Jeffrey Bumbaugh
Brett Bunnell

have all used my locker,"

Boen said. With so many

Anna Twisselman

people and only one locker,
some unusual items have appeared.
"One time there was a random slew

of beach supplies," Twisselman said.

David Burke
Marissa Capistrant
John Cass

New students usually have
a year to adjust to a new
school, but Marissa
Capistrant moved from
I

California and said she
only needed a few
months.

Mathew Cassidy
Philip Casteleyn
Joseph Castelli

■
Marissa
font

Describe the transition from
California to Michigan.
It was hard at first, but it's easy
now because of great friends.
Where do you plan on going
to college and why?
I want to go to Grand Valley
because it's less expensive than
[school in] California.

Js it strange that your first year at
. Northville is also your last?
.It's kind of weird Ihaf I'm not going Io
• see most of the people here again.

Gabrielle Castrodale
Laura Catalano
Max Catanese

Jasmin Caverly
Michael Celentino
Heekon Cha

।—

T . he next step
Students have many different paths
available to them after high school.

Some focus on college, while others
already have possible careers in mind.

Lauren Cheaney
Charles Chen
Jeffrey Cheslik

"I want to go into
criminal justice. I want

to be a cop."

— Kirby Brackel

"I want to go to School

craft to get my associates

William Chew
Brittany Childs
Krysta Cicala

and then Grand Rapids."

— Gracie Booth

"After high school, I want

to be on a SWAT team."

— Cavan Corcoran

Spencer Clanin
David Clarkson
Trent Clarkson

"I’m going into Fashion

Marketing at Northwood."

— Gabrielle Castrodale

Joel Clements
Andrew Close
Michael Collins

Ryan Conn
Michael Conti
Amanda Cook

Julia Cooper
Cavan Corcoran
Jamie Cotrone

Second-year year
book staffer Michael
Collins said he has
enjoyed his many
mchael Cowins'
responsibilities on staff
during his senior year. "I complete
spread assigments and help out
Leslie [Tilson, the editor],” Collins
said of his usual assignments.
He explained that one of the
challenges is getting good quotes
from sources: “You can’t control
others," he said.
Despite the minor difficulties, he
concluded, “It's a lot of fun be
cause you are able to represent
what the final product looks like.”

Being a senior comes with the knowl

edge of the ins and outs of the school.

Krista Crawford
Thad Cummings
Robin Czerwinski

When asked what piece of advice

would be helpful to underclassmen,
these students replied with opinions
from their own experiences.

Jonathan D’Anna
Camellia Das
Allison Davidson

“Become friends

with Ed."

— Brendan Flayer

Alexandra Davis
Victoria Dedes
Jaclyn Degiorgio

“High school goes by
fast, so take lots of
pictures.”

— Alexandra Davis

Ryan Denhof
Chelsea Dennis
Hilarie Denomme

Eden Desira
Andrew Devine
Brianna Diegel

Andrew Donovan
Jordan Duff
Jenna Dumbleton

Nancy Duncanson
Amanda Duquesnel
Daniel Dwyer

Matthew Dwyer
Lauren Echelmeyer
Stephanie Edge

Samantha Edwards
Peter Ehlert
Margaret Eley

Donald Ellison
Mary Enderle
Daniel Engerer

Rachel Englert
Brittney Ermatinger
Samantha Evasic

ff the board
“It’s hard to know where
you’ll be happy for four

years,” Stephanie Edge
said. She was accepted to

Albion College, Michigan
State University, Central
Michigan University and

Clara Fecht
Madeline Fei
Daniel Felicelli

Grand Valley State University. She

plans to major in teaching and is also
looking into dance programs. “I want
to take my time deciding," Edge said.

Laura Felosak
Brook Fillipps
Sarissa Fish

Tbps
Hilarie Denomme shared five things
she said she plans to accomplish be

fore she goes to college next year.

Scott Fishbeck
Brendan Flayer
Evan Ford
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Q . ne-word answer

Lindsey Ford
Jacob Forsythe
Sara Fort

In just a word, these students
described what college means to

them.
“Change"

Katherine Hallam
“Party”

Christopher Fowlkes
Eric Francesc hi
Kirsten Freisen

Vicki Gutowski
“Fun"

William Greulich
"Freedom"

Evan Gerish
"Exciting"

Erica Frogner
Natasha Galski
Katherine Gale

Angela Grimmer

Lauren Gallant
Stephen Gallant
Noura Garmo

It's not one of those
moments one would
expect to remember
forever, but Jorod
Gusto recalled his
friend Brendan Flayer
breaking his collarbone dur
ing a game of football. “My friends
and I sometimes go to Hillside to
play football on the weekends. One
time, we were playing, and Mike So
kolov landed on Brendan and broke
his collarbone. It was funny because
it was random, but scary at the
same time because he didn't know
for sure if something was wrong,"
Gusfa said.

Courtney Gates
Justin Gatt
John Gburek

Yingying Geng
Evan Gerish
Heidi Gharbeiah

James Gietzen
Lauren Glumm
Carly Goldberg

Kei Gondo
Andrew Gorley
Julie Gotberg

Evan Grant
Gina Greco
William Greulich

Angela Grimmer
Jessica Grzych
Jarad Gusfa

Vicki Gutowski
Jung Ha
Lindsay Hagan

What lies behind the door
of locker 643? “There’s
nothing really special”

Evan Grant said. “Bottles

are in there because I
plan to recycle them, and

there are random sticky
notes to remind me of things." With
the new backpack policy, Grant said

Zachary Hahn
Katherine Hallam
Alyssa Hammer

he now uses his locker every day.

1
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Match each person with the quote
about their favorite teacher.

'

Jonathon Hammond
Justin Handley
Marin Hann

Nathan Hanovich
Anna Hardenbergh
Michael Hartke

J

1. Marin
Hann

2. Jessica
Grzych

3. Christopher
Fowlkes

a."Mr.

b. “Mr.

c. “Hoff

Ortopan
because
he is a coc•1
seminar
teacher."

Laura
because
he is a
good role
model. He
loves his
job."
ox

man be
cause he
is hands
down
amazing.”
’Xj‘1 SJ3MSUV

Matthew Hartman
Michael Hasek
Gregory Hasse
PRJOPJTY this WSKj

300 PM - Vjrsiry Girt? Gotf vs W ,
Central (Home)
<00 PM ■ Varsity Soys Wis vs
Churchdl High School (Home)
5:30 PM-Junior Varsity Boys
Soccer vs Plymouth H >gli Scho
(Home)
7:00 PM • Varsity Boys Soccer vs
Plymouth High School (Home)

jfe

Caitlin Hatch
Elizabeth Hawksford
Robert Hay

understood without being stated. 4t is Implicit that j
st
airport on time.
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■ 4:00 PM - Freshman Boys Soccer
vs Plymouth High School (Awa
4:00 PM -Junior Varaty Boys
,
Soccer vs W.L Western (Home
। 4:00 PM • varsity Boys Tennis vs \
t I Northern (Home)
i 5:30 PM • Varsity Boys Soccer vs
% W.L Western (Home)
6:00 PM • Varsity Giris Swimming
vS Novi High School (Away)

binder
A
L' .ria

Rosh Hashanah begins at sundew

n r^z.^
Sj

3:00 PM ■ Varsity Girts Goll vs
Churchill High School (Away
• Whrspenng Willows)
4:00 PM - Varsity Boys Tennis
vs John Glenn High School
(Westland) (Away)

John Hebert
Joshua Heinz
Claudia
Hernandez-Minvielle
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p j lanner profile
Brianna Jenkins’ planner

Scott Hetu
John Higgins
Kristin Hnatio

is full of reminders of her

daily activities. She said

she brings her planner to

school every day. "My

planner is basically my life
in a book. I will freak out if

I forget to bring it to school with me.

I write everything in it, from homework,

to soccer practice, to my weekend

Jillian Hoernschemeyer
Haleigh Hoffman
Megan Hofmeister

plans," she said.

Top5

Sean Hogan
Timothy Hohl
Allison Holmes

Lucy Hough shared the top 5 colleges
she said she would like to attend.

Emily Hopcian
Joseph Horbatch
Jessica Horowitz

3.

Sara Hoski
Lucy Hough
Maria Houroian

I . n my opinion
It seems everyone has that one class

that really changes how they think

and feel. These students shared which
class they benefited from most.

Thomas Hsieh
Michael Huarng
Stephanie Hudolin

“Senior Recreation with

Lenahan."

— John Higgins

“I’d have to say
Mr.Daust’s Algebra 2

Jonathan Hui
Lauren Hunt
Thomas Hunt

class.”

— Joshua Heinz

“Probably Mink's class.”

— Thomas Hunt

Elizabeth Hyde
Andrei Ionescu
Philip Irvine

“Food for Thought
because I didn’t know
anything about cooking

before.”

— Nicole Jeffrey

NffinJocofa
Michael Jacobom
Philip Jaworski

Nicole Jeffrey
Brianna Jenkins
Chelsea Jenkins

Amy Johnson
Michael Jolley
Hillary Jordan

Life-long friendships are often started

in high school. These students shared
their opinions on best friends in their

Larissa Joseph
Meghan Joseph
Chelsea Jowiski

high school experience.

"Best friends

Veronica Juan
Kristina Kaldis
Meghan Kanya

are overrated.”

— Daniel Ketchum

Joseph Kargula
Alexandra Kaszuba
Masanari Katsumi

“My best friend
through high school

goes to a different
school. It’s important

to have friends to
support you.”

—Meghan Krafft

Austin Kellar
Elizabeth Kerr
Kasey Kerr

Lauren Kerr
Daniel Ketchum
Albert Kief

i Seniors prepare to take
i
■ the next step in life and
\ apply for colleges.
\ her application experi-

J ence and expecta

tions for college.

Krista King
O’Malley King
Daniel Kirkpatrick

• Did you apply to many colleges?
#l only applied to one. so I was really
• glad I got accepted.

e Are you going away to college or
• living at home?
I'm actually going 11 hours away.
• I'm going to Bethel University
[in St. Paul, Minn.].

What's the first thing you're going to
• do with the new freedom?
Probably just hang out with my
• friends and meet new friends.

Daniel Klarr
Caitlyn Knisely
Sam Knolton

Megan Knoth
Kevin Kohlert
Nicholas Kolbow

Neil Kollipara
Katherine Kowal
Christopher Kozerski

Lisa Kozub
Meghan Krafft
James Kremer

Q .if the board
Joseph Kargula keeps his
grandpa’s bear skull on his

Madalyn Kuljanski
Justin Kuta
Jon Kuznicki

desk. "My grandpa gave it

to me before he died," he
said. "It means a lot to me

because he was such a
great grandpa. He found

the skull in his backyard and decided
to keep it. When I asked him about it,

P

he gave it to me, and I have had it

a

Matthew Ladhoff
Shama Lakdawala
Jacob Lane

Colin LaVtne
Mackenzie Lebels
Scott Lee

Stephen Lempke
Joy Lerner
Alexander Leung

ever since,” Kargula explained.

He wakes at 4 a.m.
fora 5 a.m. start. He
swims three miles in the
morning and practices
twice a day. “This is
my last swim season in
high school, but I am
jacob
thinking about swimming in college,” Jacob Lane said.
He described the team's schedule:
"We have to practice twice a day.
three times a week. We get really
tired by the end of the week. It’s re
ally hard to stay awake in classes."
But, he said he doesn’t regret it.
"Even though it’s rough, I will really
miss it and the team next year."

Kelsey Lewis
Anna Lichtman
Benjamin Lightner

events coming up
“These are the things I
need to do in the next
couple of days,” Anna

। Lichtman said. In
\ December, schedules

Erin Lindholm
Chang Liu
Nicole Lockwood

J are hectic, so Lichtman

Anna

said she needs her to
do list.
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Syed Mahmood
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Anderson Malaikal
Devan Malone
James Mammano
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Sabeena Manalei
Julienne Manees
Gregory Manley

Rubino Mann
Matthew Mansour
Alyssa Marcangelo

n the band
The band L. S. Banjo has more than

20 songs and has played more than
20 shows in places ranging from
Beaver Island to Ann Arbor to down

David Marcus
Rebekah Marilley
Callie Marotta

town Northville. Some of their songs in

clude Mountain Brown, Homecheese,

and Browntown Cooldown. Mark
Maguire, Benjamin Maguire, Joseph
Lucas and Daniel Engerer make up

the band, playing instruments from the
traditional guitar, bass and drums to

the unique mandolin and banjo.

William Marti
Tory Massara
Erick Maull-Kennedy

“Fish ‘n Cam.”

— Mark Maguire
Courtney Maximiuk
Patrick Mays
Paul McCann

Stephanie McCausland
Austin McHenry
Graham McHenry

Kyle Mckee
Kenneth McKinnon
Meghan McLaughlin

"One time we played in front of nine
people. We tore down the house."

— Joseph Lucas

“Danny started a fire at Beaver Island.
He tried to whip it out with a towel

and burnt a hole in the tent.”

— Benjamin Maguire

Joshua McMullan
James Means
Annielaurie Medonis

ord association

Dylan Miller

VZil

Matthew Mehill
Dimo Melistas
Alyssa Menovcik

Meredith Merlanti
Steven Messina
Hannah Milavec

Rebecca Murphy

Dylan Miller
Andrew Mills
Thomas Minier
Abaigeal O’Neill

Kristen Nuyen

Joseph Mitchell
Michelle Mize
Amy Mnich

Michael Moerman
Kasey Mohan
BreAnna Montgomery
‘It was Group E bonding

time,” Chase Noble said
about his favorite broad

casting memory.
Last year. Noble said,

lrhaseN°u
M

he and his broadcast.____
ing group stalked now

sophomore Jeffery Wagner. “We

Jeffrey Monticello
Connor Morrell
Emily Morris

went to the office and looked up

his schedule,” Noble said. “Then we
went to his classroom with a video

camera, and we taped him through

the window." While the group had

fun, Noble said the only reason they
followed him was "the novelty of it

being Mike Wagner's brother.”

Georgina Morris
Mazen Mourad
Jennifer Murphy

Rebecca Murphy
Grace Myers
Jacob Myers

Megan Narus
Elizabeth Nash
Samantha Naszradi

Alyssa Nejman
Chad Nejman
Jordan Nelson

Casey Neville
Elizabeth Nichols
William Ninivaggi
Caitlyn Knisely and Kenneth Sieloff

Chase Noble
Sabrina Norcia
Elizabeth Nork

Caitlin Northcutt
Kristen Nuyen
Sarah O’Brien

Matthew Mehill and Alexandra Kaszuba

Abaigeal O’Neill
Min Oh
Ryuta Oshikiri

Leia Ostrowski
David Owens
Violet Palushaj

Daniel Beger and Lydia Blair

Matthew Pape
Eric Paree
Steven Pascoe

<5<?
— Daniel Beger

Chase Noble

Jasmin Caverly

Julia Paslawski
Andrea Patrick
Carissa Patrone

Dionna Pearson
Rebekah Person
Julia Peters

Clifford Peterson
Erik Peterson
Natalie Peterson

Scott Peterson
Paul Petroskey
Anthony Petrucci

Julia Petty
Kristen Phillion
Carrie Pichan

Maxwell Pierson
Megan Piotrowski
Michael Piotrowski

Anthony Pizzimenti
Rebecca Polanski
Stephen Polanski

Timothy Porter
Christie Potter
Blair Powers

Regina Prager
Abby Presley
Chelsea Przekop

Karina Puskorius
Kristin Randall
Jessica Ratts

Gitanjali Ravindran
Ameeth Reddy
Kathryn Reichard

Karl Reid
Kyle Richard
Ross Riehl

Caitlin Riney
Rachel Rogatski
Gail Rogers

Robyn Baidas

Chase Noble

Michael Rogers
Rachel Ronk
Ryan Roper

— Robyn Baidas

Katherine Roy
Krysten Ruzylo
Stephanie Saad

Jasmin Caverly

A nth o ny Pizzimenti

Anthony Pizzimenti

Nasseem Saleh
Abigail Saltz
Joshua Samson

David Sands
Courtney Saward
Christopher Schaefer

Lauren Scheer
Casey Schipper
Maria Schneider

Julie Wesolowicz

J

Ao

Karl Reid

^>V- U«IA .. .
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Dylan Sedam
Thomas Seder
Lisa Sethi

Adarsh Shankar
Alexander Shashlo
Erin Shea

Stephen Sheldon
Xin Shen
Gregory Sheppard

Daniel Sherry
Heather Shiner
Logan Short

Joseph Shoukair
Noor Sidhu
Kimberly Siegel

i

Kenneth Sieloff
Mark Simich
Samantha Sine

Lauren Skalski
Mitchell Sledz
Jessica Smith

Lannis Smith
Noel Snyder
Mikhail Sokolov

Samantha Solomon
Elizabeth Souther
Erin Southers

Joshua Heinz and Kristina Kaldis

Rebecca Soyster
Katherine Squires
Evan Starr

4W ag^ ••• •
— Kristina Kaldis

Michelle Steiner
Sarah Stern
Lisa Stevens

Alexis Stieber
Ashley Stier
Paige Stuart

Lucy Hough and Connor Morrell
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Lucy Hough

Marit Stutrud
Shana Sullivan
Jingyi Sun

Amanda Suokas
Amanda Sutton
Ryan Swanson

Alyssa Marcangelo and Evan Bentle'

rhe
__ Alyssa Marcangelo

Yuri Takiguchi
Athanasios Taskas
Anna Tasse

MOST
Derek Tent
Matthew Terrian
Palak Thakore

O
m
m
b
Robert Barcelona and Lindsay Hagan

Chaichana Thamtrakul
Kulpreet Thind
Smitha Thomas

U

'
Lindsay Hagan

Westley Thompson
Scott Thomsen
Rachel Thornsberry

Alex Thurman
Priya Thyagarajan
Leslie Tilson

Anthony Tindall
Kanishka Tiwari
Matthew Tochman

Aaron Towne
Martins Trautmanis
Megan Trotter

Caitlyn Knisely and Kenneth Sieloff

Natalie Tryciecky
Jacquelyn Turner
Anna Twisselman

Kevin Uetz
Justin Ulrich
Lauren Van Hamme

Lindsay Hagan and Daniel Beger

Luisa Vargas Giraldo
Nicholas Vitale
Niko Vlahakis

CONSERVATIVE

Scott Waldo
Diana Walton
Kaitlin Wandell

Jon Kuznicki and Anna Lichtman

Dietrich Warner
Keegan Warner
Kevin Wayne
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_ Anna Lichtman

U

Hillary Weaver
Alexander Webb
Seth Weddle

Matthew Wegzyn
Kelly Weicksel
Bryan Werther

Megan Brennan and Michael Jolley

’
•

—

Cen

m

__ Megan Brennan

Julie Wesolowicz
Amanda West
Kelsey Whelan

Deanna Willis
Kevin Wilson
Chelsea Wine

MOST CHANGED
Anna Tasse and Connor Morrell

MOST CARING
Samantha Solomon

Nathaniel Wira
Marisa Woloszyn
Alexa Workman

and Daniel Beger

MOST SHY
Nicole Lockwood
and Broderick Blickle

MOST OUTGOING
Anna Tasse and Daniel'Beger

"MOST HELPFUL
Kara Workman
Abigail Wright-Geddes
Yubo Wu

and Daniel Beger

MOST UNPREDICTABLE
Alexandra Kaszuba

Jennifer Aniston

and Dane Cook

Alex Wyputa
Theresa Yankovich
Allen Yap

CLASS QUOTE
"TUUT---------

FAVORITE MOVIE
Superbad__________

TV SHOW
Grey’s Anatomy

Tiffanie Yu
Ellyn Yurgalite
Jay Zawrotny

SONG
_____
Soulja Boy by Crank
MUSIC GROUP
Dave Matthews

NOT PICTURED:

Elizabeth Zielesch
Matthew Zielke
Jonathan Zurek

Jordan Albright
Korey Beaver
Christopher Bono
Danielle Brace
Ashley Broaden
Heather Chambless
Joseph Commire
Stefan Curilla
Eshrak Elahi
Jonathon Fritz
Jonathan Gambee
Damon George
Savtej Gill
Ashleigh Gorsuch
Evan Hines
Joshua Houle
Va’len Kennedy
Habib Khan
Kevin Kotas
Priscila McCarthy
Amber Moore

Masato Morioka
Ashley Morrison
Irena Muco
Carla Murry
Sanad Naber
Krystal Nault
Laura Netti
Angela Platsis
Rocco Pollifrone
Xiaoxiao Qi
Sean Radon
David Rehse
Damarii Saunderson
Brenton Schmidt
Jack Spivey
Daisy Tan
Jasmine Thomas
Saquib Usman
Michael Wagner
Danning Wang
Drew Zini
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Meredith Merlan-

hospital and get stitches. We've been friends

ever since," Presley explained.
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l'I loved elementary school.
Everyone was such a big dork,
and no one cared."
— Larissa Joseph

Sarissa Fish

It seems fortunate for Joseph that no one cared,

because she had just one such memory from el
ementary school.
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“One day, I was playing with these boys from
school on the merry-go-round, and my skirt flew up.

Everyone saw my hot pink underwear; I was really

Ve<

embarrassed,” she explained.
Thankfully, many of us have changed since our
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Elizabeth Zielesch
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grade school days. “I used to be really shy, and
iv I’m a lot more outgoing,” Brett Bunnell said.

inell moved to Northville his freshman year and
Dlained that while some things have changed,

>t everything has. “I’ve always been a misch'ious boy and still am,” he added.
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by Ashley Carley

Megan Piotrowski

Meredith Merlanti

Dearest Moomie,

Meredith,

You’ve come a long way,
baby! We are so very proud
of you! We wish you much
happiness and success for
the future. You'll do great!
Go State!

What you have accomplis
is more than any parents c
hope. Set your sights high,
remember, right behind yc
where we’ll always be.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kevin

Amanda Sutton

Ashley Stier

Mandy,

Our wish for you is that yoi
life becomes all that you v
it to, your dreams stay big,
and your worries stay smal
Know that you’re loved ak
the way.

You've looked out for me all
15 years of my life — I really
appreciate you. I'm so proud
to be your sister. I love you,
and you'll always be my best
friend.

Your whole family loves yo

Love,
Jenna

Amanda Sutton

Jessica Ratts

Amanda,
What joy you have brought to our family! Though your
accomplishments are many, we are most proud of the
beautiful godly woman you have become, Proverbs 23:24.
All our love, Dad and Mom

Jessica,
Congratulations!! We are so proud of ell your accomplish
ments. Always remember to dream, wonder, live, laugh,
and love. But most of all, dance as if no one was watchin
Love, Mom, Dad, and Austin
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Elizabeth Zielesch

Elizabeth Zielesch

Memories are a picture in our
mind, but the future is yet to
be seen. We are proud of you
and know you will do well on
your journey ahead.

Always remeber how
precious and special you
are to us. We know you will
have a successful future.

Love,
Dad and Mom

Love,
Aunt Helen and Holly

Elizabeth Zielesch

David Clarkson

Have fun in college!:)

Congratulations!
Today is your day.
You’re off to Great Places!
You’re off and away!
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed!
(98 and 3/4 percent
guaranteed.)
KID, YOU’LL MOVE
MOUNTAINS!
Love,
Mom and Dad

— Bekah

Sometimes... I think time
is only dust (lol) have fun!
— Matt

Leslie Tilson

Michael Collins

Dear Leslie,
We knew you would grow into those running shoes!
Follow your dreams, keep a smile on your face, and
remember we always love you. Congratulations on all
your accomplishments. Love, Mom and Dad

Michael,
You have provided us with so much joy. We are so proud of
you and all your accomplishments. Make the most of your
talents, and your future will be bright!
Love, Mom and Dad
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Sarissa Fish
Sarissa,

Ever since you were born, we've always shared a
special bond. I'm so proud of you! I know you'll be
successful no matter where your heart leads you.

Your biggest fan.
Love always,
Grandma

Sarissa Fish
Sarissa,

We're inspired by your passion, strength,
determination, creativity, loyalty and kindness.
You're my legacy, and I couldn’t be more
proud! Words cannot even express how much
we will miss you next year. Follow your dreams,
knowing we’ll always be there to support you!
Love Always,
Mom, Greg, Sierra and Blake
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Meghan Joseph

Meghan Joseph

Meghan,

Meghan,

Over the years we have
become so much more than
just a mother and daughter
relationship. I am going to
miss you next year. I love you.

In a father's dream, I could
not have imagined a child,
who when grown, could
exceed every expectation. I
love you, and I am so proud!

Love,
Mom

Love,
Dad

Haleigh Hoffman

Michael Moerman

Congratulations!
We wish you the bes*
at college. We hope
you stay close.

Case,

Love,
Lauren and Olivia

Hope, dream and believe in
yourself. We are so proud of
you!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Janna and Clay

Caiflyn Knisely
Always entertaining!

Reach for the stars, Caitlyn,
and may all your dreams
come true!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Haleigh Hoffman
Congratulations!
We cherish all the great memories and look forward to many
more. Follow your dreams and believe in yourself. We wish
you much love, happiness and success.
Love, Mom, Dad, Lauren and Olivia
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Cavan Corcoran

Jaclyn Degiorgio

May the rest of your life reflect
all the talents you have in
such abundance: your joy of
life, your infectious humor and
your love of all mankind.

Jaclyn,

Congratulations! We are so
proud of your accomplish
ments and'the lady you have
become. Follow your heart
and dreams. "You^have a
bright future ahead of you.”

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Sean

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Anthony

Elizabeth Andress

Allison Holmes

Elizabeth,

Dear Allison,

We had a lot of good times
over the years. You know I'll
miss you a loti! Especially our
jokes!

Whether in softball, volleyball,
basketball, choir or musical,
we've loved cheering you on.
We're so proud of all that you
are. You rock sis! Go Blue!

Love,
your brother, Robert

Love always,
Mom, Dad and Rachel

Elizabeth Andress
You were always such a
hard worker Elizabeth! You
have so many qualities to
bring you success and hap
piness in life. We are all so
proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Robert,
Danny and Brianna

Rachel Englert
Dear Rachel,
We are so proud of you! Wishing you happiness and success
as you begin college. We will miss you!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Kelly
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Sarah Aquinto

Lauren Scheer

Our Sarah Bear,

Lauren,

Congratulations! These years
have gone by too fast. You
have a wonderful future
ahead of you. May you stay
happy, safe and successful in
all you do.

Follow your heart, and y<
dreams will come true.

All our love,
Mom and Dad

.

Love,
Mom, Dad, AJ and Erin

William Chew

Benjamin Ackerm<

Aaron,

Congratulations!
We are very proud of yo
Believe in yourself and fc
your dreams. A bright fut
awaits you.

We love you and are so
proud of all your accomplish
ments! You have a bright
future. We’ll miss you and
always be here for you.

Mom, Dad and Grace

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Danielle and Peter

Amanda Cook
Congratulations Amanda! We are all so proud of you.
Wishing you continued success in life’s journey at MSU.
Live, love, laugh.
Love you,
Mom, Dad and Alexis
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Anna Tasse
Shine on, Luna-Giri.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Mike

Nicole Lockwood

Victoria Dedes

Nicole,

Tory,

Believe in yourself. Your heart
will guide you in the right
direction. May your future
be filled with smiles, laughter,
love and moments of pride
like you gave to us.

You have been a wonder
ful girl: Very talented, artistic,
beautiful voice, kindhearted,
and loving. We know whatev
er you do in life will contribute
greatly to humanity. We are
so proud.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Justin

Love,
Dad and Mom

Katherine Bezak

Ryan Denhof

Katie,

Ryan,

Our sunshine baby — you
have brought joy to our world!
Carry that light with you
always, and life will be yours
for the taking.

Who knew that the boy born
during a Michigan State foot
ball game would become
such a fan! You’ve grown a
lot to become a fine young
man. Work hard, and the
world is yours!

Love Forever,
Mom and Dad

We love you!

Noura Garmo

Matthew Wegzyn

We’ve enjoyed watching
you grow into a beautiful
and caring young lady! You
have filled our hearts with
joy and pride, and we ccn’t
wait to see where your
dreams will take you.

The first of many football
uniforms! We are so proud
of all of your successes.
The best is yet to come!
You are our star!

Dad, Mom and the gang

Love,
Mom and Dad

Matthew Wegzyn
Matthew,

In the end, you won't be the
tallest, but we’ll still always
look up to you.
Love,
Mike, Luke, and Max
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Sarah Aquinto

Lauren Scheer

Our Sarah Bear,

Lauren,

Congratulations! These years
have gone by too fast. You
have a wonderful future
ahead of you. May you stay
happy, safe and successful in
all you do.

Follow your heart, and yc
dreams will come true.

All our love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom, Dad, AJ and Erin

William Chew

Benjamin Ackermc

Aaron,

Congratulations!
We are very proud of yoi
Believe in yourself and fo
your dreams. A bright fut
awaits you.

We love you and are so
proud of all your accomplish
ments! You have a bright
future. We’ll miss you and
always be here for you.

Mom, Dad and Grace

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Danielle and Peter

Amanda Cook

Anna Tasse

Congratulations Amanda! We are all so proud of you.
Wishing you continued success in life's journey at MSU.
Live, love, lough.
Love you,
Mom, Dad and Alexis

Shine on, Luna-Giri.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Mike
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Michael Jolley

Erik Peterson

Michael D, Jolley,

Erik,
You came into this world loud
and strong. Today is gentle
and strong. So very proud.

Big Boy, it’s hard to believe
that you're a senior! We are
so proud of you, especially
your unique ability to be your
own person.

Love, Mom

All of our love.
Mom and Mike, Popa,
Janelle and Bill, Ali, Joey,
Sarah and Brooklyn!

Veronica Juan

Karina Puskorius

You have brought so much
blessing to the family as a
wonderful daughter and
sister, May His word be a lamp
unto your feet and c light
unto your path.

Karina,

Love,
Mom and Dad

18 years have gone in a flash,
but the memories of those
years will always last! Reach
high for your dreams! You
have already made many of
ours come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Vicktor

Paul McCann

Lisa Sethi

Paul.

Dear Lisa,

We are very proud of you and
all of your many accomplish
ments. Always remember to
be true to yourself and others,
stay focused on your goals,
and keep God first.

We are so proud of you.
We love you so much. We
will always be there for you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sean and Sammy!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Andrew Mills

Deanna Willis

Andy,

Deanna,

You are already a success in
ojur eyes. We are so oroud of
your accomplishments but
more importantly because of
the polite, caring young man
you have become.

You have brought us so much
joy, and we are so proud of
the beautiful person you have
become. We wish you all the
best at college and always.
Keep singing and may all your
dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Dan

We love you,
Mom and Dad
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Stephen Gallant

Joshua McMullan

We are so proud of you.
We know all your future
dreams will come true.

Josh,

We are so proud of you!
Believe in yourself and
follow your dreams.

We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Tyler

Love,
,
Mom and Dad and Krista

Jonathon Hammond

Ryan Swanson

From that first day of
kindergarten to now, you
have accomplished great
things, and we are so proud
of you. You fill us with joy and
we love you. Num. 6:24-26

Your hard work has paid off!!
We are so proud of you and
all your accomplishments.
Keep your sweet spirit and
sense of humor os you take
the next steps ahead.

Dad, Mom, Carly and Brook

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Brianna Diegel

Brianna Diegel

Brianna,
We are so proud of you. You have worked hard
and accomplished so much. We wish you a future
filled with as much happiness as you have given us.
Love. Mom and Dad

Brianna.
Thanks for being a great big sister.
Have fun at State and try not to miss me too much!
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Deanna Willis

Julia Peters

Deanna,

Julia,

I am so very proud to call you
my sister and my friend. Good
luck at college and know that
I will always be there for you.

Cherish the memories and
keep smiling as you embrace
the future. You have given us
much happiness. We love you
and are so proud of you.

I love you,
Gina

Robert Barcelona
Bubba,

From playing with legos to
“we have a customer," you
have always been one of
my best friends and a great
brother. I’m so proud of you,
best of luck with everything!

Love,
Al

Mom, Dad and Kim

Matthew Pape
M,

We’re so incredibly proud of
you! You're our greatest bless
ing! Enjoy every step of the
way in that bright future of
yours and know that we are
behind you 100%.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Alyssa Hammer
Alyssa,
I have always looked up to
you! It has been fun spending
your last year here together.
I am proud of you. I am going
to miss you when you are at
State!

Love,
Kyle

Alyssa Hammer
Alyssa,
We are so proud of you and
all of your accomplishments!
You have an exciting future
ahead of you. Remember to
believe and trust in yourself.
Keep Smiling!

Love,
Mom and Dad

j. _
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Julie Wesolowicz

Daniel Lone

Jules,

You always had the ability to
make those around you smile.
It makes missing you easy!
I love you and miss your
laugh already!

We are so proud of the
wonderful young woman you
have become. Follow your
heart and your dreams. The ■
best is yet to come!

Michelle

Love,
Dad, Mom and Ally-cat

Erin Southers
Erin,

You will always be our
beautiful princess. We are
very proud of you. May life
continue to be "happily ever
after.”

Love,
Mom and Dad

Gina Greco
Congratulations on your achievements! Always remember
how much we love you and support the choices you make
in life. Good luck in college. “Nothing’s going to stop you
now!”
Mom and Dad
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Daniel Lone
You are our sunshine! Kind and funny, one of'a kind.
We love you and are proud of you!
Mom and Dad

Courtney Maximiuk

Courtney Maximiuk

Courtney,

Courtney,

I’m so proud of everything
you’ve done ond become,
Good luck with oil that the
future brings. Thanks for being
my partner in crime, midnight
companion, gossip girl and
best friend. I love you!

Congrats, you made it!
Good luck in college. I know
you'll do well! Thanks for
driving me around this year,
and thanks for the car!
I'll miss you.

Kelly

Love,
Garrett

Courtney Maximiuk

Scott Thomsen

Courtney,

Dear Scott,

Looking through the window,
your future seems ver/ bright.
You'll always be our sweet
heart. We'll miss you next
year, your beautiful smile and
cute stories. Follow your heart,

You've always been able
to make us smile and laugh.
Don’t ever lose that!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Doug

Love,
Mom, Dad, Kelly,
Garrett and Murph

Blue Steel!
Good luck in college, Jordan!
We will miss you, Big Bro,
Jonathan and Joey
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Julie Blaszczak

Marisa Woloszyn

Julie,

Marisa,

We are extremely proud of
what you have accomplished
academically and athleti
cally. But more importantly, ■
we are proud of the wonder
ful person you've become.
Good luck at GWU.

Congratulations! You have
made us so proud. Wishing
you continued happiness and
success in the future.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Alaina

Love,
Mom, Dad and Annie

Emily Morris

Ryan Swanson

Emily,

Ryan (“Bill")

From the time we brought
you home from the hospital,
you were always your unique
self. You've become a bright,
beautiful, amazing young
woman. We're so proud of
you!

You’re my best friend, and
have always been there
for me. Thanks for being my
“big" brother when I need it
most. Just remember, though,
“I’m a cop first and a buddy
second. Alright!" (Family Guy)
Sporty on!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Love, Justin

Westley Thompson

Joseph Mitchell

We are proud of you and all your accomplishments. God
blessed us with an angel January 11,1990, and you always
amaze us. Believe and you will achieve. Our doors, hearts
and arms are always open. Congratulations and much love,
Mom, Dad, Jay, and Spunky the Ferret

Look toward the future, remember the post,' *
enjoy the present. Congrats!
Love ya,
Mom, Dad and Billy
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Jamie Cotrone

Meghan Krafft

You’re the best daughter in
the whole word! We are so
proud of you tor all your hard
work and success. Learn lots
and have fun at UM.

We are very proud of our
“little girl.’1 Never lose that
mischievious little grin or your
bubbly personality.

Love,
Mom and Dad

We love you!
Mom and Dad

Kirby Brackel

Katherine Gale

Dear Kirby,

Katherine,

Congrats to you! Keep smiling
and enjoy life. Continue
making good choices, and
you will go far.

We are so proud of you.
Congratulations. We love and
wish you the best in
your future.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Dad, Mom,
Crystal and Jaclyn

Vicki Gutowski
Camping and vacation
ing wouldn't be the same
without you. Growing up,
we had many great ex
periences. You play a big
role in our lives. Love you
forever and ever.
Good luck in college!

Robert and Suzie

Vicki Gutowski
Dear Vicki,
We're so proud of you and your accomplishments. You've
worked hard! We wish you much happiness in your future
and hbpe college will be a wonderful experience.
Love you always. Mama and Tata
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Katherine Kowal

Stephanie Edge

We are so proud of you and
everything you’ve accom
plished. You have grown into
a wonderful, young woman.
We wish you every happiness
in everything you do! B, B, B,
B, HF!

Congratulations Stephie!
•We're so proud of you. You
have what it takes. Hove fun
at college, follow your dreams
and never lose that great
smile.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Katherine Kowal

Gregory Hasse

Katie,

I get knocked down ... but I
get up again! You play hard,
work hard and always give
your best effort. We are all
proud of you.

We love you so much!
Congrats on graduation and
good luck at Central next
year. Buy us sweatshirts, and
remember, we like 'em BIG!
haha!

Love,
Becca and Emma

Jaclyn Blasius
Jackie,

You are so beautiful on the inside as you are on the outside!
We're proud of your sunny, funny, loving and caring person
ality! Pursue your dreams, rely on your strengths, and never
forget what’s most important!
We love you more,
Mom, Dad, Michael, James, Joseph, and Ali
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We love you!.
Mom, Dad, and Kimber

Love,
Dad, Mom, Doug,
Tim, Suzanne

Caitlin Hatch
Caitlin,
We are so very proud of you.
Always remember
"With God, all things are
possible” (Matthew 19:26).
Love,
Mom and Grandma

Kaitlin Wandell
Kaitlin,
You have growp into a beautiful, young lady,
and we are so proud of you. Good luck with your future.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Hayley and Brandon

Caitlin Hatch
Wake up Caitlin!
It's time for college!

Love you the most,
Mom

Afton Absalom
We hope life brings you as
much joy and love as you
have brought to us.

Love,
Mom, Dad dnd Aly

Daniel Beger
Danny,
Your smile can light up a room! We are so proud of you and
wish you happines and success. God bless you always!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie, Megan and Rachel
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Kimberly Siegel

Brittany Birdsall

Kim,

Brittany,
We are so proud of the
beautiful person you have
become. Your smile, laughter
and kindness'are contagious.
You live life to the fullest with
friends and family ar^d always
impress us as you strive to do
your best. You are the
brightest star in the sky!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Rick and Brad

Be happy with whatever
you do. Believe in yourself.
We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Smitha Thomas

Michael Conti

I can’t believe that
my baby girl is graduating.

Congratulations Michael!
We will miss you so much,
along with the excitement
and laughter you bring us.
You will succeed in
everything you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Michelle and Jackie

Keegan Warner
Keegan,

We go way back, and I love
you like a sister. Can I have
your room?
Peace out,
Chicken Legs

Keegan Warner
Keegan,

For continued success in life,
remember to remain flexible
and keep on your toes!
We love you!

Mom and Dad
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Kristina Kaldis

Connor Morrell

Kristina,

Connor,

You are an extraordinary
young woman whose
beauty shines from within.
Your big heart will continue
to touch others. We know
you will make a difference
in our world!

We are so proud of you and
all that you've accomplished.
Your unique personality and
wonderful gift of writing will
bring you great success. We'll
always love and support you.

Mom, Dad, Erin and Carly

Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick and Alex

Scott Lee

Joseph Shoukair

Scott,

Joseph,

Congratulations on all your
accomplishments! They are
just the beginning! We are
so proud of you, and we will
always be there to love and
support you.

Our precious child. We know
you will do great in the future.
Be true to yourself and
remember that we all love
you. You deserve the best.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Mom, Dad, Marwan,
Sandra and Manal

Hannah Milavec

Hannah Milavec

We are so proud of you and
all your accomplishments.
May you continue to grow
and experience all the joys
life has to offer.
Many Blessings!

Hannah,

Love,
Uncle John
and Aunt Kacen

Graduation, what a great
day in your life. May all your
endeavors be bright and
right. You're kind and sweet,
what a treat for me to be
part of your life.
Grandma Rose

Hannah Milavec
Hannah,

We are so very proud of
you. May your future
include as much happiness,
love and pride as you have
brought to us.
Love,
Mom, Dad
and Mallory
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Claudia Hernandez

Ellyn Yurgalite

Clau,

Ellyn,

We love you, and we are
veiy proud of all your
accomplishments. We wish
you all the happiness for
future college challenges.
Never change.
“You are the best.'1

Seventeen years later,
you’re still the beautiful,
stubborn, charming little
girl in this picture. We're
so proud of you.
t

Love,
Mom, Dad and Laura

TQM
Mom, Dad, Mariel and Piska

Kelvin Kohlert

Dietrich Warner

Hals off to you on a job
well done! We are so proud
of you. Remember to follow
your dreams.

You have continously
delighted and surprised your
mother, father and older
sisters all these years with your
dry sense of humor, cogent
observations and positive
outlook on life.

Love,
Mem, Dad and Marie

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Sarah Stern
Sarah,
What a gift you are to us. We are so proud of all your
accomplishments, so proud of the person you are.
Keep reaching for the stars, babe. We will always be
your biggest fans.

We love you.
Mom and Dad
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Megan Narus

Andrew Close

Megan,

You have been the best big
brother we could have ever
asked for. Thanks for always
being there for us. And Andy,
I'm still a better chick magnet!

We are so proud of you!
Believe in yourself, follow your
dreams, and always remem
ber how much we love you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Melissa

Love,
Joey and Sarah

Sarah Stern

Stephen Lempke

Sarah,

We wish you the best in all
your endeavors. Remember,
keep your ambitions strong,
aim high in life and let your
heart lead the way. You are
the most caring and thought
ful son and brother. Your
family appreciates all you
have given us!!

Thanks for getting out my
slivers, organizing my life,
and laughing at my jokes.
It’s been a fun 16 years.
You've been the best
sister a guy could ask for.
I’ll miss you,
Daniel

Love,
Mom, Dad and Brad

Andrew Close
When you were placed in our arms, we had no idea
what wonders awaited us.... the sparkle in your eyes,
your contagious laugh, and the unconditional love we
felt for you. Andy, live the life you dream of. Embrace
your gifts and talents. Believe in yourself; Remember...
“PERSEVERANCE"

Love,
Mom and Dad
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Paige Stuart

Brett Bunnell

You did it! Congratulations!
We are so very proud of you!

Dig Dag! I'm so proud of y<
and I know you'll succeed
whatever you do. You're c
hard worker with big ambi
tions. I'm so happy you’re i
little brother, and I love yoi

Love,
Mom and Daddy-O

i

Love,
Brooke

Anna Hardenbergh

Krysta Cicala

Anna Grace,
What a great kid you are!
Yet, even with all the accc
plishments, what makes us
the most proud is the beau
ful young lady that you ha'
become. Your character,
integrity and loyalty to othe
make you shine. You are a
blessing to us (and you are
loved by many!)

Krysta,

Keep your positive outlook
on life, and you will continue
to achieve your gaols and
dreams! You are a beautiful
daughter and sister!
We love you much,
Dad, Mom and Jimmy

Love, Mom and Dad

Laura Catalano
Laura,
We are so proud of you and
the beautiful, caring person
you ere!! You have blessed
us with great joy and happi
ness. We wish you happiness
and success in your future.
Follow your heart, pursue your
dreams, and always remem
ber that we love you.
With love,
Mom, Dad, Liz and Jenny

Joshua Samson
Brett Bunnell
Your spunk and spirit was
evident early on. We admire
how you’ve always done
things “your way." Thanks
for the wonderful memories,
laughter end love that you’ve
given us. You are destined for
great success.
We will miss you!

Love,
Mom and Dad
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You are a builder, a comic, a musician and a'dreamer;
never stop asking questions or looking for adventure.
Your biggest fans,
Love Mom, Dad and Marie

Justin Kuta

Megan Knoth

Thanks for 18 devilish years
of laughs and challenges.
Words cannot express how
proud we are of you. As you
take your next steps into
college, we hope you realize
your dreams and prosper.

Meg,
We are so proud of you and
the beautiful young woman
you have become. May all
your dreams come true!
We love you,
Mom and Dad

John Hebert

Megan Knoth

John,

Meg,

We celebrate who you are
every day! Enjoy every minute
of the days to come.

You're all done! Through
thick and thin, it’s comfort
ing to know that we'll always
have each other for advice,
a good laugh or even just a
hug. I love you thiiiis much!

Much love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Amy

Niko Vlahakis
To my little Niko,

We love you so much, and we are so proud of you.
With hard work you can do anything you put your mind to.
We love you and good luck. Congratulations!
Love.
Mom, Dad, George and Connie
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Sara Fort

Abigail Saltz

Dear Sara,

Abbie,

With your smile, love and
enthusiasm, you shall soar!
We love you.

These last eighteen years
have passed too quickly.
May you spread your wings
and find your purpose and
passion in life. We qre
extremely pnoud of you and
love you dearly.

Mom and Dad

P.S. Dont forget your secret
sticker collection.

Mom, Dad and Ashtyn

Anna Hardenbergh
Anna, as you can see, I have
ALWAYS had your back! I
can’t tell you how proud you
have made me! From home
coming court to making it to
the XC state finals, you never
cease to amaze me! No
matter what you set your
mind to, you accomplish it!
I love you, and I hope that
you'll be another Harden
bergh SPARTAN next year!
Love You Bunches, Kelly

Rebecca and Stephen Polanski
Becca and Steve,
You’ve always brought us great joy. We're so proud of your
accomplishments and of the caring, motivated individuals
you’ve become. Good luck on your furture endeavors.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Rachel
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Kristen Phillion
Congratulations Kristen!

We are all so proud of you.
Continue to be a leader and
follow your heart and passion.

I love you,
Mom

Andrea Patrick

Robyn Baidas

Andrea,

You completed our family; so
filled with love and willing to
share it. You've become such
an amazing young lady. We
love you with all our hearts!

We are so proud of all you've
accomplished! Follow your
heart and continue to do
everything with the same
determination you've always
shown, and your dreams will
surely come true!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Brian

Meghan Kanya

Robyn Baidas

Meghan,

We loved you then.
We love you now.
We’ll love you forever!

To our favorite sister! We are
proud of who you are, and
we will miss you next year!

Love,
Alex and Drew

Meghan Kanya

Meghan Kanya

Meghan,
We are so proud of you and all that you have
accomplished. Keep up the hard work, and all of your
dreams will come true.
Love, Mom and Dad

From where you were, to where you are,
the possiblities are endless.
Love,
Aunt Mary
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Kyle Richard

Kelsey Whelan

We've always loved your
independent spirit! It will take
you far in life. God bless you
on your journey

To my graduates:
Kelsey Kristina and Piggy,

Love always,
Mom and Dad

Momma is proud of you both!
I wish for the world in the palm
of your hands. All my love
forever and ever.
Love,
Mom

Kyle Richard

Kelsey Whelan

Kyle,

When in doubt, buy a green
fender for a blue Ford!! Carry
yourself with honor, patience
and kindness.

You are such an outstanding
oerson. I cannot imagine my
best friend and sister any
different. I’m so proud of you

Love,
Dad

I love you always,
Brooke

Brianna Jenkins

Kelsey Whelan

Brianna,

To my Strawberry Jell-o girl,

Congratulations on making
it through high school! We
love you a lot and are sad to
see you leave. We know you
will do great at the
Big 10 University!

Bcba is so proud of you!
My wish for you is to be
healthy, happy and to have
a wonderful life ... AND ...
always love Jell-o.

Love,
Andrea and Brendan

Brianna Jenkins

Kelsey Whelan

Brianna,

Kelsey K,

We are proud of the person
you are. Your hard work,
integrity, core for others and
love not only define who you
are, but what you will achieve
in your next phase of life.

How exciting, we’re SENIORS
together! Playing “Belle
and Beast” will always be
a favorite memory. May all
your dreams become goals
fulfilled. The luck of the Irish be
yours.

Love,
Mom and Dad
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Love,
Baba

Much love,
Teta Fran and Uncle Jim

Allison Davidson

Allison Davidson

Boo,

Alley,

Max and I will miss you!
Good luck in college!!

If we looked the world over,
we couldn’t have found a
more wonderful granddaugh
ter. We will cherish your love
and laughter forever!

Love,
"Red”

We love you,
Bug and Pappy

Allison Davidson

Allison Davidson

Alley,

Allison,

We love you more than words
can express! Best wishes in
college and beyond. Enjoy
life and stay safe. Thanks for
making our lives so happy!

You have always made us
proud to be your grandpar
ents. Your sense of humor,
kindness, and compassion will
help you through the college
years.

Love,
Mom and Dad

We love you,
Grandma Joyce
and Pappy Norm

nanuel Boar

David Owens

'ngratulations Luci, we are very proud of you. Soon a
w chapter of your life will begin, and remember, nothworthwhile was achieved without effort. May all your
?ams be realized.
'e, Mum and S-teve

Dave,
Weren’t you just our “Red Ranger?” Time flies! Through it all,
you’ve made us happy and proud, and we’re sure you'll be
a success in college and beyond.
Love, Mom. Dad, Jeff and Kelly
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Anthony Petrucci

Donald Ellison

We are so proud of the
person you have become.
Stay true to you heart, follow
your dreams, and we know
you will always be successful
in the game of life.

Donald,

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Bella and Micaela

Congratulations, t
Grandma and Grandpa

Amy Mnich

Leia Ostrowski

Amy-Giri,

Leia,

5
4
3
2
1

“You must be that change
you wish to see in the world."
— Gandhi

colleges,
years Spanish One,
years prom,
big brothers,
daughter... PRICELESS!!

Love and kisses for always,
Mom and Dad

Thad Cummings
The last of seven makes originality a challenge, but pictures
show you were up to the challenge. And, up to the
challenge of life you will continue to be; excelling through
kindness, generosity and the belief in your self. Continue
spreading the "Green Sunshine” in the next phase of your
journey.
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We are so proud of you.
You are an awesome kid.
We love you.

We always love our
brown-eyed girl,
Dad, Mom and Mitch

Anna Lichtman

Gabrielle Castrodale

Dear Anna,

Wow, where have
the years gone?
We are so proud of the
wonderful young lady you
have become. May all your
dreams come true.
Remember to live, love
and laugh always!

You have made all of us so
proud. We love you so much!
Best of luck in the future.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nathan, Megan,
Lindsoy and Charlotte

Love,
Mom and Dad

Michael Piotrowski

Mitchell Sledz

Mike,

Mitch,

Congratulations, we are so
proud of you. We love you
and will always be here for
you. Believe in yoursef and
make your dreams come true.

You've given us so many
reasons to be proud of you.
Your drive and determination
will take you far. Follow your
dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Sara

Love,
Mom, Dad and Megan

Megan Brennan

Kirsten Freisen

Megan,
What a joy you ore! You've grown from o sweet smiling
baby to a beautiful young woman. Keep that zest for life.
The world awaits you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Sean, Chris and Sus

Kirsten,
We are proud of you! God gives you strength through
all things. You are a wonderful daughter and sister!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Cameron and Kendall
Go Kirst!

Adi

Evan Bentley
Evan,
Our little bear has turned into
a fine young man. You have
given us so much joy, and we
are so very proud of you!

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Adam and Josh

Braden Brune
Braden,
Once our 'little' man, now 'THE' man! Your determination,
awe end charm will get you wherever you want to be.
We are proud of you!
Love, Dad, Mom, 5arah and Adrienne

Scott Waldo
Scott,
Thanks for being the best
big brother ever and for
teaching me how to ride
a bike (wink,wink).
Love,
Casey

Amy Johnson
Amy,

Keep on rockin.
Love, Katie

I love having a little sister that we can do crazy things to,
and you would just laugh.
Love, Becky

Momma J is so proud of you. Your sweetness and beautiful
smile has brought joy to my life. Good luck in college.
Love, Mom
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Philip Irvine
Phil,

Your character ana integrity
have made you the person
you are today. Believe in
yourself — you will go far!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chris and Steve

Abby Presley
Margaret Eley
Those tweety bird eyes!
We can’t resist them.
Your creative spirit and
amazing talents will take
you where you want to go.
We love you Magpie!

Diamond,
You sure do shine! We are so proud and love you more!

Mom, Dad, Mike and Chloe

Mom, Dad, Becca,
Claire and Melly

Philip Jaworski

Chase Noble

Philip,

Dear Chase,

You’ve grown up to become
a fine young man with a
bright future. We are all so
proud of you!

We are so proud of you
for all that you have
acomplished; your musical
talents, sense of humor
and sharp intellect are
gifts to treasure!
Your family will always
love and support you.

Love,
Your family

Larissa Joseph
Larissa,
You have become so
beautiful both inside and out.
We are so very proud of you.
Always look to the Lord in all
you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah,
Ashley and Rebekah
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Samantha Evasic
Sam,

We are so lucky to have you
as a big sister. Good luck at
college next year. Now there
will be more food around the
house for us!
We love you,
Madde and Dee

Lauren Skalski
Congratulations Lauren, You did it! Great success!

Samantha Evasic
Love,
Mom, Dad, Amanda and Bobby

Sammy Jo,

You have always been our
little queen. Continue your
positive outlook on life and
enjoy each day ahead. We
are very proud of you!
XOXO,
Mom and Dad
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Stephanie
McCausland

Diana Walton
Dear Diana,

Seems like yesterday you
were out little “tuffy,” and
now you're growing into a
beautiful woman. Don't stop
reaching for you dreams!
Congratulations! <

We are very proud of you.
Our best wishes for a bright,
wonderful and happy future.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Michael

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Rob,
Henry and Maui

Katherine Roy

Devan Malone

To our sweet Katie,

Dearest Devan Shea,

Life has greet things in
store for you! We wish you
happiness as you pursue
your dreams.

You have always been my
shining star. Congratulations
on all your accomplishments!
Cheers to your future!

Love,
Momma, Daddy,
Emma, Joey and Meg

Love,
Mom

Justin Gatt
We're so proud of what
you are. We'll be inspired
by what you will be.
GO BLUE!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Matthew Ladhoff
Matt,
You’ve grown to become such an incredible person and
have made us so proud. As you head off to college, a
whole new chapter begins. Be good — have fun — enjoy!
Love, Mom and Dad
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Carly Goldberg

Grace Myers

Congratulations Carly!!

Gracie,

You ore a wonderful,
exuberant and caring
granddaughter. We’ve
always been proud of you
and wish you much happiness
at U of M and in life.
Keep making good choices!

May your pots always be full
of honey! Congratulations!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Al and Di

Love,
Grandma and Grandpa

Jacquelyn Turner

Kimberly Boloven

You have enriched our lives
with your wit, compassion and
determination to succeed.
Your curiosity, intergrity and
zest for life will serve you well
on your amazing journey.

Kimberly,
You’ve had big shoes to fill at
NHS from all your sisters before
you, and you've worn them
with style. Congratulations,
and keep it up at Michigan
State!

Love you always,
Mom and Dod

Love,
Mom, Dad, Laurie,
Jessica and Danielle

Jeffrey Bumbaugh
We love you. We are proud
of the young man you’ve
become. Remember, the
journey is the destination.
Live and cherish each day,
you can be anything you
want to be.
Love,
Dad, Mom and Andrew

Ryuta Oshikiri
We’re so proud of you and all your accomplishments!
You have a bright future ahead of you. Best of luck in
college and God bless!
Love. Ma, Pa, Mi, Bu and The NJ Gang
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Theresa Yankovich

Elizabeth Hyde

You ore amazing and have
accomplished great things.
Give God the glory as you
continue to pursue life with
relentless determination. May
He bless you with guidance,
wisdom, strength, peace and
unending joy!

Dear Elizabeth,
As you begin the next
stage of your journey,
remember that you are
limited only by the scope
of your imagination. Explor
discover, live, laugh, and
most importantly, love!

Love,
Mom

Love,
Mom and Dad

Evan Gerish

Rubina Mann

Evan,

Ruby,

Look at all the success you've
had with hard work. You can
do anything you want with ef
fort. We love you and support
you! We are so proud of you.

You have brought a sparkle
into our lives. You put every
one's needs before yours.
We know your loving and
ambitious personality will
affect the world wonderful!

Love,
Bridget and Dad

Julia Petty

Carissa Patrone

Dear Julia,

Carissa,

You've made our dreams
come true. Now, you can
go off and create your own
dreams. We love you!

You’re a blessing in our lives! It’s been fun watching you gro
into a beautiful woman. Baseball games, Oreo shakes,.and
manicures are memorable because of time spent with you.

Mom, Dad, Rafe and Andrea

Kenneth McKinnon
When dad and I think of
Donny and Kenny, our hearts
fill up with blessings, love and
great memories! Good luck
in college. We love you so
much!

Dad, Mom and Donny
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We love you beta!
Papa and Mom

The Benningtons and Halffields

Kristin Hnatio
Yohan,

Congrats on all your ac
complishments. You are such
a strong person and can
achieve anything you put
your mind to. I'm ver/ lucky to
have you as my sister.
Love,
Justin (BrotherBearj

Caitlin Riney
Caitlin,
Your light shines bright. Your personality, style and competi
tive spirit will lead you to great success and happiness. We
are so proud of you and look forward to watching you soar.
Love, Mom and Dad

Lauren Van Hamme
We're very proud of all you
have accomplished in school.
Remember when you are at
CMU that we love you, have
fun, be kind and learn some
thing every day.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Leslie and Beau

Kristin Hnatio

Matthew Tochman

Your love of family and animals has been one of your
biggest assets. We have enjoyed watching you grow into
the determined young lady you are today. Go Blue!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Matt, Mon cherie ... my little loaf of bread. Love, Sarah
Matthew, You have always been our special gift, and we
are very proud of the young man that you have become.
Always remember how much we love you.
Mom and Dad
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Philip Jaworski
and Stephanie Edge

Natalie Peterson
Natalie,

Stephie and Philip,

You have brought great joy
to my life. Use your many
talents and soar! Your
beautiful smiles and caring
nature will brighten the world
wherever you go.

Look how you’ve grown!
We wish you all the best.

Love,
Your Families

‘

Tons of love,
Mom

Natalie Peterson

Justin Gatt

I remember when you came
home from the hospital!
I knew you would always be
my favorite (little) sister in the
whole wide world and also
my best friend.

Congratulations Cousin Justin,

We are so proud of you. Have
a great time at the University
of Michigan. Love you lots.
Your California Cousins,
Michael and Amanda

I love you,
Lisa

Christopher Fowlkes
Chris,
You have become such a
fine young man, and we're
so proud! Let the light that is
you continue to shine as you
move forward in life.
Remember, we’ll always be
there for you.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Eve Avdoulos
Alexandra Davis
and Evan Bentley
Alex and Evan,
We threw you together as
babies and have watched
you grow as good friends
— just like your parents.
How fun for us!
We love you,
Your moms and dads
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Eve,
To say that we are proud of you would be an ’
understatment. Follow your dreams because to get what
you’ve never had, you must do what you've never done.
Love, Mom, Dad and Hannah

Rachel Rank

Rachel Ronk

Rachel,
Sweet, funny, kind, loving,
compassionate, honest,
interested, interesting, caring,
smart, helpful, concerned
and beautiful, inside and out.
You are my amazing
daughter. I can’t imagine
life without your smile.
You are my sunshine!
I love you,
Mom XXXOOO

Rachel,

Rachel Ronk

Scott Waldo

Hey Wease,

Scott,

We're so proud to be your
brothers. You're the best big
and little sister anyone could
ask for. Have fun at Grand
Valley.

We'll miss: ketchup, binkies,
Stroh's vanillo, runescope,
Lorena, meatloaf, Harry
Potter, “get a condo,’’ Taz,
and “everybody.”
Most of all, we'll miss you.

Love,
Casey and Lucas

I am so proud of you and the
person you have become!
I am looking forward to what
the future has to bring you.
Whatever it is, I will always be
here for you.

Love,
Dad

Love,
Mom and Dad

Mackenzie Lebeis

Casey Schipper

Mackenzie,

Casey,

We love you and are so
proud of you. We wish you
the very best as you begin
your next adventure.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Christopher
and Taylor

From LCS to NHS — you made
it! Although we argue quite
a bit, we'll miss you and your
sense of humor around the
house. Kick butt at MSU!
GO SPARTANS!

Love,
Kirsten and Jacob

Casey Schipper
Casey,

Go confidently in the
direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have
imagined! — HD Thoreau

You are a joy and a blessing.
We are so proud of you.

Love,
Mom and Dad
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Dietrich Warner

Emily Hopcian

Dietrich,

Sissy,

God blessed us with not only
a charming brother, but an
adventurous friend. Neither
of us could do without your
support and sound advice.

I'm so proud of you! I love
you so much and always will.
I know you will do very well
throughout life.

Love,
Brigitte and Gretchen

Love always,.
Kathryn

Mary Enderle

Emily Hopcian

You can do anything,
even be a queen, enjoy
the ride of life.

Emily,

Love,
Mom and Dad

We are so proud of you. You
have accomplished so much
already. Stay true to your
beliefs. Follow your dreams,
and don’t forget to have fun
along the way. We are always
here for you.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Hillary Jordan
Hillary,

The house is going to be quiet and boring without you.
We would tell you enjoy college, but we know you will!
Congratulations — the best part of your life is just beginning!
Love,
Aunt Lisa, Uncle George and Kid Bull
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